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Orne of tîie groat interoaté of Wallaoo Stovone as m  object of study 
lies in the foot that ho does not merely present us with a body of poetry, 
hut goes on to present us with a paradigm of whloh hie own poetry is hut 
one possible exemplifioation* This paradigm, galled into being by the 
particular qonditlone of the twentieth century# is a presoriptive programme 
for notion, a eet of ruloo eanotioned by their effioienoy, in operating in 
everyday life. Stevens begins by placing modern men in terms of hin 
psyoho#BO0ial predicament and then goes on to explore the iaiplicatlcns of 
IMs predicament with regard to possible action, concluding finally that 
art will be the major support of man both now and in the foreseeable future* 
The mode of thie ertietio support will be the creative prooeoe itself, ae 
related to both poet and reader, since the aesthetic theory elaborated by 
Stevens shifts the emphaeie from finished product to the action which 
culminates in such a product: tlis aesthetic theory finds its justification 

a iWrld view ifhich claims that "the event is the unit of things roal'% 
Stevem* continuing relevance is shown by the affinities of his tlieory of 
fictions with recent theories about the games m  live by, in our language, 
our institutions end our personal lives#

The claims for cffioienoy involved in this proffered paradigm are 
based on what Stevens takes to be an inevitable process of redundancy on 
the part of individual poems, which are the examples called into being by

A#N, Whitehead, Science and the Modern World (Pelican, 19P), P* 17$#
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the set ■ rules* ■■-'■I.Since pârtieuXar poems must loee their power,:•-the• ability 
to conoplo which is their function, it Will he necessmÿ to replace them, 
and an awareness Of the existence of the pattern and the place of i>oem** 
■examples' in; it" will^ hopelhliy,- permit on easy and .painless transition 
from the outmoded flotion to the relevant fiction',’ “without any sentimental 
clinging to the fiction-i “irihioh has lost its sanction», , ÎMs replacing 
process can in theory continue. indefinitely and at varying speeds, end ' 
natural human conservatism ensures: that '; the process - takes place only when 
necessary* A Psentimental clingi#" to old forms ccmnot in itself he ‘
■ condemned, for'g3.vc-h-that poems, or forms oontimie to perform their 
consolatozy ' fuhotion# ■ they can logltimotely^ W  rotannrd, hut unfortiumtely 
the' desire ■ to çlinh to previohn':' comforts freauohtly cpvoxn on inner ' 
dlsoatisfaC't'ioh which could he .aalleviated hy new fictions# fox Stevens, 
the him m%st hltmys he # è -satisfying of the need for order-, folt hy modem - 
man : ahd,according to. Stevens, this satisfaction is brought about at ' 
proshnt.ohly by art, ' ' ;

" Wiy >is ■ art ' seen ...by Stevens as the. 'supreme• me tWd ■ bŷ .-which èùoh - 
essentially 'emotional comfort io • given" to..manymd^ why should “this artistic- 
satisfaction take the.;.'fom of praoess rather,’thaiT product?- ' Bis solution ' 
can he traded back to the scientific discoveries of . the late nineteenth 
and early twentieth conturiès, ^hmugh their impact on certain. pMlosophem 
c-md. their-poî îlarisem̂ ' ' 'Those digooverles Myë had profound oonewtmooB 
on twentieth-century .thought, particularly-, with regard-,to aesthetic ■ 
'theories and the subsocmont imx>crtanco -placed upon art in general* # o  
min .çcnBCQuenoè of these düe’ooverioo has been the'.g-rowth .of a distrust in

This diminution of power takoa place for both poet and reader, 
althou# .at - different 'mtes* ' -Beep* 78. ■



finality,' teenomous step from the early nineteéirbh-oentury confidence 
in:'the'; eventual^, or at any rate theoretioalj establishment by roan of full 
knowledge about hlo onvironmont* .We have.'now abçjylonodf 'even aa-a poaoi.*, \ 
bilits'', the vieion of complete kiiowlodge and as the concept of finality 
loses ite previous value, this value is transferred to the quest for/final 
■answersi': .the' action,: the peekingfpls g).V0nttho./import#c^ .ink, '- '
'previons ages, had attached to ■,tho'.icnowlodge-p;Blned» Tho awareness of this, 
cOmbinod with a pertain self-effacement on the part of the a.rtist,. has led
• to: attempta,.to- make./■ the-àotibn'/-available ' to. all, to expand ■ elitism into, 
democracy* And so. we. see the emergence of’bntMip books#'fluid-theatre,; 
’’bpen*’;'works, of. art which Invite,, or deniancti active response-from the 
àMiGnoG* V,  One oonseptiCnce.-of ;this, denigration-of the product has been the
• accëptëncG;-'Of’ the possible..impermanence, of the imrk..of .art, • -the - self̂ * 
destriîot book, for'example'*', BecanCe of this shift in emphasis from the 
finished.product to the process of creation.itself, fixed forras have 
ceased, to satisfy Us; they seem to betray; what ire now toko to he the 
t3#th about the Tmrld dhd ouy position and power in i t * . ^

These scientific, disooverios. were .studied by. Stevens in -the writings 
of phiioêophôi>*solentls.ts- suoh as Bergson and hhitehead, and through 
popularisorb of thoiramrk, such. aç-’-Joàd'. Stevens took;a great/interest - 
in/ .the philosophical implications of .these discoveries, - ;p8rtiçularly the 
fôpistem,alogical-- consequenoçé ..-,of 'new ideas about causality and 'scientific.: 
peroeption, and.'wont'on. to examine., thb' psyoho'̂ social results for m d e m  : 
man»', bhile examining the scientific aspect, he relies upon Bergson and 
#%ltehead, .but the aesthetic conclusions he-reaches#.;ifith reĝ ard to.thé 
■ theory of. fietionc, • owe >'more to ' William James# ‘ Despite his initial - 
reliance .upon other thWmrs as a .starting point, we met remember Stevens* 
own disclaimer "I know of no one who has been pax'ticularly important to

' t e - . ' . .

m:-
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me* %  iG. entirely my oim 0"^% ihtiu^ I eee
It %  othem#" (L* 792) HowGVoi*, his *reelity-ii^.glsc.Llom ooilU*e%* did 
evolve In roèpohne to the nGGde%#d man and
can only W  oludicd vith roforonoe to tho world vinvr bold by litovawB and

.\x%lneteonth"Ccntnry iinto;i#Rll$m, yth^n# had gÿyon way . to %  
a%mréne8é^.,of the Imre— i'h:Uity of pr6"^g 6r :d3.#p3̂ oving Wà'è^^ %
thé: nature f -̂-he o] toinrl world# Bolen i ifiC/dlWoovex^ee :qm% no longer 
he haBodupoh tho ovldëho'é given hy. the jupqf 9,niT#ly hoomee atomio ' /
phyelco taWa't^, beyond ;the limitations,of eyerydeyi peroeptlonf and ep- 
eoiontiflo âooçhnto of the imrld no îon^r èé#ii to 'oiuf)3:oe the exflénà** 
tloho we gather fa^ peroeptlonkH'^é<^ up hy XAodorn k '
Bpiooçé^Wy o^m :'iqter.ml "gèhorci-ioe/'of phyeipiets^kpntterne"» j--.
but this change in. eolehtlfié tazn̂^̂^̂^̂ demomtr^hility in thé everydey^ 
Tzorld to tho ooherénoo of patterne whloh aiéy seem hnrelated to thlo w r l d  
:ie a change whioh the hon4#eôiehtlot findo'difficult I* uioojpt* '

Amther: diffiqçlty;ha.o boon the g ^ ^ h g  i#osr;*b i july ofkpv# vloual#: 
leih@ mnÿ'modéa^TRoientlfiO 'h^ - Thië:$i@8 '<the ::reoult pf plaoing'l ̂
- these liypothéëéo.heyond the tmderatahding Of mPat prdihpiy péoplé&.\ C W  r
old vlouàlloEition of/matter no a oolid̂ vtî igihle lu%̂  Imo dlpoolvad/ ihto-.:̂  ̂
unpertaihl̂ y with the'prpoonoe of )i#ter; ' inotead of being *demonot3̂ tç&% 
havihg to bo inferred in̂ teièno-ùf what appoaro to he.happon̂ nf it
at any given moment in timo# %e nature of reality ban olmnged# 
mot start with the event'no the ultimatertmit of ucvUt oI ooouzpnoo. *

Martin Johnson, SelenOa arid; thë.-Beanihga of ÎVuth (ih.bor. 1946),'! i
P. 17. . ■■ ; "■ - /■- ..:.. . . , :

. , A  "  te ' '  ̂ , . . .  - ik:
■ mtoKoêd,;'!»,. 125. ' ■■ ■ : 'k- -. , /k./ .-:-;: :
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Mow, we om  no cunuider exisM ng lh;.Bf>mg absolute - - :

ee%0, W t M â t bcoept tbab these ohjeoM fpre merely t̂ ^ mvio") we give ' - : 

to'pm i?tloular. ç ô h fi# r# .i^^  eveats# ... \  . ' : '/

The M neteehth"'oeh#ry odhfidehoe. ln'eolehee. W  hesn eroied also 

by a new; WeptloiFjm aTont the o b jë C tly l% ''o f the sè iê h tle t. h lW e lfÿ  h is ' ' 

'la b ility  to  pân'nlvoly sicoelve heir; .facte  about thé  Thom# .-Mm

hae.shoim# in  h ie  eWdy o fk the  -ki^mïé o f .0O l#tlflÇ% çhm gê#.liow :ÿ^

Indeed I w  neoeWeÇ^, lé ' the'tëndènèy oh the :pa rt o f .the e o le n tlo t to. .,.. ..

se lect faota which W ill f i t  in  w ith  a im?*nlotciiniluod hv pothouln m<l to  

ignore d leorepm t faetè# ifreguently by refund bo awunl tbo)i aoy .étatüe 

a8 .faotey::'i!#c_p^t."6 f , the: e^^ of.norm al .Mo%ioo ic  to r a i l  forbh héW -  ̂

.903̂ ;#, o f  phmo.menaL 'lM eW  tho.ee th a t .#&1..4w .t-fit dnbo tho .box a rb # fte h  

not Bçoa a t a ll# " ' ..;We oep' #  longer beileVe.^in.r, vh iiôh 'O f/#è ::ra t,10ha l 

eo lentiçt#  eagerly':eeefelKig' out noi? phouomcna. ond tbun woxMng towfocds the 

fom u la tlC A .of-.:.a’ hypbthe^le:• to  lin k  thorn, "fo r we- now reoognioe h ie bwnan . 

m ie o e p tib lllty : to :̂nd' oow arvati#.^:rbpth o f wMoh' té#^^  ̂ %/'

preservation o f' W 6^-M #ady don^

im portent, i t  8 e # c „# ' be' i n t W '  vo3'a' urtqrè"bf%aderi[%.  ̂ . ' ' 

phyélOq.kthat the ObhoTvor.ehould a ltW htho .th ing  ho In  n .tt# ip tihg- to. # ê  

o lè a riy , duo to the liap^tudee involved# "In  tho end tho pronrso o f

nol fà n th e tiô a lly  Ima^'̂ hable extWmion 

o f wayeklengtho ban b m ifi hearer tho ihtr^JisiéGClly/lhaooeeëiblG/ Wo 

We simply oaphot', a * tl.** moment, aoow ate^'W ashre vo^-m Tall.-oatitiea,,^ 

tM 8ee to .^"liM t.,# '6% r:.-W )w lW gé , . -. " . 44 '' '.t ';-

' T#8. mhk%, .mÉ:%;âo&]^:\Of .8 of ohio^b
brenu, W P ) ,  P# 24.

^ohmpn, . ' - ' " '  /./ '. :r

_ - j  r..vy ' - , y;-y

/' .: -V.
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, /Another' from' the world*view of the nineteenth oéntuxy '• ■ ■
• ha® been Ahê^lôhÀ of hbliof in meohhhical oauoe and éffeotf;. .Mnatein’e 
.Relativity thoorien undermined the old notion of qauoe W d  off Co t by 

■■ , >miarl7l)i‘ig on tho proviouoly Ignoredfaotdr of the o b s e r v e r o w n  velocity 
'and tho Qome&oenoee of this volool . rOhftho' : bb server * o judgment of epaoe 
and time# hlion tei rporol oucccnrdonfiosaa^lté ;aWolnte quality,-- thé 
%fercmoo of event being cfiunoct by preoedlhg'bvent lonaj Itn 'plausibility* 
llMs lorjfj or plauoibilliy lint; been further aodelerhtcd by n now. aWarenOBO- : 
of ;tW statintiml natiwo of mohmioal. *l#ei#\ replaced
thè)oîd nôti# of IneVlt^^ **110 this bh#go la reflobte^ in
on the philosophy of ooiehoe# t e Popperk for example# ohroniplea, the 

. Bhift with regurd\ tq soiehtïflo. hypotheses, from the hlmteonth'^beAtnry -. 
asnnmption of ibtchtial vo^if kMllty^ to .ths'. twan? * ' 'th^b$ntii^&aooeptahoe 

' of hypothooGii .until foistfiod, this falsifiakllitv b^Tbg'-mi- over^ypreaent-
' " ' 1 ' • ■' te-. ■■'popoibllity# Today, truth In aolenCe meaps- the .ngefulnaaa of a parti- 
oular proposition# n W o h  inqlûdès its ability to silo nutctly into thé' 
sohomo GO'Aponnd of othor, u existing pa^posi^iÇnâ# Our junijifioatlOn of 
; solcntiflo hypotbosos h9/3-̂“/thôr0fèrè'''t;foô  -pva'f-'abilityrrather,
' than their urovabllity# *?Sciehéé'..hào' no• fain©’ 02co.©vt if l'offéèti^eheas

'  : ' T ^ W ; v "  \
. An rwaronouo of tho Inacouraoy of' br&nary nonsc bsroeptich oomblnee : 
With tho loss of faith .in solid matter and in tho concept of oauso and 
efÇbpt/î)o..pro%o the dogt^ânt vision oftethe W e n M c #  century# that of a 

. ' W r l d  i:̂  f:lux. Btc«/onr: takos frbm'Bergobh aM.-jamesythe. sense of ̂ cohting

'4 ,

Jean Pau] ban,', quoted by Stevensÿ’ in  OPtel.93.

'■■ Itol r of Oqiontlf 10; Msoove^ fHutohihAon ̂. -1959) *:
2
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pervading the world we eee ourselves as living in. The constant novelty
of phenomena, along with the change of causality into statistical likeli^
hood, gives the impression of a disordered flux, changing incessantly
with neither aim nor reason# This view of the universe leads, to a
psyoho-Bocial unease witMn our society, for it offers people less order
than they would like to believe really exists outwith their o'm selves#
The world-*vi©w forced upon us by modern science is less comforting then
that offered by nineteenth**century materialism and mechanism# "Idmt we
have seen happen is the breakdown of the plain model of a world outside

1ourselves where we simply look on and observe. •* Since we need the 
assurance of some such world, which exists outwith our own selves and 
which does not completely lack stability, the quest of twentieth-ôéntury 
man has been an epistemologioal quest.

This sens© of a split between man and the external t̂ rorld is not, of 
course, new# The difference between our own age and past ages is the 
difficulty we have in finding satisfactory solutions* In the past, people 
have been able to console themselves by believing that various expedients 
offering certainty have in fact been true# At first we had the transcen
dental guarantees given by Platonism and Christianity, then the gap 
created by the lose of faith in these theories was filled by a confidence 
in the ability of eoienoe to reach and describe the external world# Both 
transcendental guarantees and the supremacy of science have now become 
discredited! people find it impossible to really believe in them as true, 
though they may wish to do so. Today the problem of reuniting man and 
external reality is intensified because we have run out of the easy 
answers, a unique position hietorlcally, for in the past either no problem

1 J# Bronowski, Tli© Common Sense of Science (Pelican, I96O), pp. B2«5«
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■ wae ; perceived, ox oRst4îron- both offered' and Acoepted»" ; It
id poss ib le  that the present ai tuition, will d'Xvrays ■ how apply, in .that.-, .we 
will find'it impoop.ihlo to throw qff opr habit of 'Scepfeioina, and.‘-pur - ' .f ' 
belief in #ÿ'hew solution will not bp/the old * belief an true* rbut thp: '4-4

' new, Jamépion *boliof no nocéibary andkusefui *. Wo U vt matured ;to the  ̂ "" 
point of rej'èotin 1 tho nnaiforateôfrpr( vioiip :i;gono:ea1;ir le, biat. our anptiphal - 
needh remdiii an'; urgent# ' \fWPyb@^e fallen. yip t% t o ' b u r t p  - 
destroy our myiha#" '' %  y  /;4' Â4 % ' '

. , • One boh pbjept that it ie nPt‘ really neooaawy for people to feel à
■ eenep: of . aliénâtiohÿ::';a -need -for/order which io not aàtiêfled :by their ; '

. world view# ' firhtly we pbuld be wrong in ow: viaipn of the; world bb flux
Bergoon emphaeimea ; that there., is never .a complote lack of ̂ordèr̂ 4.hHowever# ■ i-k 
he lalcdj goes-on to. chow- that what'.wo chooeo to call disorder ih'mbreiy' #' 
order, which'does not happen -,to appeal to uo,^ At tho present loomént there 
, ia àomo/ Obeprvable'order in vtho Univoree, if only in that, the events of the ; 
past oari ise arranged $ntP patterns, but this type of ''minlmal"''ordpf.'ie-'not -4-'.: 
what we aro'.looking for*- , We still yearn for the absolutes' which' pu%pre%#ht 
state of Mowlodge dehind’usV;' Ih tu re  scientific".discoveryp f  course," may ..

■ make; the jcoiicepf'df.a;. universe-.in .flux.■ae-<outdatbd'::dB:'.the-cqiioept of hard -'f- 
lumps of matter .now appears to .us, but-it 'stili remai|is; truethat we feel .

■ that the amCUnt of order we perceive# as^opposed to the- an,ounL of order : ̂ 
which may oxlnt hhd! await ohr pqrôéption, is not enough for our needs inV
)thé'Tiiîqdérn'. woria4 4-.'. " ' >4 ' - ..y   : - 4- ' "

Even given^thatvour present. world'̂ view is aocurafeivother .attitudes .
'could be dî wh. from it% 4 W  do have mi"element''o.f "Choice,-and at the"'

Allen Vjfaéèlis# The Quest for Identity lOollanoia# 1999)$' P# 1)9*

 ̂Henrir Bergson,- Oreative; Fvolution (i lacmillah,'41911 ) # pu* 292^49«



moment we have chosen an oppressive world to live in. "The pressure of 
Life is very great in great cities, But when you think of the ease with 
which people live and die in the smaller places the horror of the pressure 
seems self-imposed*" (L, 149) It is possible to start with the same base 
given by twentieth-century science and become a logical positivist, but 
logical positivism, whether we like it or not, has not been chosen by the 
majority of people as the philosophy which best expresses our mood. 
Sklstentlalism, both springing from and expressing a sense of insecurity 
and futility, Is the representative philosophy of the imnitieth century.
To some extent, our present despair has been wilfully chosen -

That strange flower, the sun,
Is just what you say*
Have it your way.
The world is ugly, 
and the people are sad.(CP 85)

On the other hand, our choice of a rather despairing attitude to life Is 
encouraged by the physical conditions of modern life in Stevens* "great 
cities". It requires some tenacity to continue to see the sun as strange 
flower when subject to the pressures of crowded urban life, which Stevens 
sees as almost insupportable. "All the great things have been denied and 
we live in an intricacy of new and local mythologies, political, economic, 
poetic, which are asserted with on ever-enlarging incoherence. This is 
accompanied by an absence of any authority except force, operative or 
imminent." (HA 17) The modem.world is seen by Stevens, and he assumes 
that most men slmre his view, as soulless, oppressive and confusing. It 
is .not a matter of what our present world is really like, since it is 
obvious that in many ways life has never been as benevolent, but of what 
\ie feel the modern world to be like, and how far short.of fulfilling our
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needa we see It falling# are^Jéxperiênolng eeeentlal poverty in epite 
o f f o r W n q t r ( m : i W : : : / y  -̂ ""- -.4 ... ;

Stevene is oohêemèd vïlth; thé ëffeot^pf. euoh uneaee.on d#omàl* life# 
the everyday life %  lead w i t h ' f r l e p d e  in êU3? Own homes#
Ihle le the domoetio level on which bur happiness or làôk Of happlneee 
actually opemtee and ,at thé unoméht It le threatened on ti-m fmnte#
Firstly there la. thé wbrld-vlew glvbh to ûa by aolence which# while it 
does not. alter the àotûal" commitment izo -make, in terma of aotlon, to the 
oommon-aehae world&of.tahiéà and;0hA%?a,_ affeota'bur eaao of mind and 
time, Indlmotly# Ow'bape^i for prdihary llvli% /Along'# thia 
oppression, on a: l # e  pMIloaophioal levol, gbee the noiae, the hnatle, 
the l b #  of privâoy oauaéd by largo numhero of - peoplo living closely > .-. 
together," from which we bannotpenally eaoape»'4'^h©y"6ialnb\ia mid dea banaotive" 
events f:^m;\ÿai.éh we: were protected in prevlbua agea by 1:he/lh#fibien^^ 
of oommnnicatlona are i^w thrnat hofoi'c ua dally# ]Both- of théÈé^p^aâurea " 
militate against thé joya which.W<o bur ordinary life hearahié and 
Stevens* aim lb to help ue to cope # t h  the life tiiat wé :#ë forced 
live, hy fending off the conuequehoes of . bur worldWlew and our living ' 
cohiitio#ÿwh#hea?'ornotth0yarè^inevitahl0# <' /-
. 4., ,#evGm* oim therefore W e e d  on the aééimgation thatxthe

phiioeOphlo h # % ^ o h h i  he^'inheritedrié relevant to most peop%e;k4.; %  \ 
aeeumee that tlie World doeb not âppé^ to offer Hie sort of;03?der that 
people require for their p%bhôlb#càl é#ç$: in the î fidest eenae bf '̂ peabè 
of mind# f The idea of a  world in flux is in foot & preréqulBite for a 
lo(^ô# t h# ry. of fibtipns^ for. only if we aeeume. a rmidom flux beneath . 
do ,#l otruoturee bebome -to a greater or/leeeer extentcfictlonal#
Santéÿ^ana'e naeenoea and Vaihingor*e fictlbna are logioal bhâraoters - 
built up from the fluk as a result of the human desire for an order beyond

."JÎ '
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the:minimal ordex* offered .by o/vieu’ of oxtornal rc£̂ X:lty, • and nô inlbly
atoii-the Self, no fin -, . ; 4

'.. ;' " ''  ̂  ̂ '' teJ..,. ' 'i'B-Wvene #00 tbnl the tho prohlèm/ fOolnĝ i,, " ,
, modern:'Wi.'is tha oèhtihülngiieed ho fqqlw..6 :Wll.èVé/lh^^^^ exlétcmoo - 4  '
-, ■ '; .. /'■"'■ , .: ■•' ; "■ . ...v 'tev-L,'"..' ':teC, - te/:"tey.te- -te , '
• pî --a : world: ouiwlth ' $ho nolf, 4ln order to orjoiipo from tho renponnihlllty

4 tejif =fblipDloKu ntcvcnè hh:inolf bolloven that, praotlonlly o};cfdd.ng, we
. live in a moniotio world xfhioh cna be theoretically rjolit into a dnnXlorx,
whioh mirjy thon bo rono-oenbXed, through tho procaso of pootrj!-, into (i now,
and heigh toned, roninni, lie livo, in evoiydoy ta’aiip, in an ino:ctrj,oeblo
mergihg of & m##.w#oh\qehhôt;i##^^ dcsire to - .4 :4 .
he aware of 'an imderl#i^,dualimD*. 'Ĝ èthotïo-f.hoéW to'oolve thé- ' %
HiOteProblemé of tkmdihĝ  ̂  sloh #*, rolatioii to,:#ê 4. ,4

immm,:- Stovono nr-rm-îon thnt tho ding an-eich oxtnto, Imt cnnoot no:'3)n,lly
bo nooii ir ith roe rtâqn 'te : to  cx in t#  • -'-Be, # e # # re ''''p b n j.tt;g  oe an onG ontla l' 4 ;

fiction, a p̂hifo* oxteaAl Wrld, jfroe. from thé #oto:cl;im3o of Ithe h & m  ' / :■
'4i%4 4 4':' 44 -; -:4 4 ' - ' \  ;.4-'

mind. Thid fio'#oh# hbwover, remaino in tho roalm of thoory\ and would ; . ;
■ continno to..do ôo. .were it n p t l f p ^ f u n c t i o n  of the poetio' . . ■.'
act / vdiiblx alpne ceh make mr aware of thin fiction cs real. Tho. g^etiô" -
aot;piirlfi0é: the dinf? on sioh of tho huimn, thah'-’ rctump thin pu%lf#d* / 4’ ' ,

/' bnl4 theoretical, fiction to reality by placing; it irithindnuimi aonncioûanone* ■;
...The dnnlinra conned by,mi aonwuptlon of tho dltiy >ai ojch in rocolvod by %
poatvy into a now monlnia which in' -Hic conopionnnop̂ n of chtallrsa. footryr f '.
therefore, being itcolf tho .heightened laoninjn, ncl.voe botli of the probleim

...,. posed; by the #hg an sioh# fdr# by its Hicorotical action, it natisflm , '/■«..
our need for a, dnallpBi# yet,, by virtue of being itself n nynthcBlsf# self . . ,
and Wrld, ft .also sa#sfi08- bur noad for a nonno of reconciliation ■
WWeen. self4ai#''t̂  ̂ L..-44 '444=̂ - ........ '\te.

" ■■ g"' s r L u . - - :■■ ' .., Poe-Wy is i-Kus enàowod'wlth tlio ability to 00sun:;o tW.mwoao fel-U Tty

'te"""':'
te
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Wentlethf'oentmiy man but. In tema of bln paradigm, Stevens offere even 
more than this not Inconalderable achievement, for he promises not merely 
to abate the misery oaused by a loan of oertalnty, but also to give 
people tho lneig#it %  which they ban find or create their own for m of 
order for themoelVen* ho la offering us a blueprint for survival in what 
he eeeo to be an eeeentlally hootile and oppreaolve environment# The 
oonee of order deeired by people can only be gained through their 
partlolpation in the oreative prooeoo Itoelf and in Btevena* oaee hie 
proffered blueprint has to be found by entering into tho prooeea given to 
ue in the whole of hie poetry# In. the end, we find Btevene* theory and 
dleoovor that we have been praotioing it all along, In the aot of 
dlooovering the paradigm, Stevens io bringing us a paradigm for finding 
order and this ie done by meane of hie own poetry, ifhioh both Inoorporatee 
and illuetratee the theory# Part of thie theory is the idea of the 
dnevltable redundanoy of individual poems Stevens believes that no poem 
oan last indefinitely, vm^bue faotora xd.ll combine to make its ooneolatlon 
lose ite poxfer an time pasaee# Ihle obeolesoenoe theory xd.ll apply to 
poete who merely offer their oxm partloular flotions, the question is 
whether it can also apply to a poet auoh an Btevene xiho Inoorporatee both 
the flotlon'^maklng theory and some eramplQs of it in the s m e  body of 
xfoalc, Surely Stevens has advantages over poete mioh an Yeate and 13llot, 
xfho start xflth the same problems posed by the situation of the present day, 
but who can find solace only by fore#doomed atteinte to reeuocltate 
previ(^$ïy valid ordere by giving them a timntieth-oentixry flavour. Tlie 
obyloue objection to this is the possibility of running out of raw 
material* Stevens aiproaohee the problem from the other side he is not ' 
content to offer a ready*^made order, as "every competent poem" does so, 
but ceeke to malce every man hie own poet, producing ooneolatione xliioh 
vdll fit hie peculiar situation perfectly.
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II

Before going on to examine how Stevens seeks to do this, and exactly 
how the poetic process can fulfil the epistemological function he would 
thrust upon it, we must clarify the two sides of Stevens* dialectic. One 
side is named *reality* and at different times can refer to very different 
concepts, while the other side, the *imagination*, seems to include mind, 
self, consciousness and the poetic faculty itself, A discussion of these 
terms is complicated by Stevens* refusal to make any typographical 
distinctions betxmen the various uses* The term ‘reality* falls into two 
main definitions - his first use, which is generally seen in terms of 
nature and which is oharaoteristio of Harmonium rather than the later 
poetry, is the common-sense one of the external, physical world, The 
reaction to this world on the part of the human is generally rather 
passive, and consists in a simple acceptance of, and delight in, the joys 
of the earth, "The most beautiful tMng in the world is, of course, the 
world itself," (OP 16?) This world ie the ding an sich wMch ordinary 
people assume exists m d  their affection for it is demonstrated by the 
traditional symbolism.used to describe it: frequently the earth is
personified as a female figure, sometimes mother, sometimes lover, but in 
both cases exuding tenderness and love. In the wonderful marriage 
sequence of Motes s Pleasure IV, the woman is a symbol for the place from 
wMch she comes, the earth and is taken by the * great captain*, the human 
man, because he
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■ -V- ■.

4 / 4 4 loved the çver-bill Oatax#a r ^
, 4/'- v;. / 'Ànd’.therefora married ÉàMà', xfhom he found there, ' ;

M  Buwda.: loved the oai)t6%in. as she loved the. sun*
4///\' ■; They married .well heoausq the merriage-plaoe ...
te.' /fv " I W  wimt they loved* It was neither heaven nor hell.

;,i"'.:te: ' ^ %,/ " -- '■ ( o p m )

This emphasises the. importanoe of place, the pliysioal surroundings. xm live 
in, .and the-need to accept the earth for what it is « neither heaven nor
:hèii#\4. ': '/T4/-; /4 .. \ , ' -

;-teln ledjtgdiiQn C#esti# & ,Terrê strial̂ , the happiness induced by this 
passive,. npn-qùestioning aOoeptanoé ofthe. nature of .thé earth and her .. 
gifts can stave off the reaBon and the wills’ it suspends^ although, only ., 
temporarily, the questing, of thé mind. ... '
- ^ - . te. ' ' y"  ̂ :
: te >\.te . tiïé-wild/war#ors 'aré warhling ̂ia the jungle. ■ ' . ; ■
■; ... Of Mfe and spring .and of the lustrous inundations, ^

-.V- M  oh flood," of oUr returning V v W  '
: t e "  t e /  . ■ / / / ' - % . ■  ■ .  - .: //Pay ■ after,day,/througliout. thé-winter, . :

.te ./ We h^d .by bluest re^Oh ' '•' /■ ■'
■■-.'teteln,.a'viorld'of x/ind..and-iboBt, ■ ' ' 4 .' -:/,' "
’ And : by wili,teuhéhakën 'and Aorid . 4:

. 4-, 4:.te / ,444
■■'■ ' /. .' ■ - Tlmt .passed heyohd us .thmsgh the narrow  ̂:

-.:// 4; \:But';xdmt'.hre 'radi£mt/reason and-radient #11 ■, ■:-
'te4: 4; 44 To warhliiig's. e#ly’’ in .'the liilarious trees 
4’""4te '4 : .. /'Of .sumier, the dmnlceh mother? ■ ... - .4 ' -4

. ,4 4 4 , ' ^ m 4 t e 4 '  ■ , ■/

It is mi inevitable trait of the human that we should seek, out answers by
t e 4 .' . ■ . - :■. . ' ■ ’ ■ . ■- . 4  '

. the mseT.of ̂ our reason^4W t  # evens is:; reminding ua that;'the world of
- 4/4 /4-4-: /4?/.4-- . / ' / ./ 4- / - - %- . .
. reason o #  ho a .barrèn .one 4; despite .the/ joys brought by the operation of
: the mind, 4.:'The ioy quality/of the 4reaeon4is oohtmstod with the * lustrous

'4%:'4-:- ,
.inundations *. offered by nature^ and of oou/We loses %  the contrast. Here, 
as, elsexAere in #evehs, the time for cold reason is . the vdnter, and since 
the, seasons- change," ;th0 use46f thé . reason oan be., suspended xdien its season
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Is not in opération, tills suspension being helped along by the mind- 
satisfying qualities of the Stevenaian suimer#

. The other main symbol used by Stevens for this satlBfying time of 
the year, wMoh does not call for the operation of the reason in the same 
way as the other seasons, is the sun* The sun represents external, 
directly experienced reality, and blades so brightly that wo cannot deny 
it, Mor do \fe xfieh to deny it, for it is an assurance of sometliing 
existing outx&th the human mind#

The sun was coming from outside,
That scrawny cry - it was 
A chorister whose c preceded the choir*
It was part of the colossal sun,
Surrounded by its choral rings,
Still far away.

(CP 554)

The sun is valued as an object which exists apart from the views wMch vm, 
of necessity, surround objects with* Its brightness, the reassurance of 
its freedom from the human, does away with the need for our embellisWents, 
the metaphor which belongs rather to the half-seasons, i&th the "half 
colors of quartern things# " The motive for metaphor is a .

shrinking from 
The weight of primary noon,
The A B G of being,
The ruddy temper, the hammer
Of red and blue, the hard sound -
Steel against intimation - the sharp flash,
The vital, arrogant, fatal, dominant X#(OP 288)

At this point, Stevens is equating metaphor ivith a certain evasion of 
reality, the "dominant X"# Forceful reality simply does not require the 
transformations of the isiagination - the bouquet of roses in the sunlight
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ilAsû, . tlmt Iraô îiinge of it would be both .mmeoesBory and ■ ■
. "lesser"# The tools çf the' poet,; rWtorlo a M  metaphor, .oan oaus'e 
distortions which prevent us from. Beeing .the thing itself and so must'he 
used with ; oare and/.discarded in eea's'ons v/hioh do not require them,
Sumor^ ' ,$m ' a.. partof ' reality -which-Hanagès to he. immediately. present, 
needs no fiotiohsl : '4-.;' . /■’ ■. ■

y Mist that is #)lden is not wholly mist# ■■■- '
t e t e : (opise) . " ■

;Euëh, of the :sàtisfadtioh given hy summer springs fa^m its role as a 
languages .without; words md/its oongequent. freedom from the distortions 
of metaphor,: ' Its- immedia.oy hedomes % itself ù form of rhetoriG, Imt a 
rhetorie with t%ie dïOhenëSs to4the.ohjeot sought hy all. metaphor. .// ■'• .

' ;-;4,‘' 4"' And tho secondary senses- of4khe;'em7\'4 '' - 4 ' ■■' , ■■ -
I ' Swam, not with, seGdndary souhdsj-hut choirs, •

■ 4.4: . . “■■•■.- '.hot ovopTOhîiB^mt’laét. ehoirs, last sounds 
4: tev 4'w.;4 iith no thing 'else Gompounded, carried .full,f*' ■
.: 4 : : a4' pdre rhetoric: Of a langiiageAd.,thout uordG# ' . :' - 4

' , - ■4 :; . ( 4  3 W )  .

Thiô.,.i8; thé idô ] - to KÙké the "seGondh^ BenseB" of the.hummi exporienoe
something which 3U atsolf is not sooohdary, hutimmediate# It is the
symbol for thé.-desired ding 'an oiohj the base upon wMch all human' 
constructs are'plaoedv/th© base to which :the mind must alwayh'adhere if 
it is. not . to 'GOhcerh;.it80lf : solely- with its own- creations * - !'Wë. live in a 
world , of imagination in which reality, and contact' with-it are tho greatest 
^ble88ingg^4-(h* 753): 4 ;

• Btevons* sum̂ iorVis■ aatisfying..; to the' .mind, m%d euocéeda in .postponing 
. the 'normal. activity of tho ; mind',4b'hly '.because. It ie a epGoial type of 
/reality?' tiore"forcoûil./than the: other seasons? whloh demand imaginative 
ao%ity#/:'y-'44'-'/4.4:-^^ ';4y/'-- , :';44 4''':\-'
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■ ' : At twelve, the disintegrations of aftesmooh
Began, the return to phantomerei, if not 

V/; '. ' To phantoms# Till then, it h#;been the other way: ■
■;. • One imagined the violet .trees, hnt the trees/stood, , . .. . .4 •te. J' ^ -- . ' - < -

y 4' ' - A t . twelve, as green as ever they would he*
te : - ' " ; ■ ( ®  459) .

At high noon, when hot reality orowdG: in on ns, the imagination, iioniiaJ-ly 
all-pervasive, proves impôt ont,; mmhle to change the greenness of reality ■ 
into,;, tho violet of the irnaglnatipn* As. noon: as this tirde-has ...gone, however, 
the shadows Of ,the invagination mre freç to ohwge reality as they will.
. This'type of reality is-ad; extreme, "It is the : rook of summer, the 
■extrême", land it has another, terrifying side, as in the figure of the 
.rapaoieus... earth-mother, Madmm La Fleurie, who represents the reverse of 
.the:'fertility of .nature, its destructive quality* Mature pan he both 
.benevolent and malevolent, oréàtiyê and déstàmotlve, and for t M s  ,4/ 
distinction. Stevens often employs a darlmèss/light contrasty Mattoe ..La, 
Fleurie is "wicked in her dead light", The destruotive .side of nature oan 
he symbolised by darkness but more often Stevens continues.,, his naturalistic 
use of sunlight light in the sense of waaan sunlight is: Mnd; towerds .mans ■ 
but if it-ihoreases in harshness, in intensity, it can become a danger,
,as in the sunlight of the desert or'the/jungle, , This danger of over- . 
exposure to naHire ,;ls. a reminder ..that there is - m% unbridgeable '̂ p; between 
nature .-and •.mm, a lesson to. those who may have been lulled by the softer 
side, of nature ': into supposing .some.-sort of kinsWj), % e  risual symbol .
.used-by Stevens ’fox̂ --this devouring side Of - nature} is redness, which . - ■ .
represent 8 unabstraoted reality in all its/harshness, reality which M e  
not. been civilised by being incorporated into human Siyth, aaid which ■ •
Gonoequently thrOatene these mytlie. v- ' 4 ' .
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Gould marble still 
Be mrblo after the drenching rede, the dark And drenching orimsonSf . or endure?

(OP 57)

In the. earn© way, the lush greens of the jungle oan overpower man and 
M s  cheatiohs, and this threat is the price we mat pay for our desire to 
have sometMng exist outwith our selves and consequently outwith our 
control*

'accept that a green plant glares, as you look
At the legend of the maroon and olive forest,
' Glares, outside of the legend, with the barbarous 

green
Of the harsh reality of which it is part.

(GP 506)

Here the fiction created by man - the legend - ha© no control over the 
undeniable realness of the non-human plant and the destruction of the 
legend is to some extent linked to its inadequacy in attempting to reduce 
the green forest to maroon and olive guietnees# The attempt to make 
nature fit for the human Is bound to fail, because nature has a, harshness 
we seek to evade.

The fertility of earth can easily ripen into death and decay, as in 
the development from the venereal Florida of Harmonium to the Africa of 
Owlis Glover, but this decay is merely a necessary part of the process of 
renewal-.which takes place incessantly in nature, but wMch.man seeks to 
halt in the interests of his own need for stability* The most important 
tiling for man to recognise about the external world is that it is wholly 
separate from him, and indifferent to M s  needs and hopes, and tW,s view 
of nature se something wholly other leads to the duallstio structure of 
the with the Blue Guitar, in which the world is seen as a monster to 
be contended Mth.
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That I may reduce the monster to
Itself, and then may he myself
In face of the monster, he more than part 
Of it, more than the monstrous player of
One of its monatrouo lutes # « •

' n

Man has firstly to accept that the state of things involves this separation 
from nô ture, and then to struggle to maintain the difference hetwaen 
himself and nature Mthout being overwhelmed by the otherness of nature,
Man desires a nature wMoh may be comprehended in terras of self, yet a. self 
which is more than a mere part of nature, Mature has a tendency to trick 
us by encouraging us to extend the sense of communion with nature that wo 
receive from the kindly seasons to nature in general, W t  man must resist 
this téEiptation, must repress the natural human tendency to identify Mth 
nature and read intentional benevolence into her chance gifts. We certainly 
dislike the idea of receiving no help from nature -

Yet the spaciousness and light 
In which the body walks and is deceived,
Falls from that fatal and that.barer gky,
And this the spirit sees and is aggrieved*(ÔP 108)

The principal objection to any cosy view we may develop of nature as 
benevolent helper is the refusal of nature to allow us to persist in this 
view. The "spaciousness and light" given by nature is always countered by 
the presence of "that fatal and that barer sky". Although nature, as in 
The Auroras of Autumn VIII, in innocent and devoid of malice towards man, 
she 1-jlll not take M s  Mshes into account. An antliropomorphic illusion is 
not tenable on purely practical grounds - if we rely on nature as a friend, 
it is entirely probable that tMs illusion will lead to our death, therefore 
there is a balance to be made boinreen tho psychological need of mhn to feel
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timt mture is more than simply indifferent to his fate, and the 
impraetiofdity of acting on suoh a view.

This first use of the word ♦ reality* by Stevens is then the real as 
it is in its simple existence, free from the oonoelving mind, and it is 
called‘by Stevens the 'first idea*, the term itself giving, a clue to the 
qualification that must be made regarding the physical world, which is 
that it is an abstraction.

Begin, ophebe, by perceiving the idea 
Of this invention, this invented world,
The Inconoeivable idea of the mm.
You must become an ignorant man again 
And see the sun again with an Ignorant eye 
And see it clearly in the Idea of it.(OP 380)

Clearing the mind of leftover fictions which might distort the view we 
get of reality still does not enable us to see the object In reality « the 
sun - itself, but only the clearest possible idea of it. The time of 
summer is a fiction, in that it is impossible to have a season completely 
free of the imagination as anything other than a hypothesis* The reason 
for the choice of summer as a fiction of a time without fiction is a 
naturalistic one, in that the summer which we, outMth Stevens * poetry, 
know has indeed certain qualities which lead us to dispense with the 
diversions of the rest of the year - its real leaves make the leaves of 
fictions seem unnecessary* Nevertheless, thiîiîdng is unavoidable, we even 
have to thinlc of a time without human thought, for the first idea, of the 
world otitvrith the human, can be reached only by an effort of human thought 
"If you think about the world without its varnish and dirt, you are a 
tliinker of the first idea." (L. 48?) According to Stevene, there does 
exist this first idea, but he admits that now, in the modern world, it is



impossible ià praotiqo# apart from:the opeoial,inslghta poBsiblo tlirqagh-'
' poetryto see ; the -first idea olea^ly • .We, qa« only seè pnr own. concei’vings 
of it â - dome^^ oatwith the .human* : I M s  is. where Stevena* olaims for
the yelur of poetry.appear for, in. hie theory, the poewi "refreshes life so
that we she ee,, / 3br a moment, the first idea' * * *

; ihis partioiila-r fiction of an absolute reality which will exist apart 
frost the humhii mind is'-in fact the;only permissible fiction, fdr Stevens, 
the one idea which We find it impossible to ;dispense with#

, fo find the real,
_ / - ." To be stripped of .every ;flotion except one#

r iiie fiction of . an = absolute’ . ;
. - . ; ' (OP 404) ' ■ :

The ÿe^ conception of a- first: :idça satisfies a desire in; man^ his desire 
to escape.from, solipsism and it is the only permissible fiction beoause a 
.desire; to ,go .beyond the self is . almost ci definition of ' the human* ; It is 
this desire %'diicĥ must sati fy, . , ^

; . :" % t  tïiê firs shape thé clouds
, ; In iMtation. The clouds; preceded us ^

; ;;:"T a middy centre before we breathed. , ,
" ■ '■. ;^ere^was a lïyth before the :'i(yth began, .' :

. Venerable and articulate and complete, - ;

This .,at the imomê  is assertibh from Stevens and am Will: to see later
whether hé can succeed’in reaching the first idea; just now it remains' .. 
true that the .physical world, .Steyens*'first form of 'reality*, is an idea 
in. t h e . i È m m T i The first .Idea as anything but a fiction is destmyed 
%;;th0 réaiisàtion that there is no simxjiiè common^sense reality,, tlmt even

See p* no.
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in the Stevensiah summer, the mind’s presence is inescapable.

Yet the absence of the imagination liad 
Itself to bo imagined*

(CP 505)

Paradoxically, it requires the effort of the imagination to rid us of the 
imagination and any solution to the problem of solipsism will have to take 
tills into account. Although the imagination is not overtly active in 
summer, as it is in other seasons, it is still there, to deny that there 
can be a reality apart from human imaginings.

If seeming is description without place,
The spirit’s universe, then a su:mer’s day,
Even the seeming of a summer’s day,
Is description without place . # #

(CP 545)

Once we admit to ourselves the falsity of the coramon̂ sense view of the 
world as existing outwith ourselves, we must apply this to all parts of 
reality, even those which appear indubitably real, This process of doubt 
is simply more difficult to apply to the "seeming of a humaer’s day,"

There must always bo an interplay of tho imagination and reality, as 
the spouse lansia îtossio, "stripped more nakedly / Than nakedness", learns.

Then OKymandias said the spouse, the bride
Is never naked, A fictive covering
Weaves always glistening from the heart and Mnd#

(CP 596)

Han^ia Hun^io is another of Stevens ’ personifications of mother earth, but 
the attempt to divest realty of all imaginative trappings fails because 
the imagination never ceases to cover reality with its creations, wliioh 
are doubly effective in springing from both thought and feeling*

Not only is the imagination unavoidably present, but the interplay of
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'imagination .ond' reality.‘'is; never entirely clear and 'there can never, b© . ' . 
a délinéation of the elements brought by either-side to the union, as in 
Desire and the Object, '

It could be that the oun shines
Because X .desire it to shine or else . '
That I'.desire it to shine beoâuso it shines. ■

: . - (OP: 05)
This interplay is the second of Stevens* realities.and is a mixture of the 
reality of the physical world, which in its pure state can only be imagined, 
and. the imagination itself. The most useful way to explain this is to 
adopt Bernard Horingman's use of typography.^ Firstly, we■have "reality", 
the imagined fiction of an external world existing outwith tho human, then 
we have R'SA.LITY, a combination of reality and the imagination. The final 
formula of ■ this is RBAH'ff,,« reality (à fiction reached by the use of the 
imagination) f imagination» his use of the word "realitytherefore ranges 
from pure.sensation, or as near as we can get to direct experience ‘of the 
physical world, to abstract idea. In Harmonium, "reality" tends to mean 1 
the physical world as it is encountered in everyday e:)cperienqe and which 
wç;naively assume to contain no imagination, while in'the later poetry it. = 
includes ideas, memories and reflections, and so is-, nearer; to BSALlFf , ' 
,;Qtevens “moves away from a simple contemplation of the natural 'vrorlci to 
include acts of the mind in his imagery* '

■ This development imuld seem to be paralleled by his.use of the rdck 
syailTOl, for in the earlier poetry It is used as a symbol for the irreducible 
external world, while in the poems of the Rook it goes beyond the sensuous., 
world we call reality to•Include-all that we experience, a mixture of ■’ ' 
reality and imagination. The rook becomes a symbol for being, the life of 
the mind combined with oUr direct experience of the world. The-first usé

1 Bernard HeriogEimi, "The"Critical Angel," .Kenyon Review 14 (1954); 520**),
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of the rook symbol, as the ding mi oloh, can he seen in Row to Live. Vhat 
to Do# where the "tufted rook / Massively rising Mgh and hare" lies 
beyond the human, free from the intervention of the mind, This version 
of the rock is seen most clearly in Credences of Summer,

It is the visible rook, the audible,
The brilliant meroy of a sure repose,
On this present ground, the vivideet reposé,
Things certain sustaining us in certainty*

(OP 575)

Here the rook is both literally and symbolically made out of earth, and is 
a projection of the desire of Stevens for an established extra-̂ human 
reality: it ie nothing more than a fabricated fiction, vdth the advantages
and disadvantages of the purely fictional* The major advantage of this 
particular fiction is of course its closeness to human desire, its ability 
to console, which is aided by the solidity of a symbol such as a massive 
rock* It lacks the subtlety of the later uses of the rook, but does perform 
a necessary task, given that this type of certainty is what the quest is for, 

The later uses of the rook symbol would suggest that it has widened 
in its representation to include everything that exists, rather than simply 
the base we seek beneath existence.

Perhaps we might best think of a set of mirrors (imagination 
and reality) facing each other, wMoh in^betimen themselves 
make a Imbitable world out of their blending reflections.
The rook is the space of that world * , * 3*

The rook is not limited to the self or to the world, but is "the habitation 
of the whole" (OP 528), the relationship between self and world which makes

1 Ralph J# Mills, "Wallaoe Stevens ; The Image of the Rook," Aeoent 
m i l  (Spring 1956), PP. 75"89#
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UP opr practloal e:̂ erienpe;, ,.as" opposed 'toÂ B? ^ 'Y :;■;.
/; ÿ'The .first usç of the rook ■ symbol ;ae the ding #n sieii rofleets Stevene*- 

.insistence .that'th0.rS ie a baeo upon idiieh the. iimgihatioh'works.its ' - . ; 
changes* - .̂ ^̂ 1 is only-tbs.'Wse#;.-M it- is the base.!' (O'P l6o) The
.’real* in this': case-is"the 'éxté'Mal.trorld and Stetbns’ subséquent"oomiients .. 
on-',,tlie;opération-of the imagih%ioh ,imst be seen’ in the light. .6f this 
adherenoe. to a:.bëlièf that the;re is. an; external: world., to be apprehended,'
■ An Ordinary Evônimr in .Ife Haven'demonstrates the . process of building with 
the imginatlon..ûp6ii;;the -base of the, real, a process that ■ Stevens places- 
at the. very heart of Bimmi activity, ' v* '

:.. ' iX&e. sélf, ,tho.: GÏWsaliS 'Of: all men!- - _y - r.
.- tho-leisürO'of bluo''daÿt -

'R Md:m6r^  ̂One pâ M: ; .
' .. ' '''H0ld;;.fa'"'*'' tonabiously-'-im'oommon.ear# ,

And'" one from.uent#!..earth to oe sig- ̂ r,
AM:;in ̂ loonlight bxtmsions of than - in..the :loind,. - ;,

■: . ■ Searched out such, majesty as it could find, .. , ; ■
/' ''(GP468.̂ )̂ ,:/

The self '.is: free to, .weave its illusions, but only" after' realising that a 
port, of thé.;.;;sèif must: remain, rooted ; in\* coîïimon. earth ’, - ': % e  imaginative' 
side of man can.move into rdeas, abstraotions, fantasies, if it dbes: not 
divorce itself {(completely from the true; state of idiich begins in ( 
reality',- for. to- db sO/becomos .ultimately.unsatisfying, ' " ^

iMs' is Stevensr'theorotical:;(duailsm, the assumption he màîtes about ' ' 
the, world %# live in, but .this becomes ■in our own experience a mni.stic 
realm of : the merging of ̂mind and world,7 Since ■‘thç . ezteï̂ ai; world, though 
.fit.'..exists, and exerts a-perceptible influence on us, can only be knoi#

iSank Doggett stays^with the. first us© Of the symbol, and calls it 
‘ the .."unrealised natuml world," Stevens t. Poetry ' of ‘Bioiudlt (Johns Hopldins 
19É6),P, 170; : , - ■-.' . .
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tîiïough tile inlnd, our desire for certain realit̂ f will have to he satisfied 
in term of mind.

Through the interdependence of personal exper3.ence and common 
. experienoe, through the paradox of the world as personally 
conceived and as encompassing all conoaivers, the apparent 
dualism of Stevens is compounded into a Iclnd of monism of the 
inextricable merging of mind within world and world within 
mlnd,^

An acceptance of tills monism throws the emphasis on the self and the 
BpoGifio moment of experience, for reality is no longer to he regarded as 
a quality possessed by objects but as an experience in the observer Mmself
which has been stimulated by reality. This experience is subject always to
the correotion of the. external world for, : althoitgli reality has to be 
imagined, to be experienced in terms of mnd, the imagination adds no tiling 
and the structures and relations of reality remain. So we are dealing with 
the experience of reality rather than simply "reality", and poetry trill 
concern itself with this experience in Its attempt to bring us the sense 
of a ding m  eioh.

The subject-matter of poetry ia not that 'collection of solid 
static objects extended in space* but the life that is lived
in the scene that it composes| and so reality is not that
external scene but the life that is lived in it*

( m  25)

If the principal meaning given to the word reality in Stevens is. this 
inseparable interplay of imagination end the piiysical world, where does 
epistemalogy' fit in? Reality as an abstract concept of something apart 
from the-human mind «• Stevens* "first idea" - would seem to be a necessary 
corrective to the imagination* Stevens himself is certainly attracted to 
the idea of a ding an sich wloioh will limit the excesses of the human

^ Doggett, p* 5.
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imagination

Doetry is a passion, not a habit* This passion nourishes 
itself on reality. Imagination has no source except in 
reality, and ceases to have anjr value when it departs from 
reality,

(L. 564)

Faithfulness to the world of thingu, epistemologically speaking, will 
involve catoMng the moment in which rrdhd and thing mrry; there is no 
ultimate reality wMch can in practice be separated from the "act of the 
mind" experiencing such a reality*

Reality is just that; a state of suspended tension between 
being and non-being, in which both being and non-being are 
unreal and only thoir inoossant interaction, their becoming, 
is real*1

The fiction of a ding an slch may be an indispensable one, but the struggle 
for an awareness of this fiction as it operates in reality must involve an 
examination of the moment of experience, for the world does not exist in 
itself but is created through the description of it, which occurs by a 
conjunction of the imagination and reality* Reality is description and 
this is a different sphere from either imagination or reality as ding ^  

Rich taken alone.

Description is revelation. It is not 
The thing described, nor false facsimile*
It is an artificial thing that exists 
In its own seeming, plainly visible,
Yet not too closely the double of our lives, 
Intenser than any actual life could be,
A text we should be born that we might read, 
More explicit than the experience.of sun

1 Ernst 1̂,sober, Tîie beoessity of Art (Pelican 1959), P* 124*
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' Mdimoon, -the b reqqndillation,- '''"' '7:- -
. : :Bopk of a côncsépt only possible ; .

j'ln desoriptipn,'; oanon'/oWtral' in itaeif., . ' '
•; . ■ " The: thesis bfithe"plentifbilest Jqhn*

(or:544-'5);\̂ ;̂ \\

Thifi ifoi'ld in # p  Bilddle, the .desorip Is 'tho loM in
wMob hiîi iaiis: muet ,.find, their consüiàtioa, end-it is also the realm of 
poOtryÿ wl'iich requires à similar pon junotlo%i of imagination' and .reality - 
to function, .this ; similarity "of "bperat'ion being . an important, point ■ in 
po.ètry’s: favour wheh.'.:W..: o to,-choose, the.rmoans wq;.will .use for our
consolation*. Since we oahnot uvoc grasp' reality- in Its naked state, we 
are forced tosséekJjngtead -a "st use of. reality being thérçif We are seeking 
the "sense thatT we can touch and (feel a solid7 reality ifhioh does not ’ 
wholly dissolve, itseif into the conceptions of our own minds#" (OP 236-7) 
.To-get. this, sense we will hdve to turn to.the imagination, speoifipally 
’ the imagination: as.; it f)perates;ln the act■ of poetic, creation*,:/ In fact,
' poetry *s "function - * •■* * {.(is precisely thils .. contact , \dth' reality as it .. 
impihgosvupon.us'from .outside*’! (NA;96),y: ■ y ' ■' : . ■ ■;

„ Theme are.'tm.ny statements, 'both in the poet̂ .-. and in .the prose, which 
might: suggest' thatiStevens * :yiow .of ̂tho Imagination end its-powers was In 
direct contradiction with M s  view of the external world, .for. at times he 
seems. toy;^ve,.the. mind . creative .::pp 'over ' the entire world, ifhich
consoquently.is reduced to e&n imaginative fiction, fâbrioatéd to satisfy 
man’s continued desiro for à re^itÿ ou'Wi^ the self# , : .

.. .. ''r.Theimdgnifioont/c'aus'ê /pf̂  .

- "The iiaaglnation,; the ohéroàlity - • ■ f -- w- ., - ■ ■
- : In : tMn. ïmhgined ̂ mrld ....

7 , v / : : : : r ’-
This, vision of - t%:o sll-ppwer#!'-.Pagination' has certain attractions, of
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course-- along with the desire for a truly external reality goes the ■ 
contradictory desire for a certainty springing fnmm the self, given the 
assumption bequeathed by Descartes that the self ie the surest possible 
guarantee of existence and clarification. Given that the self lo stable 
and has created its own reality, man can hope both to know reality and to 
control the wilderness lying beyond the self, as in Puella Farvula,*

Every thread of summer is at last unwoven.
By one oatorpillar is great Africa devoured 
And Gibraltar is dissolved like spit in thé wind.
But over the ifind, over the legends of its roaring,
The elephant on the roof end its elephantine blaring, 
The bloody lion in the yard at night or ready to 

spring
From the clouds in the midst of trembling trees 
Malcing a great gnashing, over the -water wallows 
Of a vacant sea declaiming with wide throat.
Over all these the mighty imagination triumphs 
Like a trumpet and says, in this season of memory, 
Fhen the leaves fall like things mournful of the past,

quiet in the heart, 0 wild bitch. 0 mind 
Gone wild, be what he tells you to be: Paella,
Write pax across the window pane. And then
Be still. The summarium in excelsis begins . • .
Flame, sound, fury composed » . . Hear what he 

says,
The dauntless master, as he starts the human tale.

(OP 456)

This magnificent arrogance shows the extreme of Stevens* love of the human. 
The fierceness of the na'tural world tfhich threatens to engulf man, its 
perpetual dissolution, its disrupting effect upon the mind, all these are 
triumphantly controlled by the "mighty imagination", which forces nature 
into the service of the human. The incoharenoo of the beasts of nature has 
been replaced by the clear, human speech of the imagination. The massiveness 
of the task confronting the imagination, shorn by the fabulous scale of the
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forces of the natural world, serves only to underline ..the greatness of 
its triumph in imposing order.

The predisposition to rely on the mind elevates it to a state of 
pure imagination; the world hecomes completely satisfying hecause the 
figurations springing from the self have no need of checks on external 
reality* 3‘jove of self ensures the attraction of such a view.

the mind
Turns to its own figurations and declares,
"This imoffe* this love. % compose avself 
Of these. In these, % come forth outwardly.
In these, % wear a vital cleanliness,
Not as in air, hright-blue-resembling air,,
But as in the powerful mirror of m  wish and will. "

"lei? 2461

In this solipsistic mood, Stevens frequently sees reality as spriîiging 
entirely from the mind - "Suppose these houses are composed of ourselves." 
(CP 466) The advantage of this proposition is a purely psychological one, 
in giving us a sense of security and power, for epistemologically it is, 
according to Stevens, simply an evasion, just as many of the creations of . 
the mind are evasive.

Those external regions, what do we fill ther/i \/ith 
Except reflections, the escapades of death, 
Cinderella fulfilling herself beneath the roof?

(CP 405)

Quite apart from the epistemological consequences of solipsism, its 
emotional comfort comes to bo seen as a sham by the very believer in 
solipsism tlm ’'mountain-minded boon" -

Now, for him, hie forms have vanished*
(CP 121)

The Cartesian doubt is seen by Stevens as a mean thing wliioh rejects the
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hero and now, the present which is man's sole asset, far the sake of an 
unrealisahle and effet© ĵ writy. Both the florlbund ascetic of Landsoapa 
with Boat and Mrs, Alfred Uruguay are misguided in their efforts, for the 
idea that reality is solely a thing seen and oontrolled by the mind is 
simply "disillusion as the last illusion". (CP 468)

The first objeotlon to solipsism concerns the view of self wMoh it 
demands# It requires a self of greater certainty than the flux outwith 
the self, but it is now difficult to believe in a self wMoh is not subject 
to the flux of the world: a non-transcendent self becomes just another
discrete particular, subject to the changing flux which is the world, "in 
which nothing but the self remains, if that remains," ( M  171 ) Tlie self 
is simply one of the fictions which we find it almost impossible, perhaps 
completely impossible, to dispense with#

'Self*, 'body', in the substantial or metaphysical sense « 
no one escapes subjeotion to those forms of thought* In 
practice, the common-sense denlmittel are uniforHily 
viotorious.l

Bergson assures us that the self is really only a series of psyoMc states, 
held together by the conoept of the ©go.

But, as our attention has distingiiished and separated them 
(the psychic states) artificially, it is obliged next to 
reunite them by an artificial bond# It imiagines, therefore, 
a formless ego, indifferent and unchangeable, on which it 
threads the psychic states which it has set up as independent 
entities.^

Ihe self can be seen as a series of states, a process, which is fictionalised 
into an object, just as we fictionalise our series of discrete sense

 ̂william James, Pragmatism (bongmans, Green and Go., 1928), pp. 180-1,
p Bergson, p. 3#
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perceptions into independent and consistent objects# Vaihinger calls
’Ithis the ’personificatory fiction*# The self remains one of our most 

indispensable fictions, but it must not be elevated into an absolute# 
Stevens* main objection to solipsism is rooted in M s  faith tîiat 

the world exists outivith the self, and he continually opposes attempt 
to impose imaginative views on the world, insisting that imaginative order 
must spring from reality, for "to impose is not / To discover." (CP 403) 
Anecdote of the Jar shows the ambivalence of the rels,tionship between tho 
ordering form and the reality ordered by it.

I placed a jar in Tennessee,
And round it was, upon a hill#
It made the slovenly irildorness 
Surround that hill.
The wilderness rose up to it,
And sprawled around, no longer wild. 
The jar was round upon the ground 
And tall and of a port in air.
It took dominion everywhere.
The jar was gray and bare.
It did not give of bird or bush,
Like nothing else in Tennessee#

OP 76)

Tho landscape o f Tennessee needs to be forced in to  order, to accept the 

ordering power o f the human mind, and the f i r s t  two stansaa show the 

p os itive  valuG o f the ja r , which can succeed in  changing the slovenly 

aspect o f the na tu ra l world in to  the calm and symmetry o f the a r tifa c t.

The f in a l stansa, however, q u a lifie s  th is  praise by pushing the sparseness, 

the co n tro l, o f the ja r  over in to  barrenness# Stevens is  JBoldng a gentle 

coimnent on the non-naturalness o f the ja r  by remarking on i t s  separation

 ̂H. Taihlnger, The Phil080#iy of *As If* (Jloutledge & Kegan Paul, 1924),
pp. 36-38.
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in terme of oharaoterietlos \ from the natural world a,rotuid it# The " 
Miderness réquiree the jar,; yet the jar is an intruder in the landeoape. 
The great problem f6r the poet in to find ordering forms which can come, 
as oloBG as possible to the natural world without being engulfed in its 
■formlGS'siiGss# '

The imposition of the imagination on reality is not the true function 
of the poets if a poet seeks to use the power of imagination to change 
reality in some way, 'to "put it to hie ovm uses" (NA 115), he will produce 
"ïiiargtlnal" poetry instead of the "central" poetry which is possible when 
the imagination is properly employed in gaining a sense of reality as it 
in fact is. TI10 aim of pootry.. is to reach, reality,, not to create a now 
and satisfying reality for ourselves* Thé abnegation of the responsibility 
of finding reality is connected with the reliance on ready-made forms of 
order, the products of the fancy rather ttmn the imagination.

lYincy, then, is an exercise of soieotion from among objects 
already supplied by association, a .selection made for purposes 
which; are not then and therein being shaped but have already ; 
been fixed.

(M 10-11)

The imagination is a faculty,- which produces objects,. fictions, which in 
time, ere degraded to the level of the fancy, wMch is not in itself 
creative, but .is; merely an organising funotion*;

This false imagination and the distortions it produces cmi be avoided 
7by a commitment to the real. We escape from.solipsism primarily through 
our own desire to return to- the ding' an slch, to forsake our ideas about 
the thing for the thing itself.

cfv • Ooleridgo*':Biographig Literaria (Ev'ervrfiiau. 1956)* p. l67.
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■ To ‘be jdthoxit a desoription.of to bo, " '
For a moment on rising, at the edge of the bed j to be,

' To have the ant of the self changed to on ox.
V/ith its organic booMngs, to be changed 
From a doctor into an ox, before standing up, ,,,
. To know that the change and that, the ox-like struggle ..
■' Gome from the strength that is the strength of the sun,
: . Whether it comes directly or from the sun* ,

(CP 205)

We desire?to leave behind the ploak of the sceptic, to feel the joy given 
by a full certainty, of reality, the joy of a freedom from doubt* "The 
very thing. £md nothing else" is being sought, and any imaginative construct 
that does not head in tMs direction is an evasion to be rejected* 
Imagination, includes in its functions the ability to remove everjr hindâ anoe 
in the hoy of our reaching the immediate idea of the thing, the nearest we 
can approach to the thing itself* .̂ The imagination -must "burn everything 
hot part of it to ash*" (CP 373)

The imagination, if it is to succeed at all, must accept tlaat it has
its roots in the reality it seeks to capture* Q?he poet liiust "create his,
unreal out of what is real#" (NA 38) Ihe imagination may, be able to give 
glimpses of the desired reality but .it is .incapable of creating a wholly 
new nature; its fabrications are always traceable back to reality* The 
dependence of the imagination on reality is matched by an equal dependence 
of reality upon the imo,gination in order that it be perceived*

Yet the absence of the imagination had 
'. Itself to be-imagined. The great pon(l,
'Khe plain sense of it, without reflections, leaves, 
î'îüd, water like dirty , glass, expressing silence
Of a sort, silence of a ra-t.'cOme out to see,
The great pond and its waste of lilies, all tîiis .
Had = to; be imagined as an inevitable Imowledge,
Required, as a necessity requires.

. - . ; (OP 503); V

16:Sea pp. 75-6,
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There can never be anything but a 'sense* of the great pond of reality.
We can never directly experience reality without the help of the imagination 
which alone■enables us to clear away the reflections, the leaves, of our 
own distortions, to see the thing clearly.

In practice, reality and the imagination intermingle and cannot bo 
separated*

Two thing's of opposite na/bures seem to depend
On one another, as a man depends
On a woman, dey on night, the imagined
On the real,

(CP 392)

There is only one mode of existence, the consciousness of reality, wMoh 
defines both self and world in terme of their interaction. Instead of an
extraneous reality at which the imagination malms guesses, there is a
mingling of the two realms in an inseparable conjunction. Appearance is 
composed of the nature of the thing at a specific instant combined with 
tho perceiving mind at that same instant, and appearance is the world in 
which we live.

The world is a compact of real tMngs so like the unreal
things of the imagination that they are indistinguishable
from on© aaiother.

(m 65)

The eleBients which go to make up a proper conjunction of imagination and 
reality can never be accurately separated; we cannot know "how much of it
was light and how much thought" (OP 257). Both sides of the relationship,
moreover, are affected by this union - "the transformer, himself transformed" 
(CP 269)* "The final projection, 0" (CP 295) is a fusion of creator and 
created.

Stevens stresses the necessity for imagination as an ability wliioh M i l



ûnablo us to tolerate the oonditions of . modern life: - VI want: man’s ( 
imagination to be completely adequate' in the face of reality" (l, 790) *
' It helps us by 'being:; able, to organise things, which appear formless and- ■ 
:oha6tiq,\!:C; . ' '- '- '-"7""

' .The imagination is the poher that enables us to perceiye 
. the normal in thé abnormal, the opposite of chaos in chaos* .

' ' ' " , y / '
Instead of obscuring, thé glimpses we.sock of the world as it really is, 
the imagination in Its: proper role is the only moans.available; to us to 
achieve this .co#oft,: 7 ' imagination., is a form-giving function, mainly, .' y 
although it also ..acts '-'ae a destroyer of previously''îimdeÿrforBis where . 
necessary, and it opç2$tes' by the creation of fictions whicli carry the 
idea of the ̂ thing into thé tiind. It removes every thing which, is not in 
the immediate idea of the , thing and thereby enables us to see'this idea 
with greater .'clarity,:, b ' = ..y-'' - ' '

; -The grasping, of reality-by imagination searns to" toiœ place'for 
Stevens by'a ooincidéhcé of imaginative views of reality,, with reality 
Itself* ' The fact that realityr so grasped can only be cpifmim'iicatecl through 

■ the idea of, it, due to the, typé of process imagination isj’ namely .a mental 
process, does not alter the fact that we can roly.on this idea of the 
thing as giving an accurate and reliable sense of reality,

. Perhaps there is a degree of perception at wMch what is ;■ 
real and what, is ■ Imagined are one: ,'a'.-state of .clairvoyant ■ 
observation accessible or possibly accessible to the poet 
or, say, the acutest poet, .- ■ . 4 ;.

The imagination also creates the very problems it seeks to solvei 
sse-ÿ, 110. - ... ;;.

. See p. 42.:' ' . -  ̂ - ' . ' ' ■ :
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lîVen Mth. all Btavens* qmlificatione, this seems to offer a practical 
escape from an imagined universe# . The first idea is sanctioned as more 
than a mere idea by this grounding in reality# - ^

Stevens is claiming, therefore, that the ding on sioh e:d.ots and con 
he reached by means of the operation of the imagination in poetry and so 
"poetry is to a large extent an art of perception#" (OP I9I) Poetry is 
the most suitable vehicle for the tmnsaiission of these coincidences of 
Imagination with reality because of poetry's peculiar'position as a 
conjunction of imagination and reality, comparable to; the same conjunction 
which is life'itself *

\ of# Valhinger’ è comments on the union of mind and imrid " "Although
the course of thought deviates from'that of reality, thought tends 
constantly to reunite with reaiity#" (Vaihinger, p# 158) The problem is 
to know when tîiis talces place# ; , '
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The fimt step in the prooess of poetry is * decreation', which la '
r';:'esaentialXy positive.In purpose, In : the Heoeopory Angel, Btevene: says -

Simone Weil In :M _ 2èBmiteu.r-.,et .iaCfete has a chapter on
what she calls dècreation. She says that, decreation is 
making pass from the‘created- to the'uncreated, hut that
destruction is .making pass-from the created to nothingness#
, \  ‘ ( m  174-5)
■ . .  ' , ■ ' ■ "  ■ . ■ ■

, -... : r-.. ■ . ' -- - - ' - - • - - ■"It is instructive to loompare what'Weil and Stevens are aiming-at .{with ...
tills process of decreation# Stevens in fact deereatos to "nothing" hut-, ■-- ' ' ■ - ' - ■ ''-:y - - -V - -■ ■
it ie a Stevehsian nothingness which differs . from that of . When
Weil is talking ,#put7 decrea.ticn she means, as-does- Stevens, the-removal 
of old fictions which'may mislead, and obscure the "true" state of the 
universe* The difference is what we,are left with in Btevehs and Well 
respectively after this process has taken its course. What we are left 
with in Woil ie an acceptance that w© do not exist, that our existence is 
sometMngvconfejred upon us by7Gpd* Her "inorll" would seem to be God, 
minus us. -Stevens of course.reverses this. Decreation is creative for 
Well . 7 Y:,

.Nous'; participons & -là. création du monde, 'en noua décréant nous- .
mêmes* '■-;{- • - ;7 . - --%- ■

This,prooéss: is- more creative in Weil than in Stevens, . .'where creativity- 
is ràthér linked to t%e; ifact that decreation-.tal'tes-place by mcaïia of the

.1 ■ {: . ■' 'Simone Weil, %  Pesante^ M.{GraCe .(librairie Pion, 1947), P# 43*
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oreatiye iTaaginatâon* jjçïcreation is an end for Well, but a first atop 
for SteveiiQ, who- finds yaluo in its preparatory quality, . VJhat Weil is 
attacking is le moi, which Stevens does not really concern himself with, 
although he aolmowledges that it may he fictional#

.. Stevens is seeking a view of what the universe is really like, apart 
from the wildly varying visions of, it which different men have fabricated* 
"It is not a question of grim reality but of plain reality* The object 
is of course to purge oneself of anything false*" (L. 636) Reality apart
from human conceivings of it is■Stevens* "nothing"* "The first step 
toward a supremo fiction, would bo. to get rid of all existing f5.ctidns* ' A . ' 
thing;.; stands out in clear air botter than it does in soot* " (L, 431)
Given that the aim of poetry is to reveal reality in some way, all fictions 
which might impede this must be swo.pt away* ,As a first step, Stevens wants 
to "project the.naked man in a state of fact*" (CP 263) He emphasises the 
selectivity of M s  dooreation, which .dispenses only with those fictions 
which have outlived thoir usefulness as revealers of reality, or which 
never managed to perform■this function at all.

The value or lack of va3.iîe of a particular i'iotion is frGquently 
related to its position in time, in history* Irrelevant or misleading 
fictions tend to bo fictions carried over into tho present age from a 
previous one* This is based on one of Stevens* laws : all fictions are
place and time bound, fully appropriate only for a . short duration and 
thereafter subject to the process of docreation* Unadaptable fictions, 
such as Marxism, which claim relevance beyond their own time and applica
bility beyond their own limitations are therefore dangerous* In some poems, 
Stevens symbolises such stultifying fictions by the statue of stone; 7a

1 'The statue symbol differs throughout Btevehs* work, "In:one poem it 
is a symbol for art; in another for society, etc*" (L* 555) The use I am 
referring to is characteristically seen in Ideas of Order rather than in 
Owl's Clover* .
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fiction trapped in an mmpvlng and fixed medium# The statue "is irrelevant, 
hence dead, a dead thing in a dead time# It will be replaced/ as part of 
Incessant change#H (h* 366) ■ The "great statue of the General Du Pay" has 
froKsen into a , form wMch no longer means( anything, and as Notes Towards a 
Supreme Motion Mi l  demonstrate, the ability , to change is one of the great 
virtues of the supreme fiction#

the nerveless frame ;
: Of a suspension, a permanence, so rigid . ■ '
; 7 , That it mad© the General a bit absurd,

.. Changed hie true flesh to an inhuman bronze#
There never had been, never could bo, such 

7 A man# ■ . ; . ■
: . (CP 591); ■

The non«hurfiminess of shch; a symbol is . what makes it irrelevant to men who 
seek ref lections of themselves and their 01m. predicament rather than some 
lofty image. '

The lack of relevance of the statue in The Greenest Continent is due 
not:to.the intrinsic wpohghess of the'symbol,, but to.the fact that it had . 
not been.designed for that particular place; Stevens bslievee that fictions 
spring naturally from specific geographical and cultural surroundings and 
are therefore, compatible with these surroundings* Tîié statue lias a place 
which it can adequately represent but the problem is that it is- not at the 
moment in that place - ,

and it
Was meant to stand, not in a tumbling green,

' ... Intensified and grandiose,/but among
The coBHnon-places of which it foasae.d a part
. - : , . , , (OP 57) - ,

Although this symbol would,be capable of performing its ordering function ’ 
in the correct surroundings, it is ovorvmolmed by the "drenching reds" of



Africa pïid so fails* '.Fictions oro' aÿmboljLo ;roprosentatlons chosen, . . 
Booolfically heoauoe of their rëlovance*- because they aum'-up their place 
and time, This base in place and time in; foot is what protects them 
against the. imminent disintegration tliraatened hy the world aroiihd them*
Yet such protection given by relevance: merely postpones the inevitable loss 
of credence*. ■ , > q . : ' ■ ' ; -

. Tlie Founder of the State* (V,hoover foimdod,
A state'that was'free, in the dead of Mnter, from mice?

" ' ■ . . .  (CP 125)

The - décreatingj mocldng little mrlçe M m  absolute poimr̂ .over all fictions,, • 
given that the time, has come when-men'Can no ..longer âcoçpt tlië-oixtworn 
symbols* Sooner or later the scepticism here expressed .as the winter mind 
is -bfgniirt to bear,' it ‘ is.- both natural and .desirable thaÿj'ovëryiifiotion 
should lu its timi become ont.raodedëahd repiaoed," for this ensures that the 
Qverfohahging prosmt will be aocuratoly represented*;.. ' : :

, But the integrations of the past are like " ..
A Hu800 Qlimpioo» so imoh  ̂ ;■ :■ ■■■•■
So little, our affair, which is'(the affair

. 7 ' ' • Of the possible) . " - ' - ? -"'"-I .'■■'( - '
.7 7 '. . a-. '

Only when the humm desire for stability, leadh to an pedification of previous 
fictional foms is /the dècreàtiiig/pôwèr of the imagination colled for# "To 
sing jubilas at exact,, aooustomed times" is seen by Stevens, ah - a' "facile - -
exorcise*" (OP.59.0):- i# must know what \m are doing, and why, not just 
carry oh blindly ua before* It is a matter firstly of Self respect, in that 
relying on.received fictions without luio&ig why is a fbeble thing to do, 
and secondly it is'-.a matter of expediency 1 in that, old fictions tend to ; 
become inefficient (ahd ccùâeqiWtly pointless #7
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lOverything depends on its sanction; and when its sanction 
is lost that is the end of it.

(I'. 347)

To have ©ver-̂ -ohanging fictions means that we can never have a wholly 
creative imagination part of its creativity met always he diverted into 
its deoreating role. % e  oyolical aspect of imaginative creation is shown 
in Valley Candle «

%  candle homed alone in an immense valley.
Beams of the huge night converged upon it,
Until the wind blew,
Then beams of the huge night 
Converged upon its image,
Until the wind blew.

(op 51)

This apparantly simple poem uses a favourite trick of Stevens, the blending 
of naturalistic and symbolic levels, with great subtlety. The chaos of the 
natural world, the "immense valley" is successfully controlled by the living 
fiction of the candle, just as, in life, expanses of darlmess can become 
defined by a point of light. The destruction of the fiction by the inexorable 
forces of the natural world leaves its after-image behind with the remnants 
of its ordering power. Again this is completely plausible in naturalistic 
terms - the wind blowing out a candle which, for a split second, continues 
to dagisle our eyes. The ordering of one group of natural phenomena, the 
beams, is destroyed by uncontrolled natural phenomena, in this case the 
wind which is not amenable to the sort of control offered by the cand3.e.
We are left, finally, with the stage after decreation, the imrld bereft of 
human orderings, the "immense valley". In fictional terms, this shows the 
original creation of a relevant fiction and its successful operation, then 
the dooreation of this fiction, reducing it to myth perliaps, leaving behind 
the remnants of tho fiction, which manage still to console because of human
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conservatism, and finally the loss of both fiction and nyth, leaving the 
way clear for the whole process to begin again*

The tendency towards deoreating a particular fiction is often associ
ated, or has been so in the past* with becoming* aware of the fiction as 
fiction and not truth.^ This is seen most clearly in the major decreation 
of our day, the loss of belief in God# Here the gradual acceptance of the 
notion of the gods as man-made* springing from and corresponding to human 
need, has led to a total scepticism with regard to any deity.

It is not as if they had gone over the horizon to disappear 
for a time; nor as if they had been overcome by other gods 
of greater power and profounder knowledge. It is simply tiiat 
tîiey came to nothing.

(OP 206)

Man is thrown firmly back upon the "increasingly human self. " (OP 207)
The first step in this lose of belief in the gods was the aviareness 

of their humanistic base. "God is a postulate of the ego". (OF 171) Man 
has created the gods in the past because he heeded a fiction of this sort, 
and he needed to believe in it as true.

If we say these things and if we are able to see the poet
who achieved God and placed Him in His seat in heaven in 
all His glory, the poet himself, still in the ecstasy of 
the poem that completely accomplished his purpose, would 
have seemed . . .  a man who needed what he îiad created. « . «

( m  51)

There is of course a vast difference between a transcendent, omniscient 
being and a creation springing from human need, and dependent on the human
for its very existence# He is no longer inevitable and the form tlmt He
has tsicen previously may be changed: "God is a symbol for something that

 ̂See p, 100.
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Q9M as well talc© other fomie, as, for example* the form of high poetry*"
(of 167) The idea of God has hecome mx outworn f lotion and this Is a 
ouitural move against which the believing individual ia largely powerleos. 
Tlï© world has moved on.

One of the visible movements of the modern imagination is 
the movement away from the idea of God. The poetry that 
crested the idea of God will either adapt it to our different 
Intelligence, or create a substitute for it, or make it 
unnecessary,

(I.. 37s)

If the idea of God is to persist at ell, it. iinast be "less and less 
human". As a projection of desire, an obviously hwmnistic God is of 
limited value, since what men are seeking is transcendental comfort, which 
they cannot obtain from their own creation. Han wishes to go beyond the 
human but remains limited by it if he sees the gods as his oim creation -

Tlie fault lies with an over-human god,
#10 by symp5),thy has made himself a man 
And is not to be distinguished

(OP 315)

Man must, however wistfully, discard the old fictions of gods, end turn 
to Îîimsèlf and his ovm powers for comfort, as in the Man With the Blue 
Guitar XXI -

A substitute for all the gods;
This self, not that gold self aloft

(OP 176)

Clinging to the old gods has now been exposed as a rather obvious psycho
logical prop which can no longer be disguised as anything W t  a prop. The 
twentieth-century seeker after comfort will have to find M s  own substitute 
for, these lost fictions#

As with most of tho fictions which Stevens subjects to deoreation, it
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is the- hifTitorloal aspect rather thmi the intrinsic theory which must he
rejected. Tlie idea of creating a transcendental coBîfort ie perfectly
tenable - both poetz^ and religion have much in common, when both are
seen as products of man’s needs. "Both have to mediate for us. a reality
not ourselves." (OP 230) It remains true, however, that the historical
formulation of this need, in our case leading to Christianity, has lost
its power. A new religion might perhaps be acceptable, the old one we
irdierited is not. Despite Stevens’ distinction between the partioulaa*
form the impulse Imppened to take and the impulse itself, ho lacks William
James* tolerance with regard to the religious temperament. "On pragmatistio
principles, if the hypothesis of God works satisfactorily in the Mdest

1sense of the word, it is true."
Mother fiction, similar in origin to that of the gods, is the notion 

of man’s community with nature* Stevens rejects; smtlu^opomcvphism firriily, 
although he acknowledges that it evolved in response to the human desire 
to escape complete isolation* The mind has a tendency to project the human 
image on to the world, both for this sense of companionship, and for a 
sense of unity, in that the bewildering particulars of the phenomenal world 
are at least connected through the perceiving consciousness moulding them 
into hie Image. The Wind Shifts gives an ironical picture of tills foisting 
of human terminology upon nature.

This is how the wind shifts; 
like the thou^ts of an old human,
¥ho still thinlcs eagerly 
M d  despairingly*
The Mnd shifts , like tMss
Like a human without illusions,
kho still feels irrational things within her.
The vdnd shifts like this:

1 James, p. 299-



‘ / '• '. ïïüBMiKws güeoiKïïar, - ;■ ■■ -
. î ike hWnans app;m)whi%%;m ’ ,\.

'{#h& ahiÜtài y .
/% - .< -W ç̂ ÿ'himm, heavy.'mid Wà^ÿv. ' .%

, / : : ,; :y _(0P 03-04) . . ,

iLftër the Iqiig, il-ulllîig: conspas xqoa o£ tm qlcaont of iiature ' tq iho hwW,_ 
Stevëiîs tmps' üü la, :Wïé' Limes qn /oiir omi 0̂:03̂ 8 # . '%h$ imoaẑ lng»
muWmmaà #peot %f .nâtû a is pa^aojdoally-assarted qÿ-. yét another: human. ' 
s w ü a L k ü & G f . ^  .:;ÿ ' -- - J - \.  ̂- :. _ .

yv̂ Siomyis': à-grëat-'témptatiôn' to.\:8ee the world'as human, .as\ln ..the ■ ‘ , 
■beautiful-pqqm, Tïiè' Woman-In lSuhohihë#: uhoré -the Softness which •qèm'he 
: dismayed %  the- natural' .world s p f ' 'It mmy he cold foot ^ >

is diyoroed'.froa' us, and Wieily kndlfferont 
tofoW.'-fatq .ench.yêt̂ 't̂ ^̂  the '(woman in; threadloss.,apld" :(P̂..445')*:' 
nevertheless am must'repress-., this tendernesh : and accept ; the separation of .

-• -place' 'from, person. . îhers.’'are.- consolations .available t u Wild fucks , : People 
and Dlstmioes/ shqm how. thq fahri'cdtipî  of man, in ̂ this' case the villo^Ps, 
caU}:;ameliorate'his''oiiniation"-̂ ':'‘ 7 ' ' ' ' : "/' . . .■' 'v--- ■'  ̂ ,

.'Held<off;the<'flml,; fAtalctlis'tonces# ., .
. ,;b . Betwemrusxand the plaéo'in ifM

■' The urge for . .t:!̂ ecehdence and - the-: dëëira ; ;.f or '- a doDmuni ty with nature . 
are_;'the''''.two principal" human heeds' which: .have tended to .cloud man*s vision, 
'but there are c tner iimpëdiments' .which,. 'rather thmi being swept, away ' 
completely, fust bO. treated with, caution, ;hlth JIue awareness of their 
potential usefulhoss#'; Die 'abùsO: tp %iiohvth(^/ ha^ been put is léirgely 
due to historical circumatohoe,: W d " t h e r e f o r e  cast out , 
irretrievably from, Stevens*' soheme :'0f i.thlngEg, The basic pmradigm may be

- ■: '■ ' ' ■■'-:•■•' ’’ ' / ■ ' æ'' . / ' '  .y,/.-- ... . -'. \ . . ' ' -
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acceptable, while the examples have been outmoded.^ There Is, for example, .
Qthe reason, which can lead us into error# The reason, by its very nature, 

leads us to unify and explain nature, to attempt to escape from a world of 
discrete particulars ̂ by postulating a world besides that of the senses*
The reason . Is ân aspect of the mind wMoh ,1b well suited to the Stovonsian 
i-dnter, but which is inadequate for the rest of the year# It is incapable 
of producing, by its action alone, the longed«"for agreement with reality#

It is the muhdo of the imagination in wliioh the imaginative 
man delimits and not the gaunt world of the reason# 'üie 
pleasure is the pleasure of powers that create a truth that 
cannot be arrived at by the reason alone $ a tsmth tîmt the 
poet recognises by sensation.

. ( m  58)

Given that t!ie reason cannot be self-sufficient ij"! tMs way, the error to 
be avoided is the elevation of the reason from being an element in the 
search for Stevens* truth to being the sole path# ’’There are things in a 
man besides his reason* ” (CP 351) As in Am?lais Mort A Horence.., the 
reason and the will have only limited value, in that althou^i they do 
manage to produce some sort of order, it is far from being the most 
satisfactory order jjosslble#

On the other hand, Btevens reminds us that the reason is an inescapable 
part of the human and so must not be ignored in definitions of the path to 
order# Ideas which satisfy both the imagination and the reason are seen 
as superior to those whioh satisfy only one «

of. Whitehead on religion - ’’Its principles msiy be eternal, but the 
expression of those %)rinoiples requires constant development.” Vihitehead, 
p. 219, .

2 Bergson suggests that the reason, because it is a mental function, 
would trap us in the mind, ”It is of the essence of reason to shut us up 
in the circle of the given#” Bergson, p. 202.
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# * ».-\m deduce' that : mr. idea that both. thé reason
andlthè imagination, :if :it Mppèhod^ for Irmtanoo, to be an 

• idea of- God, . would establish a divine. begiiming ,mid end for 
US'which, ;at:" the moment,, the.''rê oni;uingiy,'.{merely uaedltatee.- '

: Tbie'ip an illustration Jt' seeM;ytc;he,.elemm '

' ' tîiis'- .point : q%%W,: tlmi .#ie pqot,;̂ in; order- td-fulfill'
. , Mmsolf,'''rTUst;%Goompli8h''a;;'pqètzy;tĥ  the

Treason ciid the imagination# ' ■"■' ■

This'alliance betxfoen the Imagination and the reason is a ne.eésaary one,
for if ’imaginative, ideas ,,d̂ adtisiy the reasCn, the reason will try to 
destroy them - ’’Only, .the., reason stmds’ between it (the imagination) and the 
reality, for .which thé two ere;.engaged in :a struggle, ” (lA 141). Including 
the reason in Imaginative oonstruotions of; .order is a: safeguard; against 
.premature decreation, - Tills aoceptdnee of the reason includes a refusal on 
Stevens* part to place, the reason beneath the imagination in his value 
systm," - - ' / '

■ ideeW in whioh the reason and the
imagl'na'tiOn;;:haye :béen aôtihg In;'concert, is a way of- saying ' 
that . idim .they. , act in concert they . are. supreme and ip; not .

.: -. ' ■ the same thing as to - say - that ■. oho. is supreme over the - other*
: ' ' - -'Rr \ - -T (0P:200-lÿ-- . ■

•So, despite Stevens* muoh-^publioised reliance upon the imagihatibn, ho in -- 
ho way neglects the other, approaohes which may he made by the mind; he is 
'even insisting oh the inclusion of the reason in the Iiighost poetry. ■

His opposition, in fact, is more to .rationalism as a histoficai 
mnifestation than to the reason itself, as a : faculty,

Bight nursed not him in. whose dark ndnd "; - ; -
' ■ The clambering wings-,of birds of black revolved, •

Making harsh-.tomept of• the-solitude, •-., '.. , -% ■
;t;Ul3cGr. in the moonlight alone, ï-

' ';-:Md;in %is heart-'his;,disbelief;lay cold,- ..
k , .. ' Î isLbroad-biimmed. hat close upon his eyes A. ■ ,
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The sceptic in the palace of the babies is disapproved of by Stevens - the 
use of "dark” or "black” is usually a si©i of disapproval, as in Banal 
So.iourn - because his rejection is stretohed as far as the imagination, 
his broad hat keeping the moonlight, and hence the redeeming power of the 
imagination, from reaching him* It is a question of moderation; one must 
know when to stop the decreating power of the reason, so that it may help 
to remove outworn fictions, but then join with the imagination in a 
creative enterprise#

Just as the rational can hamper the imagination, the irrational can 
foster it# VJhile warning us to be careful of the reason, Stevens reminds 
us of the glories of the irrational*

But the diffioultest rigor is forthwith,
On the image of what we see, to catch from that
Irrational moment its unreasoning,
As when the sun comes rising, when the sea 
Clears deeply, when the moon hangs on the wall
Of heaven-haven#

(OP 390)

This is Stevens* aim - to experience keenly the beauty of natural phenomena, 
to love the rising sun, the sea, the moon, for the 'catching* of such 
moments constitutes the chief joy of life# fflie irrational lies in the 
lack of explsujation or plan with which these moments are offered to us# In 
view of this aim of capturing what are essentially irrational appearances, 
the reason falls into perspectives if it does not help us to capture the
impermanent flashes of life, then it must be dispensed with# As we will 
see later,^ the irrational is closely linked to the ability of the imagii 
tion to reach the first idea. "Poetry must be irrational*” (OP 162)

^ See p# 82,
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Another historical problem for Stevens is the legacy left by the 
Romantics. Again Stevens is objecting to particular aspects mther than 
the spirit of the thing* Romantio poetry is no longer viable beoouse an 
idealistic theory of reality, and hence of art, has oeased to be meaningful. 
Our world view is not that of the Romantics and we do not assume that the 
powers of the imagination will reveal for us the ideal world lying beîilnd 
that of the senses. In rejecting the Romantics* imagination, Stevens is 
rejecting any Platonic or trmscendent view of the world. lAen he himself 
uses the word transoendenoe, as in the Rffeots pf Anslofiy* he is talking 
about hie process of abstracting from the flow of particulars, not about 
reaching through the particulars to a foim existing behind them#

Thus poetry becomes and is a transcendent analogue composed 
of the particulars of reality, oreàted by the poet*a sense 
of the world, that is to say, hie attitude, as he intervenes 
and interposes the appearances of that sens©*

(HA 150)

Stevens dislikes the Ideal, seeing it as a falsification of the actual 
state of man in the world, as yet another man-made evasion taken as true* 
"The ideal is the actual becomo anaemic.” (OP 164) His objections are 
based on his fidelity to the’full flower of the actual”; the ideal leads 
away from the actual into a rarefied realm* It is a betrayal of how thin^ 
ar© and, as such, doomed to failure -

Too vague idealist, overwhelmed 
%  an afflatus that persists*

(CP 98)

The idealist will always fall because ho is trying to deny the existence , 
of the "afflatus”, the variety, of the world, and this chaos refuses to be 
denied. Plato*© aim, "to draw ourselves away as much as possible from the 
unsubstmtial, fluctuating facts of the world about us and establish some
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ooffiniunièn mth the ohjeoto which-apprehended hy thought.-and not* fienBé” 
(OP: 236)., is thë exact opposite of Stevens * aim, which is to .aolmowledga 
the changing, foriBlese nature of our world ond to contend \àtîi it on tills 
basis of what it actually is. The final condemnation of Hato comes from
EstrrfGKWB *» . - '

; ■ .. ■ ' : '

, it îïiust suffice here to note the dismissal of the individual 
and particular facts of experience as of no importance .in 
themselves. ' - ’ ' ' ,

(op 236)

Hot only wuld Stevens deny that these particulars are of no importance, 
he would also claim that their importance is gimmnteed by their lack of . 
competition; since they are all that exist, they can hardly be placed in 
a, hierarchy of value. Wè have to reject Platonic.idealism even as a 
useful fiction,.because it cannot be reoonoiled vrith cmr present world : 
view. Stevens is committed to tho ohmging phenomena which the Platonist 
rejects as shadows.

In A Rabbit as King of Ghosts, the ghostly.quality is condemned for 
its tendency to twist■reality for idealistic-purposes, with a disregard ' 
for its proper nature* ■ The mind-dwelling rabbit has, it Is true, a 
satisfying environment, where notMng;matters when the grass is "full of 
yourself*” Tills attitude is satirised by Stevens, because of the isolation 
from reality it leads to.

You are: humped higher and higher, black as 
stone -

You sit ivith your head like a carving in space .
•And the little green oat is a bug in the grass.

(OP 209-10)

Tho sad fact is that the Cat is not a bug in the grass, and to see it as 
anything but a "fat cat, red tongue, green mind" is to invite .danger by
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being oblivious to the .faots; In this case the rabbit who rests content 
in hie vision of invulnerability qnoy well discover that real oats show 
little respect for the visions of rabbits. The objection to ignoring 
reality is a pro,gTiiatic one*

Tlie Platonic ideal, of an enduring entity belilnd the particulars of 
the v/orld, is contrî dicted hot only by the particultrrity of our vforld, but 
also by its mutability. . The essence of Hatonlsm is fî îty, ' whioh our 
world view must soo as betrayal.

If we propose
A large-sculptured, î latonic person, free from time, 
And imagine, for him tho speech he cannot speak,
A form, then, protected from the battering, may 
.Mature: A capable .being may replace
bark horse and. walker wàlîdng rapidly•
Felicity, ah! Timo is the hooded enemy,
The ihiïîdoal Kiusio,; the enohantered space 
In which the enchanted preludes have their place.

(OP 330)

'This ma,gnifioent idéal figure which will be Immune to the unpredictability 
and non-humanness of the world - the "battering” - contains the contra
dictions of idealism* Ho may be free from the ravages of time, yet he 
cannot speak; he 'may be proposed, but he cannot exist. A figure not 
subject to time can only be a proposition, a fiction. Stevens welcomes 
the "hooded enemy” for the goodness that it also brings - the music, the 
enchantment of actual life. The possible form offered by the imagined 
person becomes irrelevant, since an acceptance of the good requires an 
acoeptahce of the impossibility of lasting form.

tlie mind, : silent and proud, :
The. mind that knows it is destroyed by time.

: . ' (CP 329)-
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The mind itself cannot accept the oonsolationa of ideallstio forms* for 
it is throutgh the mind that we have oome to- a view of a imrld which will 
not permit Buoh forme.  ̂ .

,, Btévena. BOOS that-the human--mind desiros an aheoluto. ;a unity behind 
change, but tho problem is that our world view forbid©’us, the comfort of 
believing In tĥ  absolute as true# As \fith all idéal croatione, it is 
'false:,to: the able, to;face #p..to. the
impermanence -.of all - things - '"r- ' ' '

Ariel mb'glad he.'had written h i s . - . p o e m a m

It was not important that they Burvive#
: -, : . (OP 532) : >

He clasooo tho absolute ao a fiction, oho that wo oannot diepehee with, 
perhaps, but : a fiction nonetheless# The Bird With the Gopuery. Keen Olavs
shows StoVOnS* ambivalent attitude towards idealist abablutëo» ;: . '

But though the turbulent tinges undipmtê ; . \
A.S M s  pure Intolloct■ applies its laws; -,
He moves not on his coppery, keen claws#

' ' - He munches: a dry shell while, he'; exerts % - ’
- ; - : M s  willr yot never ceases,- perfaot .cook, .

To flare, In̂  the. sUn-p&llor of M s  rook*
. :: . . ■ . ■ (OP GS) ' .

Here the bird is referred tO; both in StevenSioh, terms of. approbation and 
in Htevensimi terms 6f disapproval, reflacting the dbuble-sided nature of ,. 
the .absolute, which may betray the mutability of the natural wrld, but 
which does succeed in :estahllshi.ng drdor. - The bird\ .
oedsing, whleh would." suggest tîmt it. was some kind of ' flashing particular#

Stevens has his bwh fiction of .mi absolute*; Bee p., 88;.
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However, the rest of the description contradicts tMs* Ehrlier in the 
poem the bird is shown to be blind and tliio, as in Heabtion* is a 
condemnation, since he will bo unable to observe tho ohmiges tald.ng place 
around him. He "moves not", and "munches a dry shell" - both images of 
stera-lity in Stevens. He is rocluoed to an impassive pure intellect# whose 
only function and claim to value is that "he broods there mid is still".
I'br Stevens, there is a failure involved in the mere exercise of tho 
reason without constant reference back to the particulars of experience.

One important distinction is tlmt between the sentimental romantic# 
"wimt people speak of as the rommitic" (L. 277)# and the true romantic, 
wh5-ch manifests itself in different ways at different periods in time. 'To 
be 3?oraantio is not necessarily a bad Idling’# since there is something 
inescapably romantic about the very act of writing poetry, but there e:dsts 
also a degenerate romantio whioh leads only to sentimentality and whioh 
must therefore be rejected. It is the romantio in its i?ole as the fiction 
of a past age that is condemned by Stevens when ho says "we must somehow 
cleanse the imagination of the romantic." (M 138) As with any outworn 
fiction, the sentimental romantic, if adhered to, will load to a distortion 
of vision and a prevention of the formulation of relevant fiotiona. "A 
dead romantic is a falsification." (OP 160) Tho rejection of the romantic 
applies only to tliia aspeot.

It should be said of poetry that it is essentially romantio 
as if one were recognising the truth about poetry for the 
first time. Although the romantic is referred to, most often, 
in a pejorative sense, tîiis sense attaches, or should attach, 
not to the romantic in general but to some phase of tho 
?tommitio tîmt 1ms become stale. Just as there is always a 
lomaritio that is potent, so there is always a romantic that 
is impotent.

(op 180)

The true romantic, inGSoapably bound up with the process of writing poetry,



concern® the attempt to find the meaning of life through art, to go beyond 
the self in some way by mean© of art# Since the true romantio is so 
involved with a proooss which lo of great importance to us, it is likely 
that à new, Invigorated romantic will emerge.

The romantic, however, has a way of renewing itself. . * *
When, therefore# the romantic is in abeyance, when it is 
discredited, it remains true that there is aiways m  unknown 
romantio and. that the imagination Mil hot he forever denied* '(OP 215)

Once we accept that our notion of romantio has been conditioned by tho 
degenerate romsmtic which has followed on from the hlstorloal Romantics, 
we can oast this aside and agree to formulate a new expression of the 
Valuable aspects of Romanticism, such as the Importonoe placed upon the 
process of artistic creation, while rejecting the no longer acceptable 
side of Romanticism, its transcendentaliam.

Parallel with the desire, seen in the Rostaniios, to give transcendent 
backing to the flux of life goes the deaire to evade the reality of death, 
the temptation being to soften tMs reality by suggestions of immortality. 
Stevens* consistent message here is that we must accept death \Jithout 
recoiling in unnecessary fear* "We should not die like a poor parishioner; 
a man should meet death for what it is." (w. 349) The Dpath of a Soldier 
is a homily on how to die -

life contracts and death is expected,
As in a season of autumn.
The soldier falls.
Be does not become a three-days personage, 
Imposing his separation,
Calling for pomp.
Death is absolute and without memorial,
As in a season of autumn,
I'Jhen the wind stops,
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-■ \lhm the.vrilnd ©top© and, over,thé heavenc,
The olouda go, nevertheless, q:
In their direction»'

. " \ ' (qP97);

Thin poem places death as' part o.f the proceso of nature, which wvee on 
vlth. j-ts custosmy disregard for human .wishes,- .Tlie same contractions 
which led to hirth are employed as . life draws to ito expected end, an end 
which, hy virtue.of its natuixs-lnesB, does not call for the unrealistic 
aggrandisement of the death of Christ. The fuss nWe over the death of 
Christ merely, demonstrates his lack of. human characteristics,-hla . 
seimration from the world of -men, for whom' death marks an end. Even the 
secondary wish, for a. memorial to malco up. for the lack of personal 
survival, a pale guarantee of permanence, is seen as absurd. 'Bie 
insignificance of any one death is underlined by the "unconcern of the 
clouds.,,which jsass: reriKjrselessly on, ignoring the death of the soldier 
below,,,

.Similarly the death of the man in Flyer^all takes place in the 
."dimension in which / We believe without belief, beyond.belief. ” Re enters 
the "hothinicies© of human after-death", and this nothingness, this look of 
heaven, must be accepted as our fate. Tho s%)ectaclo of the lack of . 
existence is naturally.upsotting, and humans frequently attempt to ovade 
this, but are iiiocked by .Stevens in their, pitiful attempts at evasion*

' Rosonbloom is dead.
- Tho . tread'of the: carriers; does not halt 

Oh the hill, .but turns 
■ Up the r 
'fhoy are bearing his body into the sky.

■ ■ -, (CP 60)

Carrying the physical body of an indubitably dead man into the sky, thé 
spiritual home beyond earth, is merely satisfying the sensibilities of the
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oarilersi Who wish to perpetuate the myth of a heavenly kingdom in 
■anticipation, of their own deaths ; rather than helping Hosenhloom, Whose 
fate is baldly stated in the veiy first lino,

Stoyehs* usual readtion to the human attitude to death is ironioal# 
sihpo ho is t^ing to mook away inan*s pretensions to immortality,

.<\v. A. î'iakeLhuo' amngqthe dçk'k' oomédiahs, ; - '
Eolloo them in the tqpmst jiist^oos 

■ -r ' '.'POr answdr;fromtheir;ioy-'Blyseo,

There is a lack of dignity involyedl in. qonsidéring hoavpn as a tomb, 
populated by oaridatures of humanity# -for no .answer Over can be forth
coming from such oosiicaliy .inhuman projections, :

The Bnperor of loe-Oream bursts over Mth this gleeful insistenqe 
upon the faots of death;; death is fully;ihcorporated into the household 
routine as just another daily event, Since: death is not, or should not 
be# a special occasion not to be looked for in the normal run; of, events, 
no-one must dress up#: act abnormally ;or-elevate the incident into something 
remarkable* The tran^enoe and sweetness of the ioo-crema of the title 
symbolises the quality of our own lives,,.and the sweetness is the consola
tion offered by Steyehs; along with thé transience #es the joy of life 
and to accept one is also to accept thé çther, "The imperfect is our 
paradise," (CP 194) i. '

Sunday Moamim; sliows the ambivalent imture of death in its double 
role as destroyer and bringer of happiness*

Death is the mother of beauty; hence from her, t,
■ Alone# s h a l l ■ ^ c o m o - ' - f u l f i l m e n t ,

And our "desires « ' - Although. she • strews. the leaves 
Of sure obliteration on our paths,
The. path.v siok, sorrow took, the many paths .
Where..triumph'rang its, brassy;:pMase, .or-.love' ' :
- Whispered; a little out of- tendeméss',.,.,

' ' ' ' ' ' ' - - f r  . ' ■ ' '  .
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, She makes the willow shiver in tho sim 
For maidens who were wont to sit and gase 
Upon the grassI relinquished to their feet*
She causes boys to pile new plums and pears 
On disrofiarded plate* Tho maidens taste 
And stray Impassioned in the littering leaves*

(CP 68-9)

This is Stevens* major statement of the theme of death and it combines a 
beautiful evocation of the glories and joys of the physical world and our 
life in it with the moral that such a life depends on the existence of 
death and the inevitability of death* Inevitably# death brings sadness 
and obliteration and in this sense it constantly destroys the happiness of 
the world* Yet# it atones completely. "Death releases and renews. Hhat 
the old have come to disregard# the young inliorit and make us of." (l,. 165 
Stevena* explanation of "on disregarded plate.") Hot only does death offer 
this changing function# it also promises not to forget our dreams# though 
these dreams imst now be based upon an awareness that this process of decay 
and renewal goes on without ceasing and without exception. In other words# 
the joys of life Imve their price# Conversely# the horror produced by an 
awareness of the inexorable and final quality of death is mitigated by an 
awareness of the benefits conferred on us by the existence of death# namely 
the lack of staleness produced by a constant process of replacement.

Is there no change of death in paradise?
Does ripe fruit never fall? Or do the bou#s 
Hang always heavy in that perfect sky#

(op 69)

Another major consolation in the problem of death is the community 
which# in this respect at least# we enjoy with nature; we may die ourselves, 
but everything else in nature dies in its turn.

Since by our nature we grow old# earth grows 
The same. We parallel the roothorts death.

(CP 108)



Again Stevens ueee.his énomouely auecassful female, apeêifIqally mther# 
imge to convey: a aenae of ootafqrtaMe belp%%ng* Thé ̂tibât. povèr^ .
linking of the theme© .of fertility and. death .la found io Owl's Glover, 
whore. the googmphioal myth of ; AfMoa oxpreaseo th© imminent deoby present 
in the luah Mpehosa of the natural world. In Ov/1 * a. Plover. however# the 
balance ié not quite ri^^t end the lüsbhéos of the vegetation lodes its 
attraction hecauae. of the overwhelïidhg presence of death. , .

Ho god rules dver Africa# no .th3̂ ho#
". * # except a-throne mlsed;# beyond - 

■ ■ " .. .. . Hen's .bones#; hoyond their .breaths# tho.hlaek .sublime# ,
- Toward , which#'- in the -nights-ÿi-the glitteilng serpents climb#

,■ , -parlc-akinbed and aimous# w i i i d i n g . u p % f f r ( : d l y •
- Winding.:ahd̂ vavlng#̂ ^̂  elowly#'''waving..in'Mr#v..: .

' f^tingfonvenomCd ;éÿ;W about # { l i k e '
Hissing#, àoroas the:'-silence#.:..puissant: souhds, - A ;- 

; Death# . only# . oitB upon the serpent throne; '
.X-;...-;-..A .x-'v'.- 55) ^

Death is seen hordes-somethiiig’ corapletQly ;onttrith tho hnman and consequently 
to,' be .feared*.'- This is an nnusnM;évocation for Stevens# who nommlly pees 
.dearth,, as inextricably linked with the world of tho -living arid snbprdinato.
■ to it è • Onr image -of. death -:onght to link it with life # rather than divorce. 
the two, v  . ...-. .

1'dmt-a-.'ghàstly' situatioh:,.it;Ŵ  be- if the world of the
dead wasHactuaily : different the world of the living
and# if"as. life ends# .inatead of passing to a,former 
Victoîiah sphere# we.'-passed into a lend in which'none of 
our problems had been solyed# after all# and nothing 
-resembled any tiling i-;e have ever known . . ■
■v: - ■  m  iMÏ-

Along with the acceptance of death-goes the acceptance of evil as a 
necessary. part of the human Gpndition.

' ' - , Bow -.can'.':'. ;- - .  -■ -
¥o.'ohaht' if we live in .evil 'and. afterward 
hie harshly buried there? '■'•
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If earth dissolve©
Its evil after death, it dissolves it while 
We live*

(OP 259)

Evil as a part of life becomes bearable when we realise that it, too, is 
subject to the trans^ienoe of all tilings. Death itself assures us that we 
need never suffer eternal pain, if we accept that evil does not continue 
in the nothingness of our life after death. Once again it is a question 
of accepting tho bad in order fully to appreciate the good.

In the third world, then, there is no pain. Yes, but 
hhat lover has one in such rooks, what wraan,
Hoirever Imown, at the centre of the heart?

(CP 523)

Tho loos of pain, i/hioh people at times desire, would also mean a loss of 
Gverytlilng at the centre of the heart, all the things wo hold dear and 
whioh make the very existence of pain bearable. Tlie great advantage’of 
admitting this view of pain and evil is that we thereby reach knowledge of 
the true state of our condition and will, hopefully, find tMs condition 
easier to bear, by virtue of this awareness. It is pointless to posit an 
'ideal* world without pain, firstly because such a world does not in fact 
exist and is not permitted to exist as a plausible fiction to believe in 
by the harslineso of our actual world. Wo can posit such a world, but can 
never apply it to our owi undeniable experience of pain in the world. 
Secondly, a world vdthout pain would bo lilce Stevens’ pajjadice without 
change - flat and lacking in life, for the existence of pain emphasises 
the satisfactions of a time without pain. Things are defined by the 
existence of opposites.

We found,
If we found the central evil, the central good.

(CP 251)
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It is hem, lAitMs bad, that we reaoli . = • '
s-0110' last purity of the knowledge of‘ good*

■ ■ ■ , ■ \  (OP 2M) ; .

Evil and pain, for from-being.deplored, imst be embraced as necessary 
parts of the process of life. , .

. Where does all this acceptance lead, to in Stcwens? The end of. thé 
process of decreation should be a clearing of the vision, ah' awareness of 
what is inevitable in-the humm condition and what Ms merely been placed 
there by man in an évasion of the thie state, and which therefore con . 
safely be removed* ' Thé- value of -decreation lied ' in preparing the surface ■ 
upon which men Mil paint fictions*. "If you think about the world without 
its. varnish and dirt, you are a tliinlcer of. the first Idea*" (L* 4S?) This 
basic slate we; corné to after deoreation is Stevens* first definition of 
reality# as a din̂ . an' slch free from the creations of the human. "An 
awareness of it enables us to.evolve fictions for all seasons, since we..; 
can reoogniso anything added to. the base as a fiction and be more willing 
than we have been in the-past to discard fictions which# though of use 
ohoe, are merely getting in the way of, the formation of today * s fictions # 
The recognition of a fiction as fiction and not "truth" is an important 
step in decreation# but even though they are no longer believed in fully 
as true# old fictions can still stand between men and the sun they-desire.■; 
It is thoréfôre vital; that they be-swept away Mth regulority# without 
undue oonoessions being made to our misguided attempts at conservation.

The. wheel survives the myths.
TÏÏO fire eye in the clouds survives the gods#

- (Gl’ 222)

The reality which these fictions are helping us to deal Mth exists always,

^13ee p. 100,
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will qontlime to; #  so regardless of the particular fictions we employ 
at a^-'one tiW/'to \explai^ is a fact .tlmt imst be taken into

. conctSnt.'conoiMmtion in̂ 'the- ;fiotiSh-mald.ng"B):oces8$ ;■'

, Text Imow the; îiK>untainoüs obiffuros of Mth*
Alas It. %yc M X  the barbore .lived in vain ' ■ -
t%at not lone curl in nature: haa survived?.' " - - - .  ̂ . . (OP lit). . " - '

The'task of the barbors m  xms to make curls survive-in nature and 
disillusion Mth. the- work of the barbers will follJoxf only when people ■ ■': 
develop txnreallBtic ;éxpeotations f3X?m their fictions# such as Mshing 
reality to confom: to their vicxf o xAat reality is or should'’be* Hotions 
cannot-in ' themgelveS pliange reality^ which .continues to corns, obstinately .
•■ "dripping- in your hair fmmrslec mould our.reactions to

Btëvèns calis^lthé'btate, of Mnd -;folloMng déoroation -'wlnteri# Idke ' 
Rteyenei. summer, tMs is-a timefof -.the yesn:'tïçrked' by an abBonoe of the 
imagination# a time xfhoh reality simply is.

The leaveslory# It is not d cry of divine attention, .
■-, ; iWr- the ,'sî ke«drift of puffed*«oxît herc>0s, nor.'hwian cry#It is the cry of leaves that do hot teinscend themselves#

In the absence of fantasia# without meaning more '
■ . The# they are.Lln .'the. flml'finMhg of ths alr# in the thing 

Itself, until# at last# the cry concerns no one at all,
' - 1,.,:: :■ ' :, (o? 96-7) A, - ■ -

- When.-wo havê  discarded the :fictions of religion# humapiq^b ■ onthmpomrphism 
and transcendence# . and sxiocsedcd in seein̂ i reMity, tliroUgh ;the .trmieparent
■ medium of "the air# -we. are lef%;M.th.;à- true vision of nature as. entirely ,
■ 0ther,. with no moaning .and; no lvalue .v.beyond. that of bare,, existence,. This 
, reduction is a'.necessary...process and the,nothingness it l.eadu.to still
' offers a certain consolation to-the human# as in Snow Men, Stevens* main

. ' . v \ .  - ' A A
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poerû of the winter mind.

One must have a mind of winter 
To regard the frost and the boughs 
Of the pine-tree© crusted with snow;
And have been cold a long time 
To behold the junipers shagged with ice#
The spruces rough, in the distant glitter
Of the Januaz^ sun; and. not to thinit 
Of misery in the sound of the wind#
In the sound of a few leaves#
Which is, the sound of the land 
Full of the same wind 
. That is blowing in the same bare place
For the listener, who listens in the snow,
Md# notMng himself# beholds
nothing tîmt is not there and the nothing that is,

(CP 9-10)

Btevens is asking us to cultivate a mind of winter# to see the natural 
world as it really is# without reading human thoughts and feelings into it. 
It may be a difficult task# requiring a "long, time", before'the habits of 
Mshing can be dispensed with# but in tîxe final stanza Stevens awards the 
prise for this effort; both the listener and the landscape siiare the 
quality of nothingness. Ironically, in the very process, of denying a 
personal relationship between man luid the world# Stevens asserts a 
resemblance# Realising the lack of significance# in a transcendental 
sense apart from the value of simple existence# in both nature and the 
human brings a sense of comrounity# but a community based upon an awareness 
of the fact of mutual nothingness# rather than# as before# .based on a 
misrepresentation of nature* "I sliall explain the Snow M m  as an example 
of the necessity of identifying oneself with reality in order to understand 
it and enjoy it," (l* 464) It is permissible to see man as part of nature, 
but wrong to see nature as subsumed under the human. This mutual



"nothingness" is the Stovensian nothingness, whioh refers to a lack of 
transoendenoe, not to a laok of existence* The notMngness is the state 
of things as they are, a reality which includes the human and which is 
neither benevolent nor malevolent*

The stripping away of illusions leaves a clearness which makes the 
following task, that of the poet, easier, for the achieving of the winter 
mind is hut the first step* The winter mind uncovers a vision of reality 
as it is - "the dominant blank, the unapproachable" (OP 477)# hut this 
awareness, because of the qualities of this reality, such as its separation 
from the human, is psychologically unsatisfying. This barrenness is 
promptly worked upon by the imagination because the state of things as they 
are is something xm cannot cope xvith*

Still one would want more, one would need more,
More than a xforld of white and snowy scents* .

(CP 194)

The winter mind tends to move on towards summer because the reality that 
it discovers is one of poverty. "Winter devising summer in its breast."
(op 186) The two extremes of winter end summer are both unsatisfactory, 
winter emotionally, summer cognitively.

Quito apart from the emotionally unsatisfactory nature of this vision 
of a barren world, it falls into the same difficulty as Stevens* summer - 
they both rely on the idea of a reality free from the imagination, and this
reality is Impossible to achieve, opposed to being posited in a fiction,
whether summer or winter. To see the world as barren requires the use of 
the imagi^Mion, and so the adoption of tho winter mind still leaves us 
trapped in a fiction. What the winter mind can do, while unable itself to 
grasp the first idea, is to clear the way for the imagination, whioh will 
reaoh the desired 'centre*.
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.. th e -'greater part..of. the ̂ Imaginative ;.l i f e  o f.people is.. ■
■■ both created =cpd;: enjoyed in .polĉ .uiroumetaixcee#. 
HovæVer#- aI suppoié that" x̂ thout' being; oontmry, one con 
soy that the fight épot iq the middle spot between the polar and the ahtî polor* It Is the true centre that 
is Unapproachable or, mther, extremely difficult ito 
' approach.' ■ (h, 740)

I'y;/
The imagination has been used in its decreating capacity to reaoh tWLs 
: extreme of the winter t4nd# / an extreme which must be reached as a first 
step towards thé centre, the union of self mid world* ’This union will 
be effected by the creative imagination, whioh finds its mode of operation 
in the process of poetry.

À-.ÀA '
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IV

In a praoticel seme, how does poetry achieve the union of self and
\‘K>rld whioh Stevens olaims for it? The process of poetry begins, as it
Biust In Stevens* aesthetio, with the partioulars of the world, unoonneoted 

1in themselves, but amenable to the integrating tendency of the mind# They 
are the constituents of Stevens* reality as objects existing apart from the 
perceiving consciousness and as such are valued for their independence.

« * * poetry has to do with reality in tlmt concrete <md 
individual aspect of it which the mind can never tackle 
altogether on Its own terms, vTith matter that is foreign 
and alien in a way in whioh abstract systems, ideas in
which W0 detect on inherent pattern, a structure that
belongs to the ideas themselves, can never be#

(OP 236)

The escape from solipsism will be achieved if poetry*' can succeed in 
remaining true to these particulars, while giving us the emotional 
satisfaction found only in the orderings of our own minds# Abstract 
ideas have the advantage of isimediaoy and clarity, but they are in the 
long run dissatisfying because men will not rest content with what they 
assume to be the mere fabrications of their own minds. Hen feel that 
their own creations are divorced from the reality they are seeking, and 
so turn the powers of the mind to the pursuit of the pax'ticular, "for the 
imagination, while it might have led him (the poet) to purities beyond

The particulars are in fact connected In a minimal way by Stevens* 
theory of resemblance* This minimal connection is insufficient for man.
See p. yo.
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definition! never yet progressed except by partionlars." (OP 241)^

. Alxmys and always, the difficult inch,
On which the vast arches of space 
Repose

(OP 103)

Poetry, as with all mental constructs, is based upon the particular, althou#i 
it is free to move beyond the particular* Its task is to grasp the 
particular* "A poem is a particular of life thought of for so long tliat 
one’s thou#it has become an inseparable part of it * • • " (HA 65)

Our divorce from the particulars of the world is connected x&th the 
problem of langage and its function of revealing the world to us* Ibr us, 
now, there is a gap between xford m d  thing, a gap wîiich may not have 
existed at the moment of naming, but which has since arisen* How, words 
symbolise the object and are not identical with it* "The word must be the 
thing it represents; otherwise it is a symbol* It is a question of 
identity*" (OP 168) The change in language from identity to representation 
is a degeneration whioh grieves us, for we are aware of the importance of 
language in our attes^ts to reach the external world* The gap between word 
and tiling is dmigerous because of the power over nature which language 
possesses, a power which will mislead us if we can no longer count upon the 
identity of name and object.

It was the same#
Except for the adjectives, m  alteration 
Of imrds that was a change of nature, more
Them the difference that clouds make over a tomi*

(CP 487)

1 of* Vaihingor, p* 54. tho fommtion of such spaces, of such 
conceptual constructs . * , it is than possible to grasp the particular in 
its relationships mre definitely."
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î&oh of our experience of reality is completely dependent upon language, 
notably the tblh^ of the past and of the future, whioh exist only in our 
articulated memoMes*,"

It matters f because everything, wé say
Of the past is description without place# a cast r
Of the imagination, made in sound|
And because what we say of the future must portend#
Be alive with its own seemings# seeming to be
Like rubies reddened by rubies reddening*

(CP 345-6)

Words spring from .the self# which must find an objeotification for 
them. We now feel tliat words don’t reach reality because they are trapped 
in the self# in humanness; as the self feels divorced from reality# this 
spreads to the words chosen by the self# Tliis gap is'to some extent an 
illusion# for words ; remain linked to things tlirough the intuition of 
reality which was involved in the initial naming process* When Adam named 
the animals# hé bogdn with an intuition of the object#, added his own 
perception of it# and created the word# the embodiment of the, relation of 
Adam to ;the fmiBials. In this sense# words are creative# makihg the thing 
as they join the self to it# and thus they approximate to being itself, 
which# too# is a mixture of self and iprld#

You were created of your name# the word
Is tîmt of which you were the personage..
Tliere is no life except in the vjord of it,

There is m  inseparable interiaiingling of two things# the name and the 
thing# Imlalia existing only, through.her name# and the name being entirely

^ cf* Vaihingor, p. 169.
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dependent on her* Being, life# oonsisto of this oonjunction:of objeots ,
m d  human'-fabrications, in tliis'case,-language* '

There is# in-faot,';\n link- remaining' between the self end reality#
but ordinary language# bebause of its stalcness# no longer convinces us
that both sides'of the union are present; ImVe- lost thé object, .
Although we are ihtelleotually aware that language# as a product of the 

' - - ; «, - 
human imagination# cannot be. wholly, divorced from reality# we feel that . :
it does not reach .reality accurately* He are seeking an assurance about -
the external world wMoli* ordinary language no longer provides. Poetry,*s
function is to use tMs unsatisfactory medium# Mth its split from reality#
and, by revitalising the language# to restore it to its original task of
pK)8sessing and tranmiitting reality*

The poet records Ms experience as poet in subjects and 
• vTordS'wMoh are part of that experlenoo « '* Experiment 
in respect to subjects and words is the effort on M s  
part to record the truth of that experience# (L. 589)

The speqial qualities of'poetry make it the only way in wMoh tMs 
revitalisinĝ  process pan take place. Only in poetry can wo get what 
ordinary language fails to give us# namely a sense of reaching reality 
tlifbugh .viords* We are seeking "not the symbol but that, for whioh the 
symbol stands#” (CP 238) Words in poetry have the power to intensify 
perception, itself#"--

Words add to thé senses* The words for the
dassle - '

Of roioa# the ditîiéring of grass,
The Araolme integument 6f dead trees,
Are the eye grown larger# more intense#

(OP 254)

1 So© pp. 75-6,
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Stevens VciaimB that wOzde.. osm adequately bripg i# the sxtemal vinrld, 
but thla oloim does not extoM beyond the'speMM eondition© ■of language 
within pastry# for in., tlie act ' of writing ' poqtzÿ. the poet • can oOnvey his 
intuition of the ekietenoe and nature of. reality# In the process of ; 
poetry# reality .q%.he.gmoped# - ■ ' .,

Tlieir words are, oho sen Out of their desire, ,
'■,./ •.'.Tîie. joy;;pf language#, when-it'is'■themselves.

With these: they oelehrato the central poem # * , *
. ' ^ ' . , -, lib iai  ̂ ' '. M  if the central poem heoame the world, ■ '■ -

■ ■ - À  ; w ;  V  - ■
■ And; the,t'À)rid heoame the central poem, each one the mate 

■;■■ Of the other :/ ..

The:#©# does cdntalh words which are things, or to he more precise# it is 
as if this were so# as . if the world is contained witMn the central poom, 
and this semblance is enough,

: ' Vihat poetry ih .doing is reminding us of the creative function of 
language as it joins self and object# Boetry begins with resemblance|. 
the perception of resemblances is a ï#jor liîds botweeh the world of reality 
and that of the imagination for,r aooording to Stevens, all natural tilings 
are in some way connected and this connection may be perceived tlirou^ the 
agency of . the imaMuation* : ' '. ';\ ^

'first, then, as to the resemblance bet%%en things in 
nature*; it should be observed that resembloncs constitutes:

.- .-a relation betimen them since, in some sense, all things :
resemble ieàch.'6ther* '

1 ' ' ' - ;Apart from hie reading of artists such as Dutliuit on li#t, Stevens
seOms'to-liave taken this ïdea of connection from’William James# ' of .James*

;;:PpVi27M62,7 , ^
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ïhls -basic comeotlon Is ncoessazy'; ô%ie ' for ûtir ovorydày ̂ ëroeptloh;. it: 
is "the pk .a^>pdâr^cè/' (M. "7.2) & % e  ims^ir k lOii ôpmès^intp its ôwn
vheË. it {Is aslted _to : rather thmi to perde jvo TosemblanoGo* "#e
éy& cloeo not be^et lii reseiQblïiince# It geeo# But 'the fflind’begets - 
reseïïi’blfmoe■ * # *;-■ People.deriye pleasure'from ,the pe^option- .
of. rssenîhXanoQS» whether they are there in nature | or created for them hy 
the Imagination, heoause of the wish .for a greater ooherenoo than they 
themselves find in the world# "Poetry is a satisiyiiig of the desire for 
resémMenoê:,'' (HA 77) . , / ‘
■ ■■ P, More than-Satisfying this heed for. cpherenoe, the elaboration of - 
similarities :"enlishooo: the sense-of reality, heightens itv Intehsifles it#" 
( M  77) - io he afele to call attention to aspects whloh objecte have in 
ooimnon means ' that one Is forded tô  know the attriWtes of the rospoctlye 
objects well# ; ^lO rlinldng of a natural object in metaphor is one way of 
knowing reality wdth greater aooumoy# "She pmliforation of resemblances 
extends an o’bjeot#*' (Wi 78)

. Aiding with the pleasure to be found In resemblance goes a pleasure in 
repetition# One may have, an intellectual conviction that the particulars 
of the world appear fortuitously and \d.thout reason, but. in everyday life 
we relyi of necessity, upon the recurrence of set patterns. Although the 
universe is seen as 'discrète, chaotic, with no neoeasary connections, it 
,is possible, through time,' tp perceive order# - The past allows this for, 
although purpdsoris absent, one can look back and see the unavoidable, 
connections caitsod by .cdfexistenoe in the world, and t M s  pragmatic 
arrangement of . the events of the , past is what we bxtild our present lives 
on* Some change is both necessary and desirable^ in that idontioal. 
recurrehoe-would becdmé stxîltifyiîîg,. but there is great reassurance to be 
found in patterns# / - '% -1%- . ■
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It is ihmeoessary to labour: the pointy' that in broad 
outliho oertain ' général states of nature Treour, 'and that 
our ve:;̂  naturee have adapted: themeelVee to euoh : 
repetitions* Bit * , nothing ever,,really reourB in
exact detail#i- .

fhls theoretically iïiê p̂lieàble. phenomenon of reourrenoe finds a direct 
echo, in the creations of metaphor*-. - Metaphor nnb'nf^ the {agents-Vhereby, 
we .satisfy our desièè for stability yet if it ceases to change, if it 
remains in a .fixed'form,/it- becomes oppressive; and loses its appealv

All are-.evaéions. like a. repeated phrase, . . -
Which,/..by its .repetition, comes to bear ■
A meaning without a meaning,  ̂ \ a- -

: , ■ . ioP 63) . : ; - '

Stevens-is wary of- repetition for, xAile he recognises its therapeutio 
value, he dislikes its'tendency to resist-.change with reference to/ the 
particular examples it employs*

One of the vast repetitions final in
Themselves: emd, therefore, good, the going round ' ■ ...

; ; And round and round, the merely going round, -- .
Dhtil merely going round is a final good,

. (CP 405) . ' . .

In this case there is a repetition of a pattern rather than of the details 
of the pattern. When there is not à constant process of replaoemeht of, at 
least one aspect, there is an intolerable fixity*

It moans the distaste we feel for this id.thored scene- '
■ Is that it has not changed-'enough* It remains,
' It is a repetition*

. (CP 350) '

^ V/hitehead, p. 15»

® See p. 77.-
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Combining:these tWo tendencies towards resemblance and repetition, 
we have Stevens^ statement, in HA 81 •

Cihce, as between resemblances, one is alxmys a little 
more.nearly perfect than another and since, from this, 
it is easy for perfectionism of a sort to evolve, it is 
not too extravagant to thinlc of resemblances and of.the 
repetition of rosomblancos as a, source of the idesA*

B30try*s role is to select, from all the available reaerablancos in nature, 
assuming that all things are at least remotely conaeoted, those which 
will please us and give us a sense that the universe goes on in an 
orderly fasiiion* To do this, it utilises various traditional poetic 
dovioGs, analogy and metaphor in particular, beoa.use of 81ovens * emphasis 
on unifying separate elements. The first step follows o.n from doornation 
and is called by Stevens ‘abstraction* : ' this involves seeing the wrld 
as clearly as possible (as we should do after the decroating process), 
apart from man’s previous conceptions of it, and then placing the 
perceived particulars of it in the mind.

•His oim measure os a poet * . • is the measure of his 
power, to abstract himself, and to withdrai/ with him into 
his abstraction the reality on which the lovers of the 
truth insist. ̂ He mat be able to abstract Mmself ?md. 
also to abstract reality, which he does by placing it in 
his imagination* , ■ ■

( m  23)

■ ' ■ 1The ultimate poem must be abstract because the first Idea can only be 
reached by an effort of the mind in poetry. Simple perception will not 
bring us into contact with reality, this contact retiuires a mental 
discipline, an effort of the mind. So wo have the apparent paradox of

■1 ' ' - '.. Stevens at times refers' to the abstract in its ordinary sense of
the non-partioular, and disapp]«)ves of this abstract as falsifying.
of. OP 276, OP 65.
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seeing thë thing oleorly only in thé idea of it, v

How oloan the son when sOen in its idea
"■ /i>'. ■ (o? # )  : ■ ' ' : : .

We may dislike the thought of being so utterly dependent on the abstract 
/ but, einoe we have rejected naive sehse»peroeption in our epistëwlogy, 

tMs dependence is inevitable, and the poet can help us by making this 
'palatable.

The long and short of it is that we have to fix abstract 
objectives and then to conceal the abstract figures in 

■ actual appearance, ';A hero won’t do, but we/like ■ him; much ' 
bettèÿ:when he doesn’t look it and, of oouise, it is only 

. when he doesn’t look it that we can believe in him̂  :
: (L. 489) ■

This is the beginning of an explanation of fictional structures, "Actual 
appearance" isaccording to Stevens, oognitively unreliable, but its
- appeal, based on the strength of our naive assumptions about the world,
is understandable, : It is acceptable when backed up by the integration wl#i 
reality, brought about by the poetic, fiction# which is given the cloak of 
"actual appearanoo".
. At times, as in Contrary Theses fllY  ̂oho may become aware of the 

abstract lying behind our oi^ihary percoptibns. , '/

' .The ' abst^W^t Was. suddenly ; there and gone again* '.
' :  The'-hegî es/;.were'';î  football in the p a # , ’.V" '

The abstract, that he saw,/like;,the looust-leavesj plainly? - . ^
- '■ "■; /  .(0F;?70)

Ibr most people, this awareneès of the %mrld of theory apart from our 
ordinary sensual :e%)erience, if it comes at all, is,m0mentaiyl The x /,
perceptions which normally obscure such an insight return with all the 
' force : of/.;thçî ''-ït̂ odiaoy, ;an immediacy shared, for à time, by the recognition
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Of the Bbstmot* ':s " /'
In Contrary Theses (IX). this intuition Of the ahstract onme 

spontaneously and did not involve the poetic process * Most of the time, 
however, the kwarehesi of a world of correspondence between the self and 
material phenomena is brought about by poetry* 33oth analogy and metaphor 
are affirmations and elaborations of intuited resemblances between the 
particulars of/the wot?ld* "I3very image is the elaboration df a particular 
of the subjebt of that image*" (hA 12?) Stevens defines his use of the 
word analogy **

Wo are thinking of it as likeness, as resemblahce betwoen, , 
parallels and yet parallels that are.parallels only in the - 
imagination, and we ar© thinking of it in its relation to 

- . poetiy. „ ^  /

Analogy.is the linldng process that precedes thé Incorporation of these 
fabricated, links.in actual poetry, emd so analogy is not in itself poetry# ' 
but is produotivo of it. . ./■■■■

I’oetry is almost incredibly one? of the effects of analogy 
it, is / almost inoredibly the-outcome.; of. figures-of'v'-' 

speooh or, what is the same thing, the outcome of the 
operation of one imagination on another through the : 
instrumentality of the figures*

; % , (HA: 117*8).

hike metaphor, an^ogy/is used by . the poet in liis soaroh for reality, ■ and 
these figures of speech, which draw together dispomte elements of reality, 
succeed, by tMs new juxtaposition, in heightening the sense of reality#
Tlio grain, of reality is more easily grasped when its nature hue been 
illuminated .by .the .weaving of an imago around it# This revelation of 
reality through the elaboration of images is only possible if we kccept 
Stevens'* ..assertion that the imagination /"créâtes nothing#-. ./WO are able to



xuffiontloibe aïKl to give., blue jays fifteen toee# but if there were no 
suoh thing as a bird we could not create it* " (h. 4^5)

■ Juat m  the conetruotiona of analogy imat, in the end# be traceable 
backi /if only in. theory# to their oouroe, in reality# so too with metaphor# 
wMoh is far from being an autonomous realm of figureb*

There is no euoh- thing as a metaphor of a metaphor* ■ One : A - 
does not progress through metaphors* Thus reality is the 
indispensable element of each metaphor*

(OP 179)

Metaphor unifies by being a single image composed of separate objects and 
is therefore valuable as a means of bringing greater coherenoo to the 
particulars of the wrld; it selects# as we are forced to constantly# 
from the chaos of the world*

A few words# a meimranduia voluble
Of the giant sense#: the enormous harnesses
And writhing wheels of this world’s business- ■

(OP $08)

.Metaphor is not in itself the base# the ding on sich# though it dràwâ from 
it « "Thé degrees of reality. The absolute object slightly turned is a  ̂

metaphor of the object*" (OB 179) Metaphor works upon Stevens‘ bâsé and 
.gives us a greater awareness of tïiat base* , Metaphor is actually, prefeî^bïô 
in some ways to the naked perception of the first idea# even if this were 
possible, for individual metaphors can be constantly replaced# avoiding 
the "ennui" of the basic slate# which simply is.

and yet so poisonous ; . .
Are the ravishments of truth# so fatal to
The truth itself# the first idea becomes
The heimit in a poet’s metaphors, - /

' . Vlho comes and goes and. comes and goon oil dêy*
May there be an ennui of the first idea?
Mhat else# prodigious scholar, should there be?

■ '- (CP 381) ^
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Metaphor is a • part-of ' th© praoess of poetry# part of - the-paradiÿi, 
and as such must oonBtantly find new exemples# to avoid .fixity# It should 
he a way. of thought rather than m  ohjeot* "The disposition to metaphor 
cannot he kept concealed hy the choice of metaphor. " (OP 186) i Individual, 
formed metaphors swiftly become fixed# but this must never extend to the 
mataphor-making prooess# whose voty task is to: get rid' of dangerous# fixed, 
metaphors and replace th# with .new integrations» It Is a process by . 
wMoh the imagination explores the resemblaiioe between tv/o or more paâ?ts 
of reality « "Resemblance in metaphor ia an activity of the imagination; .. 
and in metaphor the imagination is life# " (HA 75)' Momentary order mty be 
brought to chaos by the imagination’s operation in metaphor# but the 
relations of metaphor are purely temporary and, once fabricated. and 
elaborated# are subject to the decreating power of the mind# , The metaphor 
which, instead of springing from a sense of the wox’ld# has been foisted 
upon It'must be rejected# -along with metaphor which has been relevant once# 
but which has lost its usefulness by virtue of its staleness.

In the way you speak 
You arrange# the thing is posed, 
Vih'at In,nature merely grows#
To-morrow when the sun,
For all your Images#
Gomes up as the m m #  bull fire, 
Your images will have left
Ho shadow'pf themselvQe.-

(OP 198)

Mature ̂ rill altmys tend to break free of the constrictions of man-made 
metaphoa? and new apprehensions of. reality will have to,be made* . Images of 
the world are necessary, and we must accept them, but we are free to 
reject stale images, which no longer capture the essenoo,of reality, and 
to select.more suitable representations# in this case, "bull fire"* The -
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main objeotioni to stalo motaplior is in terms of tlxls failure to perform 
a function^ tho funotion for which it . exists - to give a sense of the 
freshïiesB'-'and individuality of reality* TIio imges in Tlio Man on the 
Dump are repugnant heoause .they have been yK>,rn out .'by oVer-use#

how many men have copied dew 
For buttons# how inany iromen have covered them

selves
V/ith dew# dew dreeees# stbneo.and chains of dew# heads 
Of the flowerieot flowers dewed with the dewiest dew*
One grows to hate these things except on the dump*

(OP 202)

This staleness in metaphor is unavoidable as long as poetry does not
perform in isolation# as long as it is forced to employ a medium vMch is
not exclusively reserved for poetry* The cultural sharing of particular
images#, wiiich cannot be avoided by virtue of the fact that the poet is
using a language sliared by others, leads,to a loss of.effectiveness# if
only in that readers roiss out on the poet’s experience to a greater or
lesser extent* -nhis loss stimulates the poet# who goes on to create new
metaphors# now apprehensions of reality# out of his own need rather than

1 'out of social obligation* Those new metaphors in -tvrni become available 
to the people who are unable to laake their ovm integrations, the same loss 
of offeotivoness due to repetition takes place# and so the poet becomes, 
once again# dissatisfied and ieipelled towards new iniages* This cycle never 
ends# and is a re-enactment of the story of language itself* TÎig poet’s 
words# his "gibberish", reunites self and thing in leufiguage# and so is a 
return to thé Adamic state* But# because of the social nature of a common 
language# this gibberish becomes reduced# by incorporation# to the 
vulgate# the ordinary speech which troubles people by its separation from

1 • ’-*• See p. 104.
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re a lity .'^  Men destroy the vety. th ing, they wish to /preserve : ; by seeking
to preserve the integration'w rought, by the poet, they make i t  s ta le  by 

re p e titio n ,/a n d  destroy it s  capture o f  re a lity *  As; ;in  a l l  forms o f 

language# this conservatism In metaphor# while understandable# fa ls if ie s  

the flux o f .re a lity  and' as such must be warned against,,, fo r

We seek

’ . The ppem o f pure re a lity#  untouched
- . By trope o r deviation

' , '(OP 471)

Hdweyor#/metaphor in its true function as grasper o f re a lity#  cannot be ' 

condemned* '■ , / -

How# then# is metaphor degeneration#
Whén.Swatar^ beobmes this/undulant river
And the r iv e r  becomes the landless, waterleas 

' , ocean?
. (CP;444) .

The use of metaphor enables us to return, to the state when the word is  the 

th ing itself # when Swatara;. becomes the r iv e r;

. Metaphor and'‘analogy are the means by which the two sides of the ; 
poetic process are reconciled -  thé, world it s e lf  ■ and .the ; persona lity of. 

thé poet. The poet perceives the resemblances and re la tio n s  v;hich e x is t in  

the world but which are Ignored in  everyday perception# and then expresses 

these relations# through the " ir ra tio n a l"  working of h is  im agination, in  

the language of poetry* He is  never prompted to seek integrations through 

a sense o f ob liga tion  to other# loss able people.

1 -
' o f* T*K* liulme,, "Prose is  In  fa c t the museum where, the dead metaphors 

o f the. poets-are preserved*" Speculations (Roirbledge & Kègan Paul# 1924), 
P# %
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' y/.:."' sllghtyét doubt tism la at the
..: ' Wttpm of do * - Æe/: truth/le //

>t; ; ' - /"that egotism'- ±s dt the bottom of every thing ■ éverybodÿ ' " ' ?/. .
/:•;
This h m  a dertaln pragmatld haoklng# for poets are oppressed by the
■world tbey live ini" and this inoludes other people# to the pointf y
times of great' pressure#'-of, making oreatibn impossible. It is ineffiolent 
for the pbet to become unduly concerned about what M s  poetty may or may 
not do for others, '%'//A'/'

The ivory tower was offe'nslW;ifVthe.man-'Who/A’ived-in'-it:., wrote# ;/thê ', of himself/for; himself. It/'-was - no t/.offensive - //.;/-
- ' if he used it because hé cOuld do no thing Mthout conceW

■ /; ' ' ////.///:"'':;:///-

If ordinary people heed and désiré the illuminations of the poet#/-they 
must accept his apparent indifforence,; and aO. we will: see#. Stevens is the 
last person who can be accused of an uncaring attitude/ towards the problems 
of ordinary people; It remains true# /nevertheless# that the poet is a man 
apart from ordinso^ men# a man whosei/task has been croàted by the actions 
of these men# for the poet would not be necessary# epistemologic^ly#/ if 
men did not divorce word from thing# Given that the poet differs from most 
people in -fehis ability to recreate the freshness of language# it is;  ̂
predictable that he ŵ ill feel Mienated fro# those who see a /different', 
version: of,tlié.world^:A ' / , , -

Shall I grapple with my destroyers ' '' in the mscul^^ muséums? /'■■/'
. % t  - EyKdostroyers avoid the museums,

Those who not ackno^odge their need for poetry can never be made to / 
confront it - oh:'its- ownvtêrms,:-andyare ,be,St ,':i'giiored.-' kliéir-danger lies "in'
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the’..mîffôcati%' effect "they might have'upon: the poet# whose first duty 
imaat he to himself, and henoq to his poetry.

The ooGond phase of the poet’s prohlom, then, is to ' 
maintain hip freedom, the only condition in which he . , 
oan hope to’produce ni^rifleant poetry*'

, (L. 526)

Stevens helioveo in the graatnese of the poet’s mind aa a relevant 
faotor, since poetry is "a prooess of the porponality of the poet. " .(# 49) 
tOhe poet himself has little oontrol over his world view, which is formed 
over the years by a series of intangibles, and which is inescapably hip 
according to the oast of his mind, "Tliesé sayings are miothor form of the 
saying that poets are bom not mde#" (HÀ 122) Xt is not so much the 
avowed system of belief of a poet that oonoems us, but. rather his imagina
tion in a gener̂ il senso, the way in which he feels impelled to see the 
world# This particular vision of the world is what is revealed by M s  
: poetry* "The poet’s native-.sphere , # ■ is what he nan make; of the world,"
(of 198) As far as the poet Mmself is ooncemed, he feols on irresistible 
impulsa'- to participate in the. act of writing: pOetiy, largely because of à 
%jorld view which leys a oortaln burden On art* Ihoro is also the impulse 
to corroborate such a mrld view in the poetry itself.

In all his poems with all their onohantmonts for the poet.
, himself, there is the final enchantment that they ore true, 

significance of the poetic act then is that it is 
evidence, -

(OP 241)

>dmt the poet himself gains is à certain fulfilment, but part of that 
fulfilment is the knowledge tlwt it can be communicated,

X tMnlc that M s  function is to make M s  - imagination, theirs, 
and that he fulfills Mmself only hs ho sees M s  imgination 
become the li^t in the jWhds of others *

( m  29) / ' .
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Our some of the world is in some respect, as le evinced by
;our continMng to turn to poetry'for oonsoiàtion, and the poet’s task is / "
to modify our world view by the effect of his own, and by so doing "he 
creates the world to which we turn incessantly and without Îmovdîîg it,"

- - ' ■ . ;
M s  poetry, by which our lives are changed, is not, however, simply

a product of his personality, for the poet is governed to some extent ;by ^
the irrational *

%dmt interests us is a particular process in the rational 
mind which we recognise, as irrational in the sensé that 
it takes place unaccountably,

(OP 218) ■//;:■ . :

Wo cannot specify what qtuality in the poet*a mind gives him the power, to 
gain insight into reality, nor can we examine too closely the reasons for 
the particular form tMs insight is expressed in.

If each of Us is a biological mechanism, each poet is a 
poetic mechanism, / To the extent that what ho produces is 

. mechanicals that is to say, beyond his power to change,
it ,is toational,

; - . ; , (0P\220)..

Because of this: irrational aspect of the imagination,'which is not Open to 
explanation, it is free from the complete cohtrol either of external , 
nature or of the poet. It is the moment of poetic inspiration that is 
irrational, the actual perception of an integration, in timt we cannot 
explain why that particular integration should. Imve; appeared dt that time.

The elaboration, for the purpose of communication, of such on 
inspiration is, on the contrary, controlled by the poet# It is only in 
this second;, stage, ,of elaboration, that the personality of the poet becomes ; 
apparent althou#, of course, his personality is the determining factor æ
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to tfhethor a perception;Mil take place at nil. Here what is required 
is an "effort of the Mhd^not dependent on tho vie ̂ s r̂tudeo of the 
sensibility," (IIA I65) . There is a "laborious élément/* involved in the /
aoMdi'''dWpj4%;'Gf:::a poem*/// '-: ; - .j;-

,y iWting./poetry ' Is d'''OOnepioU8,;ao'tivity. - WMlç ;pôéma,;ïaây ■; / ■
/::: véry woll occur# they had muoh better be omoed.:/-

'Even in this shaping prooeas ':thére:'-'Ewe/elêmento .of/inevityb^ity,;;the -y 
poet’e style is aiproiiuot of the personality over which he has little ':, 
cont3X)l# has nO choice about his style*". (03/ 210) Similarlyi
Mth/régs^d to subjectt lie is compelled to conoem Mmoélf with selected /. 
;thlngs*;''f'’’A''-poet-w of twiligÿt bocause sWinks frommoon-day,-" /■ ■/;, '
(MA 122) This is subject in the widest s#me:of what a poet’s total
body of work concerns itself with, as opposed to tJie subject of a / 
particular poem, where the "choice .of .subject-hmtter /is ;Ç/Gompletély/'r ' ■

continually emphasises the importance of' po'etry,-.-#' a/ process 
rather' tî&t'-às":a''fixed, completed body of poems# " P o e i s t h e  spirit, 
as the pbom is the body»" (l4 565) Writing poetry becomes on aotivily 
which never oeoseS, an activity whiph never fixes itself lin the poems the : 
poet con tlierefore write hotes towaMs a -, supreme . fictioh 'rather than the 
fictional structure itself * Accepting-., .a / vision'; of .{realityas .'f lUx - means ̂ 
that the poet mpst try to ref loot this .fl'%̂- by .never/, chiing - the process... of 
poetry, which is "to a iargé extent an art of perception"# (01? I9I) ï\>etry 
beComés on act, a gesture, the activity of a perception instead of the form 
:'..of; a;:;, perception, since only in •‘this/'Wày-uan the.'Mhd-^eei- -assured -- that it\/. : 
'h'as'/reàchod a., true/.vision-, of., reality/as it .lb»/ ''-To quoto'-Ernst /Fischer -
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./Reality /is-'" just. that s'--' :'.a ’ state '/of ' suspended/ tension ' ■ ■ ' . > / ' ■ '
; ■ he t w e e n a n d  ̂ non-Wing,/ '̂bpth being-and'- ;. -,

' '{A' .; non-hei% are unreal und onlÿrtheir. Ihoéèsant':inter- ' ' _ /
action,l.their becoming»'-ds/reM#* y '

We are part of the action, whereao iformimay:exclude am* . % e  personality 
of the poet, **the incidence of the netyous"' sensi'tiveneso ,of the .poet in' /:{ 
the act of creating the poem" (HA 4 0  # and the world outMde are hbth 
processes which join to create a third proceso# "tho -porceptlon. Of reality, 
■Vtot this’'activity Mvee us is an 'all-importsht' sense of unian /between / 
-aelf;and.#rid*"Ihe center that, he sought was, a state; of Mnd" (OP 112), 
We .long.-for the'-.ease/cf’: M M  which oven a {sense/of _helonging would bring. ;

- ‘ V ,. ,':/'It'/'Wul̂ ^̂  ̂be-. enou^O ’'/'' A/''''//'/:/■/.;'■ ..-r'/'
' '-'If we were:ever̂ -v just, once,/,#/the middle,';flMd/ . , ■■/: :, "

v/-. ,/;. ' In Tliî  SeMtiful'World: pf̂  OiW and not/as/how^ / -.//" ..
/;Iïôlplo.ssly at;'thê ''edge,,̂ ©noû .yty:.,bo ■

'■ ; Oopplete, bedWse,\at#he.' M  if,Only in Oense, /. ' ' / ■■-
. , Aid'.in-/that: enomioUs'/sense,: merely-enjoy»- "..'''-'A '-/..-'j

/ { / A m / ,,::#// '- : e # ' : / T / % / . ; / /
IMs-réconcilia tiovi 'is;-the aim - of --po'etry and StevOUs.’ use of //sense" 
Ostabliohep the oriterion by which his/poetïy and his aosthotio must be . 
judged. ** pfagmatio#ly'in. their effects/oh'-’people’e./.hàppWoss, 
philosophically, in ’the 'peraii liveness of the suggestion that, an actu# • 
reunion has talcen place, ■ His claims are only to an' '/"às--;if ,’*'■ /■/.-/'■--//-■

; ''' ' #  if, as if, as if the dispamto halyea., \
' -: . Of 'thiiigs' were ’waiting/in a' hetroth#'Im.pwn; '
, '"'s’,.'. To none, awaiting espousal to the sound'

/. Of right joining, a music of'.ideas,’ the-'/toming , ■„
'-/ /. ’/ ’■ ■ And/breeding and 'bearihg..bi'r6''o,f :.h$mm / '/./ '..';.// v / ; ‘

The’’final relation,'-’ thé -'marriagé"of the' rest. A/,/,’-’--'.-/' ■ (or464-5)::.,'-̂  ,

i;iischer,’ p., 124*
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This sensé: of amassing harmny gives né; pleaaure - "there la an exquisite' . 
%)le#üra # A  harmony in thèse inter-relations,-GÎrcuits" 5^8) -■ ana / 
pleasure in .the widest and hipest sense of satisfaction with living, is 
the pnr|50se lying hehind. the not' of poetry for Htevens, ,r -
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V

The integration felt by the poet must be communicated# because this 
comnunioatibn is a part of his sens© of fulfilment# and this can only be 
done by the. elaboration and articulation of the moment of insight in .some 
culturally acceptable form.

Mot only must art derive from an intense experience of 
. reality, it must also be constructed, it must gain form '
throu^ objectivity. ̂

The first stage in tliis: form is the poem itself but# beyond that^ the 
whole social aspect of poetry calls for elaborated fictions. These are 
only necessary because of the inability of the ordinary man firstly to 
have integrations of his om# and secondly to accept the insight of the 
poet: unless put in a palatable form. This is one sense of fiction in ,
: Stevens and is closely linked to traditional poetic devices such as 
metaphor and symbol: in his own poetry hé uses the fictions of central 
man# summer# marriage# the woman of earth# and so on. These are expedient 
devices, to enable the reader to reach approximately the same process of 
integration as the poet achieved in the act of writing the poem*

On quite another level there is the fiction as-belief. Actual poetry# 
the body of a poet’s poems# incorporating a structure of fictions, is 
itself the embodiment of a theory of poetry# which in turn is based upon a 
number of views about the world# views: which are probably fictional. There

1 ■ ' . ■ - :See p.. 81. . . .

. ■ Fischer, p. 9.
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are three levels inyoived* Firstly there-is the superstructure of the 
poetry itself, with its relatively traditional figures/hnd images., Then 
we have the underlying aesthetic, which in Stevens* case/is a theory of 
fiotion-making. Beneath tMs aesthetic we Iiave the wbrld view which Z 
justifies it; for Stevens this invotyes a vision of the:'state of things 
which necessitates his theory of fictions» All of these senses of the 
word fiction involve willed belief, the difference being t W  degree of 
belief we accord to the respective levels. The aesthetic and the/under
lying world view are obviously closely linked, the superstructure; of the 
poems is more arbitrary and expedient* To the extent that we Meh to, 
appreciate and react to the. poetry at all, we must respond to the images 
used by the poet, and will our belief in them as effective poetic devices. 
However, this willed belief need not be extended either to the aesthetic 
theory, or to the world view which was necessary on the poet’s part bef03% 
he could begin to write the poems, Haturally, at some point in our final 
assessment of any poet, all three levels must be taken into; account, and 
it is likely that we will-rate more higlfLy the poet who happens to hold 
the same world view and aesthetic as ourselves and who also manages to 
coimunichte these in a form which appeals tous*

The superstructure,' the web of images, symbols and words that goes to 
make up the. body of à poet’s work, is the public means by which we reach 
the underlying aesthetic and philosophy. Starting with the given poems, 
we infer from them the views which are incorporated in them to await our 
discovery, ¥© reach the theory through, the actual experience of the poe™̂ ' 
Good poetry allows us to reach through it in this way, but after this ' 
process of inference îms taken place, it is up to us whether or not we 
assent fully to.all that the poet is offering, and this assent is largely 
dependent on how much in tune with the poet’s mind we happen,to be. %ns
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we have, Styvens*.fictional representation of a marriage of self and 
reality, as in the Captain and Bawda, which we'can accept on the level of 
poetic response, hut beneath this figure lies Stevens’ belief that a union 
between imagination and reality can take place in poetry* This im tuTn 
demands a world view which sees a separation in normal life between the 
self and world* We can either asserit to Stevens * ready-made consolation 
in the effective marriage image, and feel a sense of peace from this, or 
go: further, and assent also to, the reasoning which has led him to such a 
figure. This is obviously preferable in that an appreciation of a poet’s 
underlying world view and aesthetic can often have the effect of heightening 
the response to the surface imagery, and this is particular^ true in regard 
to Stevens. There is the added.complication in Stevens’ case thàt his 
aesthetic is based on the very process we have gone through to reach the 
aesthetic* He is writing poetry, about the act of writing poetry, which is 
less simple than the poet with a world view which commits him to poetry, 
but does not demand the incorporation of aesthetic in act.
, The most important fiction, in Stevens is the fiction that there is an 

absolute reality ©Msting outvritli the human niind, a reality which can be 
reached by an effort of the mind in imagination. lEs whole theory of thç 
elaboration and subsequent destruction of fictional constructs is itself 
based on a fiction', albeit a fiction which cannot be rejected. Vdien Stevens 
says - "To be stripped of every fiction except one / The fiction of an 
absolute" (OP 404), the problem is to find out the degree of assent Stevens 
gives to this basic fiction, for Stevens’ fictions are arranged, in a 
hierarchy of degrees of assent* The fictions employed in the actual poems, 
for example the figure of .the. glass man, are permitted provisional assent, 
and axe based on fictions to which Stevens grants more durable assent. 
Stevens* world view is such that he cannot legitimately claim eternal belief
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in any fiction, even those of self and world! he must always allow thé 
possibility at least that we could continue to live, even if very ' 
differently, without these fictions.

In practice, we form a particular world view and then endeavour to 
express the beliefs arising from this world view in a ofedible form.
These beliefs, in Stevens* own case, are non-absolute beliefs, not beliefs 
as true, but part of the 'expediency of expressing them Involves the 
fiction of truth. We are psyohologipa-lly impelled both to cloak the 
naked fiction in comforting images and to give it an assent which it doeà 
not command epistemologioally, Stevens’ ’supreme fiction': could be 
represented by almost anything; Stevens suggests a human figure as being 
the most acceptable form.

If we are to think of a supreme fiction, instead of creating 
it, as the Greeks did, for example in the form of a ' 
mythology, we might choose to create it in the image of a 
man: an agreed-on superman*

(M.D. 176)

This leads to the creation in Stevens’ o%m poetry of the figure of the 
central man, the man who will symbolise for us the integrations achieved 
by the poet. The Choice of this particular figure is to some extent . 
arbitraryj although, as we shdii see, there are reasons why this form 
should have a lasting appeal, or rather an appeal which will endure beyond 
Other forms.

I have-at least trifled with the idea of some arbitrary 
object of belief! some artificial subject for poetry, 
a source of poetry*. The major men are part of the 
entourage of that artificial object. (L. 485) :

 ̂See p. 95.
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The creation of thé figure of central/man iè designed to comfort the 
central ' man imngue of A Weak Mind in. the Mountains * who is potentially 
capable of doing all that the ;oéntral man can do, , but who finds himselfy/ 
at the moment of crisis, impotent. 'Such people need help from a figure ; 
not toO far removed from the image they have of their own selves, and so 
they/rely upon abstractions from the sum of the human.

The .major men - 
That is different. They are characters beyond 
Reality, composed thereof. They are 
The fictive man created out of men.
They &r'e men but artificial men. ‘.idiey are.
Mdthing in which it is not possible ' '
To believe

(OP 335) ■

Drawn, from the human, yet going beyond the human, major, men are satisfying 
figures because of man’s quest for an assurance of something oiitmth the 
human, but not too far away from it*. Man Vs logical nature demaiids an 
answer to doubts about the external world, while M s  emotional nature calls 
for an answer which will not horrify by its distance from the familiarity 
of the human* ,Flajor man has the ability to discover the .supreme fiction in 
the flux, of reality and to malce. it available to us alls he is in no wô y sn 
evolutionary superman, ,a projection into the future, for he is drawn as à 
fiction from the characteristics of men here on earth. He is ho more than 
the image for a particular society, an abstract which can act as its 
principle. . This society is peopled by "medium man", who

. In February hears ; the ima^nation’s hymns ,
And sees its images, its motions 
•And multitudes of motions
And feels the imagination's mercies ■>

■ ■ , (OP 439) V

Although the hero exists only as an abstraction, the very concept of the
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héio can.help the ordinary.man to reach the:imagination's saving.revela- . 
tiens. Just as poetry is distilled froin the speech, of the multitude and 
given back to the multitude, so the hero is dra-wn from the .mass, to' sum it 
up, and then given, back for their hsey -He is the most suitable image for. 
a society, for one of our most basic needs is.for On ideal man, one of. the 
roughs made good. . Tliis need appears not to be satisfied by. our modern . .. 
society - '

What is terribly lacking from life today is the well 
developed individual, the master of life; or the man who ■ .

: by his mere appearance Convinces you that a mastery of
life is possible.

518)../; /.,;/; ■

Since we no.longer seem to possess in real life the heroes, we need, poetry 
must incorporate sUoh figures in its .fictional systems. Stevens continues 
to emphasise that the major men are of human.origin and exist to;satisfy a 
need in the human.

The major abstraction is the idea of man 
And major man-is its exponent, .abler 

, In the abstract than in his singular,
- More fecund as principle than particle. 
Happy fecundity, flor-abundant force,
In being more than an exception, part,?'

M I I: // Though a/heroic part, of thé oommonal. .
”■/ "  vA : . (OP 588)

Major man exists only because it is efficient that he. should exist to 
demonstrate the union possible for all men, the successful conjoining of 
imagination, and reality. V/e require .a "principle" only/because bitter 
experience has taught, us that the lone "particle" has no certainty of 

; reaching this desired union. The fiction of major man confirms our 
dependency on him by refusing.to Wear away.as other, less relevant, .
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fictions do.

That obsolete fiction of the wide river in 
An empty land; the gods that, Boucher killed; 
And the metal heroes that time granulates - 
The philosophers' man alone still walks in dew, 
Still by the sea-side mutters millcy lines 
Concerning an immaculate imagery,

(OP 250)

Although in theory major man is subject to the same decreating power as 
all our fictions, he is a fiction so moulded to our desires that he 
outlasts the others* He is a result of the inadequacy of the human in " 
this place and time - "Since humanism is not enough, it is necessary to 
piece out its characters fictively," (L, 489) y

Stevens has a rather surprising attitude towards, humanism. He .. 
himself is a firm believer in the ability of man to solve problems which 
are often posed unmttingly by man himself, yet he recognises that for 
medium man, humanism alone remains Unsatisfactory, The merely human is 
simply not enough for our irrepressible transcendental longings., ;¥e are 
Only too well aware that man does not possess the attributes of a god.

: The trouble with humanism is that man as God remains man A 
but there is an extension of man, the leaner being, in 
fiction, a possibly more than human human, a composite 
human*

(L. 434)

To make the individual man the supreme value leaves a disturbing sense 
that this value is too low, that man as .god is a poor specimen* We caimot 
return to a plausible god-like figure, but we need not rest at the merely . 
human. - ■ ' ;

Tile chief defect of humanism is that it concerns human 
beings. Between humanism and, something else, it might 
be possible to create an acceptable fiction.

(L. 449)
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Himiariism,binds US- to man as he is, God talces us too far = beÿond,the human ; ■ 
to be credible, but in the. middle we have a fiotion which will : satisfy :. 
by being/beyond the human, but not alien* Major man is a myth outMth 
the human,, yet created by it, and is a .satisfactory compromise between, the 
inoredible heights of a god, , and the depressing; depths of an ordindiy / 
human being/ , , ,v ■ .

Tills y composite human" shows us how We may live by the imagination, 
find a sense of the world of which we are part, and so find tranquillity*

He is the transparence, of the place in which 
He is and in his poems we find peace*(CP,251)

The central man, who. is frequently described in terms of glass, is a 
-personification of the fusion of subject and object whieh iO the chief 
aim of poetry. -

He was a shell of dark blue glass, or ice,
^'a-ir collected in a deep essay, , . 
dr light embodied, or almost, a flash 
On more than muscular shoulders, arms and chestj 
Blue’s last transparence as it turned to black,

. VI
The glitter of a being, which the eye 
Accepted yet which nothing understood,
A fusion of night, its blue of the pOle of blue 
And of the brooding mind, fixed but for a slight 
Illumination of movement as he breathed. -

(CP 297)

The glass is the transparent medium in wliich there can be a pure mingling 
of perception and what is perceived.

The mannerism of nature cau^t in a: glass 
And there become a spirit's mannerism,
Â glass ab^arm Mth things going as far as they can*

. (CP 519)
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As a fusion of subject and object the glass man is nothing less 
than the supreme fiction of poetry, and we are back, again to the problem 
of belief* The glass man belongs to the ever-changing fictional super
structure, but-represents Stevens* more durable belief in the efficacy of 
poetry. We are asked to accept the representation of tliis in- the particular 
form of the major man only because such a figure works -

Logically, I ought to believe in essential imagination, =.
but that has its difficulties* It is easier to believe 
in a thing created by the imagination*

(L. 370)

Strictly spealcing" everything becomes reduced to matters of faith! Crispin 
deludes himself by thinking that he has settled for certainty when he 
chooses plums,rather,than the fictions of plums, for both the plum and the 
representation of it are in varying degrees fictional# . We ought to be . 
aware that when we settle for plu^s we are merely choosing a different ' 
sort of fiction, one better disguised as something which is not a fiction* / 

Stevens himself faces up to the consequences of his system of beliefs -
he himself believes in a fiction, in that he gives a great deal of asSent
to the idea that a union of imagination and reality is achieved through 
the act of poetry. ,This commitment in terms of belief to. something:knom 
to be fictional may "seem a negation, or, rather, a paradox", but "I think 
that the history of belief will show that it has Mways been in a fiction. "
•'(L. 370) For Stevens, and those who accept his world view, it is simply
a question of which fiction one Ought to choose as principal repository of ' 
belief* In Stevens* system, the poem bridges the gap betvfeeh fiction as 
structure' and fiction as belief in that as a representative of the poet's 
insight it is social,, fabricated, yet In that it is itself part of the 
insight, and capable of arousing this insight in others, it is allied to
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belief. The main thing to remember when entering into Stevens* system is 
that both the paradigm and the examples aré in differing ways:fiotidnal, 
aiid both are in theory snbjéot to c h a n g e v  , .
, /• The-paradigm underlying the fictional superstructure/.is, subject to 

change from the same source as is the overt surface, o Since, both are ' ■ 
■fictional, in time thé: imagination will decreate them both.; However, 
there are many reasons, why this paradigm will tend to change .at .a 'greatly / 
reduoêd,;speed, firstly^ we seldom see our deepest beliefs as fictional in : . 
the way/that we do become aware of the structures as fictions which have: ..
-been arbitrarily employed to express these beliefs, he MVe/a peycho-social̂ ^̂ .̂;
: heed to see some things as fixed and. stable* Our beliefs hre inextricably 
part Of our personality and our conservative tendencies unite Mth our '■'; 
self-esteem to preserve such viewsj. by giving them the status of; beliefs : 
as true end not beliefs in so far forth,'. Conservatism is. aided by the fact 
that we form our basic world view with great deference to the society of 
which we are part; in Stevens* case this has led to a disposition towards": 
scepticism about any creed but scepticism. One may believe that all 
beliefs are provisional, but it is difficult to apply tliis to the belief .. -
that all: beliefs are provisional. This, leads Us to the-basic objection 
to frequent changes in belief paradigms., which is that the actual beliefs 
are far less important than the act of believing* Socially and psycho- , ; /
logically, we need fictions, even though their epistemological'/functions .i 

■ may themselves be; fictions. What v/e are, of necessity, left with is the.. - 
,; "willed belief̂ .* of William James, which accepts Mth tolerance the needs 
and inadequacies of men,,,and permits them to find consolation in provisional, ;

;The greatness Of Stevens lies in his ability = to take; the final step 
and ■submit his o%m theory to the scepticism forced upon us by bur world . . . 
view.. See .pi 121. ';'/■■..■ ■ ' - ''■ - . '■ '
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non-absoltité conBtruGts. Oiir needs remedn reniarkably eimllan thnongh 

time, arid we can simply choose firstly the paradigm we feel "best suits 
our age, and secondly, the examples, again with,thé advantage of relevance,

There are things with respect to which we willingly suspend 
disbelief ; if there is instinctive in Us a, ^11 to believe,
or if there;is a will.to believe, whether or not it is ;
instinctive, it 'seems to me that we ;can suspend disbelief 
ifith reference to a.fiction as easily as we can.suspend it
with reference to anything else*

, (i. 430)

This tolerance vjith regard to fictions is backed up by, indeed stems 
from, the world view Of our own dge,, which has blurred the distinction 
between aesthetic fictions and our other ways of ordering the world. 
Illusion has derogatory overtones only when people insist oh .clinging to 
.a belief that old ideas of "truth" can be found in the world. We must '
revise our idea of knowledge in the. light of what we see hmian nature to 
be....today* ■ . . \

It may be lawful to wonder whether the various kinds of 
union now realised in the universe that we iiihabit may 
not possibly have been successiyely evolved after , thé 
fashion in which we now see human systems evolving in 
consequence of human needs.^

"True" ideas are traditionally held to be those which correspond to an 
external .reality, but our present awareness,̂  of thé impossibility of 
verifying this type of truth ought to make us aolmowledge it, as a fiction 
in which we desire to believe. Our problems will be, if not. eased, 
simplified when we cease to yearn'for the.impossible.

For so long as these idèational construets are supposed 
to have objective value, contradiotiens and difficulties

1 ■James, p.,153*
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' . \ V .... Vi; ; y . 1. arise which disappear :-if we régàrd them as mere fictions. '

Rather than being an absolute,. truth is one’s own experience dt a given., . 
time and it charges with the perceiver and vdth the. world as perceived. 
Rather than "true" ideas .we hate ideas which work^ which are valuable for 
us to retain and,this must be the standard by which ideas are judged. 
Unfortunately, . man has a desire to cling to the delusion of truth in the 
old.sense.

unquenchable interest in truth that burns in the breast' 
pf every thinking man .will demand, for all eternity, that - . 
he should combat error,ydth all His .power and .spread .truth 
in eveiy direction, i.e.. behave exaotly.as. if error must : y
some day be completely extirpated̂  and we might look forifard 
to a time when truth will. reign ; in undisputed sovereignty... . . 
This indeed, is.characteristic of a nature like that'of ;man, 
designed, to be foriever approximating to unattainable 
ideals,^ ' ■ = ' .1'

This, however, is based on the impossible, the certainty of grasping truth. 
Problems are caused only by man’s immaturity in his unwillingness to give , 
up what he considers to be external sanctions for Ms. conduct, for .a ■■ 
refusal to seek this, unattainable ; truth leads , to a new ability to face.; the 
challenge offered by the world as it really is. We are forced how to .f ;, ' 
abandon many notions'previously held dear, such as our traditional ' ;
elevation of the reason above faith. .\

There is, in fact, at bottom very little difference, between : 
reason and faith, for, if faith be dbfined as the. pbwef'nf I; 
believing what, we Imow .to be untrue, reason is the power of 
kidding, ours elves, into believing that wbat.wé want to'think
i s / t r u e * ? , . . . . 'k ' -

1 Vaihinger,>p., 135.■ „ ....
2 ' .  ■ .. .. , Tbrbergj quoted in Yaihinger,. p. 322.

 ̂C.E*M* Joad., Ghide to Modern Thought (Faber, 1933)P. 199<
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We can no. longer assume an absolute truth which exists outMth man- and 
merely awaits his perception of it, and so we are flung back on a.new, 
and at times disturbing,, perspectivism*. I; ' , -

For both art and life depend wholly on the laws of optics,
. on perspective- and illusion; both to be blunt, depend on 
the’necessity of error, i

This new awareness of the lack of absolute sanctions tliro.ws the emphasis 
oh the human origin of What we term truth, and on its subservience to human 
■ needs. - . • , ■ . -

You . , , You : said,
"There are many truths,..
But they are not parts of a truth;"
Then the tree, at night, began to change,
Smoking through green and. smoking blue.

.(cP 203)

A rejection of the. absolute unity of truth brings a new awareness of the 
natural, contingent world we live in, where reality is a sMfting 
composition of green and blue, world ai3d self. We are left with a purely 
human truth. ' . '

Truths don’t exist before we invent them. They respond 
.. to man’s need of economy, . just, as beliefs to his need 
of faith. ;

The.awareness that there is no absolute truth to discover, gives a 
new value to what has previously .been condemned as illusion. If we live 
always in illusion of some sort, it can no longer be rejected as non-

^ liriedrich Hietgische. The Birth of Tragedy* transi, dolffing. 
(Bqubieday.'inohor,. I956), p. lO, '. . ;

Hulme,:p. 240. : .  ̂ ■
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eognitivG, and the use of illusion need ho longer be seen as a flight 
from reality.

The use of the word illusion suggests the simplest way 
to define the difference between escapism in a pejorative 
sense and in a non;?pejorative sense; that is to soys it 
is the difference betv̂ een elusion and illusion, or benign 
illusion. Of course,. I beliève in benign illusion.

(L. 402),

All our orderings are to some extent arbitrary and illusory, but this 
fades into insignificance beside the massive consolatory task they ' 
pe#orm. '■ ;

If poetry introduces order, and every competent pçem̂  -
introduces order, and if order means peace, even though 
that particular peace is ah illusion, is it any less an 
illusion than a good many other things that everyone 
high and low now-a-̂ days. concedes to be no longer of any 
account?

. (L. 293)

The exposure of.ail human systems as fictional can, of course, create a 
depressing scepticism, even a nihilism and in theoretical terms tills is 
inevitable, given our previous high pretensions. Optimism and creativity . 
come in when we reach the problem of which fictions we are to guide our 
lives by. If all our systems are illusory, what is there to choose 
between them? Stevens seems to prefer consciously'held illusions to 
Illusions plain and simple, because it is part of M s  world view to prefer 
being aware of the psychological props he is using; for Stevens the 
ultimate test of maturity in the present age is the ability to, accept the 
fictional às à necessary object of belief, without cloaking its true 
nature by calling, it "true" in the old sense. '

It is to stick to the nicer knowledge of 
Belief, that what it believes in is not true.

(CP 332) .
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IJlctionalism as aVcreed involves thé awareness of fictions as they operate 
in our.lives, and its advantage is that, once accepted as a persuasive 
view of things , all/ other systems rest upon it. . This preference for 
awareness on Stevens ’ part is justified by its accuracy in the modern 
situation. Pragmatically, it is likhly that the process of gradual 
disillusionment will work upon all of our beliefs in turn; if we start 
off by being aware that these beliefs are non-absolute and contingent, we 
will suffer little bhock when their lack of truth is openly revealed, since. 
this is something we will, have known implicitly for some time before. We 
will be ready for the'inevitable moment when one fiction becomes outmoded 
and therefore ineffective as a form of order, and we .will, be able to, malcè 
a smooth transition to our next suspension of disbelief in the next fiction. 
If the purpose of fiction-weaving is to' satisfy human need rather than to 
pursue fruitlessly. an unreachable certainty, then the fact- that vre employ 
fictions with no truth value in the traditional sense should not bother us, 

Vdiat becomes, important in this system is the choice of illusion. , There 
seems little point in choosing illusions which Mil make Us unhappy rather 
than happy. .

There may be an attitude which sees that most things are 
illusions, that experience is merely the gradual process., 
of disillusiohment, that • the new as well as the old ideals 
turn out to be partial, non-continuous or infinite, but 
then in face of this decides that certain illusions or 
moods are pleasurüble and.exhilarating, and deliberately 

.. and imowlingly encourages them; A judicious choice of 
illusions. leading to activities planned and carried out, 
is the. only means of happiness.^

Once we accept the unalterable facts about the human condition,,, we have a 
degree of freedom with respect to wMoh fictions we live by. "For our own

Hulme, p. 232. (My italics.)
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Bakes il we oü^t /td-choose'illiisions which will satisfy the ,heeds';im ., ■; '
aware of * flowevër, as Frank Kermo de has shdwn, the.choice of illusions 
is far froiii heihg a ;sitiple matter: we require, psychdlogically, fictions
which fit in with what :̂ ê talce toi he the state of the Universe (regardless ;
of how accurate our view may he), ; and this in turn is closely linlced to f 
the society in whidh we, happen to live.;:- , hot only is it; very difficult to 
genuinely form a world view which is at odds with our society,Iit is very 
difficult to adhere,to.buch a view while.living in that society,, regardless 
of any superiority lof ,our personal view to that of the,society itself. So 
our choice of illusion is .limited hy .OUr. society, at times forcibly* ;, Blanche 
Bu Bois, given the 'society she is forced to.live in, falls back on an 
illusion which cdmmands understa^ least, if not overt sympathy. This
illusion, however, is totally-untenable in that society, and a ‘determined 
effort iS;,made by the society, in the form of Stanley: Eowalsld., to force 
Blanche to accept its world view in place::of her otm.-. In, such cases, one 
possibility is to find a .society which will permit your particular illusion 
to flourish., f Blanche;cannot find such a society, for it has disappeared in 
time,-but Conrad’s Lord Jim is lucky enough to find a community which not 
only allows..his illusion but which actually fosters it .for its ,own reasons*

All the pressures are towards the formation of group fictions, for the 
justification of fictions is their utility in the wofId, how much they can 
ease life for Us. kermode objects to a-“radically pragmatic gradation of 
fictions- - - =

If the ' value of, an opinion is to be tested only by its

Frank Éèrmode. "Thé hew Apocalvptists, " Partisan Review,. 1966 (Vol 33, 
no. 5)» ,P" 361, I ".our order, our form, is nedessary;. our skepticism as 
to fictions reqnires that it shall hot be spurious." .
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success in the world, the propositions of dementia can 
-become as valuable as any other fictions. 1 'I

For the individual who holds them;the propositions of dementia are indeed 
as valuable, or rather more valuable, than any other possible fictions, and 
he is quite entitled to hold to such;views; If everyone accepted these 
prepositionsj they would do as Iwell as.anythlhg to live by; - our objections 
to radically different world views spring: only from the preconceptions of 
the; world view we happen to have at the time* .. Oamus' Caligula, for example, 
begins by enjoying.himself in a%world which is a nightmare Ifor anyone who 
isn’t Caligula. His world view is finally challenged by people with 
differing world,viewsin this cdse, including a belief that they ought not 
to die merely to satisfy Caligula’s view. But the reign of terror of 
Caligula could only talm place by.a number of people accepting his view of 
things enough I, to carry Out his wishes, tühe objection to Iradically 
individualistic fictions is a purely pragmatic one; most people rest 
content Mth-group fictions because it is more convenient, more comfortable, 
for them to do so. ' Thé individual who decides to form a varying view must 
be prepared for the group’s opposition if they see their group fictions : 
threatened. We are back to the. pragmatic objections to the rabbit as Icing' \ 
of the ghosts. ■

This pragmatism extends widely in the choice of illusions; if all our 
orderings systems are arbitrary, why do Stevens,.. Yaihinger and Kermode all 
emphasise that they must not simply mould a new, and more pleasurable, . 
reality? Again, this is impossible pra^àtioally - we cannot escape

 ̂fTanlc Kermode, The Sense of an Ending, (O.U.P;, 196?),. P« 38#

' See pp. .51—2'.
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complet sly from the world view which we largely inlierit. We will feel 
dissatisfied with any fiction which we feel is too far divorced from what 
we assume to he the true state of things; This vision we have of the 
true state of things is given to us by .our experience in the world and is 
largely conditioned by the particular experiences we have had.^ As social 
creatures, a purely personal philosophy is not enough. We are incapable, 
alone, of changing to any great extent the world view we are conditioned 
into having. Collectively, of course, we can change the world beyond 
recognition, but the task of rearranging the orders of previous generations 
is a massive one, and runs counter to the ,desire to. believe that such 
systems are fixed and not subject to our whims. Nevertheless this process 
takes place with gradual inevitability as new "facts" are brought to light 
which prove to be.incompatible with our previous systems; the social 
process thus parallels the process, of scientific discovery.;

We must be prepared to acloiowledge our need for a form created by 
ourselves, since that offered by the world we believe in is insufficient, 
and also be prepared to change that, form when it ceases to reflect adequately 
our view of the world# Given our present world view, a .purely mimetic art 
will no longer suffice, for we are fleeing from the pressure .of such a . 
world view.

Also we find that there.is an irreducible minimum of geometry - 
of humanly needed shape or structure - which finally limits our 
ability to accept the mimesis of pure contingency.^

1 For example, there are the physical limitations placed upon our veiy 
sight by. our early experiences, cf. Oolin Blakemore, "VJhy We See What We 
See," New Scientist.(l6 Sept. 1971), Vol 51, no 769, p* 617 * ; "It is a. 
sobering thought that real thirds in the real world may-literally be beyond 
our comprehension because we have no neural apparatus to handle them."

2 Kermode,.Sense of an Ending* p. 132.
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Noir, we depend oh forms which to , some extent impose, oh re a l! ty , = but "the 

nature o f the hferld: i t  s e lf  forces : th is  upon us. I f  we accept that the 

forais we liv e  by are la rge ly  created by ours elves, and that we have' a 

v ir tu a l ly  inescapable world view, we must also accept' that these fomis . 

must remain in  consonance w ith  the wCfld view and that they must be 

discarded I f  they cease to  be .so. Although world Views change Slowly, 

the form#which spring from themÿ the f ic t io n a l superstructure, i f i l l  Y 

change w ith  greater speed. This is  due to the a ttitude 'bo th  o f the poet 

and: o f  h is /p u b lic ,, ihe  poet himself-sees that the; fbW  on the .

f lu x  are u h fa ith fu l'to  i t  and seeks alvrays to fin d  some means of 

adequately representing the f lu x ; He is  thereby impelled tO the creation 

o f new forms ̂  a never-ending task \s ince. none o f h is fo rm ss im p ly  by - 

v ir tu e  o f being:forms and not f lu x , w i l l  ever completely sa tis fy  him. As 

we haVe seen, th is  is  linked to the problem o f representing the poet’ s 

sensation, o f re a lity  in  language. The poet may succeed in :.sensing. ' 

re a lity ,  but rap id ly  becomes, d issa tis fied  w ith the expression o f th is  in  

the public medium Of language, just, as the social aspect o f language . 

leads to the d issa tis fa c tio n  o f the poet, so fo r  o rd in a l people the - 

common possession o f images and. forms leads eventually to a sense.of th e ir  

stalenessiand irrelevance; ib o th  the poet and the public .go through this;,

. sim ilar,process. ■ V '

; As a man. becomes fa m ilia r w ith his own poetry, i t  becomes 
as obsolete; fo r  hiraseif as fo r  anyone else. ’ ; I'fom. tM s i t  .=

. follows that one o f the motives in  w ritin g  is  renewal. ' . .Y;>i
■ ■- ; \ ■■■„, '■■■'■ ' ' (OP:#) ; .

.'Baerefore,Mn the cu lture , there is  a never-ending cycle o f the poet 

creating integrations which speedily; d issa tis fy  him: these integrations

: are passed oh through the socia l medium o f language and a rticu la te d ./.
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fiction to become the property cf ordinary non-poetsv but again lose their 
effectiveness# By tills time, the poet has created a. new set of forms and 
so on. This cyclical aspect is appropriate in terms of twentieth-century 
aesthetics, in its continual rejection of the fixed form in-favour of ,a 
constantly:changing process of reaction to new stimuli. . , ’

Our forms must strive to avoid the fixity imposed upon them by their 
very nature, because of our inability to accept consolations which appear 
to be at variance with our world view, as fixed foims must be when.'seen • 
in the context of the twentieth-century impression of the universe in flux,

The contingency must be there, or our, as if will be mere . 
fantasy and unrelated to tile basic human task of imaginative 
self-invention.^

So, while we cannot acoept"the,mimesis of pure contingency", we require 
a dash of contingency to assuage the reason, to convince ourselves intel
lectually that the projections of our desires are given respectability by 
their accurate relation to the state of things as they are, which,"of 
course, -is merely the state of, things as we have decided them to be, 
However, the forms of art have certain points in their favour with respect 
to this con-trick we consistently perform upon ourselves. Firstly, they, 
are particularly effective in their staying power because of their close
ness to the most lasting characteristics of the human. ■

. . .  all art is conditioned by time, and represents humanity 
in so far.as.it corresponds to the ideas and aspirations, the 
needs and hopes of a particular historical situation)̂ . But,

; at the same time, art goes beyond this limitation and, within 
the liistorioal moment, also creates a moment of humanity, 
promising constant development. 2 \ ■ .

Kermode, Sense of an ihiding. p. 146.
•2 'Fischer, p. 12.
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Despite the continual renewal of the individual particulars of. the world, 
given a universe in flux, the patterns of human need remain remarkably 
stable.and, if art caters for and expresses these recurring needs, artistic 
forms will be retained for longer periods of time than other forms. In any 
case, the work of art’s fixity is more apparent than real, for as an object 
in reality, it is subject to the flux as all other objects are. This 
tendency towards change ;is seen In terms of history; for example, the 
effect on the work of art of the .gradual obsolescence of language and the. 
change in the reader as time passes. , As Stevens says, "why should a poem 
not change in sense when there is a fluctuation of thé whole of experience?",
.(op 213) The major source of. change involved in the created artifact lies, 
however, in the mode of its operation: if it enters into the reader-poem
process, and becomes .transformed by this,, it avoids fixity. The very 
nature of the poetic process ensures that the poem never remains totally 
fixed while It continues to operate effectively as. a stimulus for the 
reconciliation of self and world.

Stevens himself emphasises the inexorability of change, which renders 
any fiction, including his own, impermanent.

And yet what good.were yesterday’s devotions?
I affirm and then at midnight the great cat
Leaps quickly from the fireside and is gone.

. ' (OP 264) ■ :

The capture of reality must, because of the mutability .of reality, be a 
fleeting and difficult task - "Poetry, is a finikin thing of air." (CP 155) 
The/integrations made by the.poet do not last for any great length of time, . 
their only advantage being, that they still endure more than any other form.

The close.approach to reality has always been the supreme . 
•difficulty of any art: the cominunication of actuality, ,
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as (poetics?) Ha.s been not only impossible but has'never 
< appeared to be worth wliile, beoausG it loses Identity :as 
the event passes. ' , ' ■ ,
-, -  ̂  ̂. ' (L, 760) ./ .

Our grasping of reality is bound up with Whitehead’s "event as the unit 
of thing's real", for our forms order are merely the stimuli by means 
of which’we. participate in the process which alone can lead us to a sense 
, of the existence of reality.

If forms are so shifting, almost as shifting as thé reality they 
seek to,convey to us, why does man continue, to create such,forms? This is
partly because of thé tendency, already discussed, to present solutions iri’ ,
palatable forms-,, for example, expressing the desire for form in a structured 
fiction. More important, he has a rage for order Which his,present world 
view does not satisfy, and this seems inevitably bound up wifi; the creation 
of fixed forms. Although weImay admit that fixed fournis" are in theory 
unsatisfactory, in that, our-.allegiance must be to process, they do satisfy 
a psychological, a spiritual need in man"order means peace,” (h. 293)
We are unable,to face "up fully to the consequences on our minds of our 
world view. "Above all.agitation and change, there must be a dominant, a 
metropolitan of the mind. " (L*. 372) Tlie deoreation of previously valid 
orders results in the creation of new orders, rather than leaving us in a 
situation where we face naked reality without the help of fictions, simply 
because We cannot"live in everyday terms in,this way* ' ' ■

It is true that, if we are to eliminate systeals as we ^  
along (and it is obvious, that , everyone is fairly busy at
that y we have got to replace, .them, unless we are to live

, like Abyssinians. System of some sort is inescapable.
(1.. 300)

Although all the efforts of the poet are towards satisfying the mind,. 
M s  OTOi mind and the minds of o thers,I he realises only too well that complete
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s a tis fa c tio n , o r a t any ra te  enduring sa tis fa c tio n , is  impossible; th is  

is  due f i r s t ly  to the world view o f the present age w ith  i t s  conviction - 

that a l l  fab rica tions o f the mind are fa lse  to what we assume to be 

re a lity#  This means that the im agination w il l  oohtinue to seek out new 

.foruis, while remaining aware,■in  advance, tha t they w il l  not su ffice *

Again, i t  would be the merest im provisation to say o f any 
image o f the world, even though i t  was an image w ith  which , 
a vast r accumulation o f imaginations had been content, tha t ■ . 
i t  was the ch ie f image* ' The imagination it s e lf  would not . ;

: remain,content w ith  i t  nor allow  us to do so* I t  is  the
irre p re ss ib le  re vo lu tio n is t*

( m  151-2)

So, in  a h is to ric a l sense, im agination w ill continue the process o f image 

.making, w ith  regard both to small d e ta ils  and to grand world views.

Apart from a source o f d issa tis fa c tio n  in  the nature' o f forms, there

is  the nature o f man him self to consider. Pragmatically, m̂an refuses to 

y ie ld  up ce rta in  eplstem ologlcally dubious concepts, fo r  td.thout these 

both action and thought would be d if f ic u lt ',  perhaps impossible*

Thought would be impossible i f  i t  d id  not fundamentally 
misconceive the nature o f beings i t  must predicate 
substance and equa lity , because a Imowledge o f complete 
flu x  is  impossible; i t  must ascribe a ttr ib u te s .to 
re a lity , in  order to e x is t its e lf*  No subject and no 
object need necessarily .ex is t to make thought possible 
but thought must believe in  bothwl

The notions o f s e lf and n o t-s e lf are a t the moment necessary concepts fo r

man to give a great deal o f assent to ./

i t  is  enough
To believe in  the weather and in  the things and men 
Of the weather and in  one's s e lf, as p a rt>.o f tha t '
And nothing more*

(CP 258)

1 Nietzsche, quoted in  Vaihinger, pp. 349^50*
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Although i t  i s ' conoeivable tha t these concepts, Azhich are themselves 

fic tio n s  b u ilt'U p  from the flu x  o f se n sa tio n a l.re a lity , may some day be • 

dispensed m th , th is  p o s s ib ility  is  a t our present le ve l o f psychic 

development as much a product o f the. imagination as are the ideas o f 

s e lf and body./ Some day "our almost in e v itab le  conception o f ourselves 

as receiving our Impressions from an external complex re a lity  beyond 

ourselves" may change, and we w il l  be able to accept em otionally a 

re a lity  .which is  s h iftin g , M thout separation in to  subject and object.

This fu tu re  is ,  however, pragm atically irre le v a n t, and we are le f t  w ith , 

the problem o f coming to terms w ith  these unavoidable concepts which have 

to be reconciled w ith  our v is io n  o f re a lity  in  a state o f flu x .

In  any case, i t  may w e ll be that i t  is  in  the nature o f the human, 

always to have such concepts. The existence o f consciousness may in  it s  

very d e fin itio n  involve the creation o f form, as Stevens quotes from 

F ocillon  -  "To assume consciousness is  a t once to assume form ." (NA 46)

I f  form malîing.is a pa rt o f the human, then i t  Is  lik e ly  tha t factionalism  

as a system w il l  not eas ily  become outmoded, a t le a s t not u n t il a world ■ 

view comes along w ith  a convincing view o f form e x is tin g .in  re a lity  it s e lf ,  

the very th ing  we lack a t the moment* The gap between man as an enti.iy  

and the outside world may also be a re su lt o f the nature o f the human, in  

tha t the notion o f human consciousness involves in  i t s  essence the 

consciousness o f something beyond the iso la ted  act o f consciousness.

A ll consciousness, as Husserl has shovm, is  consciousness 
o f something. This means tha t there is  no consciousness 
which is  not a p o s itin g  o f a transcendent ob jeot, o r, i f  
you p re fe r, tlia t consciousness has no "content".^ ,

^ A.N. Vdiitehead, The Aims o f Education* (London, I 962) , p. 16I*

2 .Jean-Paul Sartre, Being and Hothlnsness. transi, H. Barnes, (Methuen,
1957), p.; 11.
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I f  th is  is  so, then man w ill always s triv e  beyond the human and so set 

him self the very problems which upset him: we thereby have the paradox

o f the mind posing problems which i t  w il l then be the task o f the mind 

to solve.

The mind is  the te rr ib le s t  force in  the world, fa the r,
Because, in  ch ie f, i t ,  on ly, can defend 
Against its e lf*  At it s  mercy, we depend .

Upon i t .
(CP 436)

Our d issa tis factions are caused by the nature o f the mind in  it s  a b ility  

always to imagine beyond the immediately Imotm, and the mind is  the only 

force capable o f o ffe rin g  us comfort, because o f the "power over the mind 

tha t lie s  in  the mind it s e lf . "  (OP 246)
The aim is  the sa tis fa c tio n  o f th is  troublesome mind,

u n til the mind has been s a tis fie d  
U n til, fo r  him, h is mind is  s a tis fie d .

(OP 257)

I t  is  o f l i t t l e  importance what form th is  sa tis fa c tio n  w il l  talce, provided 

tha t i t  performs it s  task o f appeasing the mind, although in  p ractice , we 

seek sa tis factions which a t least appear to be o f the cognitive order.

In  theory, however, there is  only one c r ite rio n  fo r  these forms.

What d ifference would i t  make,
So long as the mind, fo r  once, fu lf i l le d  its e lf?

(op 91)

Our present world view has in s t ille d  a h um ility  w ith  re ^ rd  to the sa tis fy in g  

o f the mind: we no longer dare in s is t on an absolute Imowledge, and are

prepared to seize upon any idea which w ill ease the torment o f a mind 

which con tinua lly  longs fo r  the unattainable. I f  the mind w il l  always 

imagine beyond the immediately knowable, knowledge fo r  i t s  own sake is  no
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longer the u ltim ate  ,a im ,/qu ite  fa c t tha t some o f the

-prphleins posed by the. mind are inso lub le ; "the emancipated thought.sets '

“ i t s e lf  pinbiems . which in ' themselves are senseless. V ■ .. / Y' '/

The reduction in  importance'o f tra d itio n a l cbgnition throws the 

emphasis- on action, rather, than achieved imowledge.; I f  the mind ban never 

be s a tis fie d ,I then the process.of, attempting to .sa tis fy  i t ,  w il l  never come 

to a fixe d  conclusion, and thought /becomes involved M th  a c tiv ity  rather' / • 

than w ith  çOgnltiOn.r Action also/ helps to  s a tis fy  our desire ;to ' escape;,, ;/

from - the' s e lf; i t  gives, us the impression tha t we are : in fluencing , something 

in  - the external world. "Action seems ..to. issue in /an  in s tin c t fo r  .s e lf#

transoèhdence. The a c tiv ity  passes beyond s e lf into: the Imovm transcendent .

:/. This s h ift  to , action ra ther than completion leads to , the most - important 

■phrase, in  Stevens w ith  regard, to h is  thebry -  the poem, o f the act Of the

/.''I :/it/W I- '
../-: ../., Be the .fin d in g  : o f a sa tis faction ,;, and may ' :
' - Y .'/./y;/Be Of a/man skating, a wbman;; a womW ' . # ,/#  '. - , ;

• ; /, Combihg. The poem o f the act o f the mind. . I. .; , • •
,, : '-/’ ■;/.: :. (op 240) :■. :/;’:: ;

The poem. o f Stevens ’ act ., o f mind is  o f course the /whole o f the co llected:... 

poems, but on' an in d iv id u a l levelV/each poem is  the product o f the act .o f/’ I 

the poet's mind in  h is attempt to gain a personal sense.of ease,/the , ^

momentary fa ith  tha t ohe has indeed:grasped re a lity . The products o f/th e  

poet's creative  process, are o f:le ss  importance to him thon the act o f

^ 'Vaihinger,' :p., t c L i i i ,

Whitehead, ‘ Science bhd thé/ Modern Wo r id .. p. IO9 ,
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creation^ in  which he involves him self constaritly and s im ila rly , fo r the 

reader, what'matters is  thé process which . the coiiipleted poém succeeds in  

in i.t ia tir ig  fo r  him, YBCr both poet and reader, the object o f the creative 

process is  su rv iva l as contented human beings in  circumstances which \ 

appear to  m ilita te 'a g a in s t th is . : ' -
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VI

The s a tis fa c tio n , through the poetic process, o f the need fo r  order 

comes doini, as fa r  as Stevens him self is  concerned, to the question o f 

g e ttin g  through each day o f l i f e ,  o f merely liv in g . "Poetry is  a response 

to the d a ily  necessity o f g e ttin g  the world r ig h t."  (OP 176) . For Stevens 

the act o f w ritin g  poetry/became a major solace in  M s o\m l i f e ,  enabling 

him to survive as he wished to survive, and he describes poe try 's 

importance to him in  domestic terms -

One o f the re a lly  s ig n ific a n t reasons fo r  devoting one's 
whole l i f e  to poetry in  the same way tha t people devote 
th e ir  whole liv e s  to music o r pa in ting  is  tha t th is  
steady app lica tion  brings about a general moving forward.

i u  639)

Therefore, qu ite  apart from the possible epistem ological support offered . 

by poetry, Stevens is  m iapologetic about the therapeutic Use to which he 

puts the w ritin g  o f poetry in  h is  l i f e ,  c la im ing tha t "having elected to 

regard poetry as a form o f re tre a t, the judgment o f people is  ne ithe r here 

nor th e re ." (L* 230). From the poet's po in t o f view, poetry is  d ire c tly  

linlœ d to h is  own sa tis fa c tio n , since hé is  impelled to w rite  poetry o u t. 

o f h is personal quest- fo r  happipessj "the need o f the poet fo r  poetry is  

a dynamic cause o f the poetry tha t he w rite s ." (OP 229)

However, the a rtifa c ts  produced by the poet, wMoh he tends to neglect- ' . .

a fte r th e ir  creation, are o f supreme value to the ordinary people who, 

unable to in it ia te  th e ir  own creative process, seize upon the a rticu la tio n s  

o f the poet as necessary s tim u li. These ordinary people enter in to  th e ir 

otm creative  process by responding to the products o f a.previous process,
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that, o f 'the poet, thereby,:' to à g rea te r or lesser extèht oboordihg';to / 

the nearness Of th e ir mind: to the.poet’ s in fe r r in g  the. orig inalY pfbcess. ' 

We ohoose the poet whose mind.seems closest to opr own, whose, poetry 

succeeds best in  this/process o f .stim u la ting  création. / , :

I f  we were a l l  a lik e ; i f  we were m illio n s  o f people 
/saying do, re , mi in  m iison, one; poet would be enough; 
and, Hesiod him self would do..very  ̂w e ll. . * But we
are n o t-a ll a lik e . ' . ' :/;//./*/ - . ...
-  . (OP-267) ,

The u ltim ate  aim is  not to present the ordinary man w ith  ready-made ’ 

fic tio n s , but to encourage him to create h is own, thé advantage I n  th is  

being tha t they w ill then s a tis fy  more fu lly  by being app:^priate to liis  

own p a rtic u la r personality and needs, since, th e re /is  an in ev itab le  gap 

■between the reader and evèh the most compatible o f poets I ... ■ ■ .. ■ ■/.

Problems change/ and/ there is  no end to them; ' and i f  one. 
is  ever to be independent o f professional insight-malcers 
one needs, n o t.sp e c ific  so lu tions, but the capacity fo r  
creating'them  as occasion requires.

At the moment, the poet’ s importance lie s  in  the. gulf-between-the 

assuagement;: tha t people seek mid ■ th e ir personal a b ility  to create the 

means to.'such comfort ; Stevens sees. the poet as an almost .pa te rna lis tic  

fig u re , leading people to the .fu lfilm e n t they desire but ; cannot fin d . /This 

is  necessa iy/until the time when a l l  :men have thé confidence to be th e ir, 

own poet. ' '. / ' ’ ■ ■ .'

1

The world .never moves a t/a  very high le v e l, but a few men ’ 
.shquid always move at/a /V ery high le v e l; I whether these two 
leve ls  w il l  ever s u ffic ie n tly  approach each other and 
poetry regain what you c a ll its,- lo ss i remains to be seen.

/  -■ ' -(l.: 299r : /

hheelis, p *, 224,
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Stevens-accepts it as given that not all men are capable of the insights 
reached by the-poet, and is surprisingly:(for those who consider him ' 
detached) concerned with the giving of satisfaction to the ordinary 
people who feel that they are unable to go througli an original creative ' 
process by themselves *

Isn’t it the function of every poet , * * to take his . 
station in the midst of the ciroumstances in wlilch people 
actually live and to endeavor to give them, as. well ,as / 
himself, the poetry that they need in those vezy : 
circumstances? . ■ . / ..

(L. 711)

Stevens' aim is purely pragmatic^ he is out to help people live their 
lives, believing that these lives are set in intolerable circumstances,. . 
where the satisfying of the niind has become an extremely difficult task. 
He seeks to bring about a.certain harmony between the individual and the 
world he has inherited, the "archetypes of experience" he cannot easily: ; 
escape from. Being himself aware of the effects on the rfiind of reaching 
certain beliefs about the world, Stevens has. a. great respect for the 
ability of "medium man" to survive the. damaging revelation of. how little 
we con know of the world*

' ' . ' . .• ,

Their nobility does not lie in what they look like but in 
what they endure and in the manner in which they .endure it.
For instance, everybody except a child appreciates that 
'things are hot what they seem’; and the result of dis- .. 
illusion might be fatal to Content were it nOt for courage, . 
good-mll, and the like. :

' . (1.144) .

The world is largely com̂ posed of these, brave, non-exceptional men who ' 
suffer from an insecurity theĵ  lack the ability to assuage, and Stevens 
pays homage to tMs "normal" froai Which he himself feels divorced, in his 
role as poet. The normal lies behind the act of writing poetry
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At least: what one ought to find in nornial life, insight 
into the'coiffinohplaoe, reconciliation with everyday 
reality. ' '

■: ' ■ '(/, 643):- . :

Like Tonio KrSger, Stevens is painfully, conscious of the neoessary 
separation-of the poet from the nomal, eVeryday world of other men and 
women, and at times regrets a necessity which is tied to the nature of 
the poetic process* -

With me, how to write of the normal in a normal way is a 
problem which I have long since given Up tlying to solve, 
because I never feel that I am in the area of poetry 
until I am a little off the normal*

(L. 287)

As we have seen, the poet's task is in fact .made necessary by the actions . 
of the normal people, who divorce word from thing without dispensing with 
their need for the vrord to be the thing but, although the poet is separated 
from the normal by his ability to reunite vford and thing in poetiy, as la 
social being he longs to be reconciled to the people his art separates 
him from*

For myself, the inaccessible jewel is the normal and all ' 
of life, in poetry, is the difficult pursuit of -just that.

. (L. 521)

Stevens is seeking "life, in all its seductive banality"" and, although 
poetry is divorced from the noimial, what it can be is the "abnormal •: 
ereating an illusion of. the normal*" (OP 177): Since the world as.given

of. Thomas Mann, Tonic Kroger, transi. H.T. Lowe-Porter, (Penguin, - 
1955) P* 149. "One must die to life in order to bè utterly, a creator."

^ .Mann, p. 159* -,
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is in.some sense inadequate, the poet can help:to;change; it by. utilising 
the abnormal to improve the conditions of the normal.

Resistance to- the pressure of ominous and destructive 
ciroumstanoe consists of its conversion, so far as .. 
possible, into a differentj an explicable, an amenable 
circumstance, .

(OP 225)

The "amenable ciroumstanoe" is always with reference to the everyday lives 
we lead,'.for tills is the level at wbich satisfaction is called upon .to 
operate, and the poet's role is therefore to share his gifts in the task 
of relieving the oppression of. the normal* At tliis moment in time,
Stevens sees./ the major threat to the normal as coming from a cultural 
uncertainty about the external world. . ' I';

This confiance que le poète fait, et nous invite;a faire, ’
; au monde, of which Jean Faulhan speaks, is the essential 

value of poetry today.
: . ' ' d- 725);/ :

Although in the actual creative process, the poet must detach; liimself 
ruthlessly from.other;people, it is the poet who makes the world bearable 
for; these people and he does this by having what, is in some sense a 
superior world view, a world view which is more desirable in thed it 
manages to solve the problems posed by the imagination of modern.man. 
t/hat;.the poet offers is the sharing of his; world view, through the 
expression, of it in his poetiy and we have need of tliis because of the 
insufficiencies we. find in our own vision of things. This transference 
of ; world views takes place by the use of the imagination. .

, vicf, \vhitehead, Aims 'p. 160; "You; may polish up.commonsense,, you may 
contradict in detail, .you niay surprise it*,. BUt ultimately your whole , 
task is to satisfy it." ' ' -Y, ■ Y - /
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Nh©n a/pbèt makes his imagination the imagination of \
' ; , other people;, he does so by making them see the world'
■ ; through his eyes.

■ (I'.; 402) ,

And the object of this, as before, is that "in prompting mankind to 
imagine, he (the poet) would, be helping them to live," Since it is the
imagination which leads us to separate the self from reality, we must
use the imagination in the neoessary,recapture of reality. The ordinary 
man has'enough imagination-to appreciate the gulf between man and the 
external world, but lacks the imagination to bridge the gap, or even to 
gain a sense of the elements on either side of the gap.; The poet, however, 
by offering us fictions which: afe both agents and products of synthesis, 
enables,us Cither to. reach the same synthesis of self and world or to % 
have an awareness, itself satisfying, of the elements required for synthesis. 
As we have seen, the major satisfaction comes from an awareness of the 
dualism underlying our everyday monism. Poetry is uniquely equipped to 
.give the sense.of this distinction because of its mode of operation as 
process, since;both self and the external world can be defined only in 
teims of their interaction. The one process, the artistic, clarifies the 
other process, that of life itself* ,

Some faith is needed before one enters,into this artistic process to 
clarify the process of life; it requires a certain faith in art in 
general. "If you don't believe in poetry, you cannot write it." (L., 500) 
This faith in turn depends on whether Or not one accepts the world view 
which suggests that both the self and the external world can only be 
defined through the event, thereby calling for a process bÿ which this 
definition may take place. This faith may well reside in fictional things -

3" George. Santayana, The Life of Reason (New York,.1954)tP* 343*
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the fictions of self'and/world-being defined by the use, of the fiction 
that the world may be grasped in sorné way by the fiction-making .process 
of poetry. - Stevens, himself does not object to thé reduction of all ... .
aspects of his theory to the status of fiction, .since he’; himself is- 
oomïnitted to a radical- fictionalism; poetry is the "supreme fiction".
He accepts that thelppetie synthesis gives what is merely one possible 
version of reality, but claims that, one version is all we require*

.. Nothing'will Over appease tlîis..desire (to move, in : thé .. 
direction of fact) except a consciousness of. fact as 
everyone.is at least satisfied to have it be.I .

Our modern scepticism has indeed led us to the point at which we find it 
impossible to assent to a system which rejects the fiction in faVour of 
"truth."

I, said that I thought. v;e, had reached a point at which 
we could no longer really believe in any tiling unless 
we recognized that it was a fiction.

■ V ■■ (L. 430) ■ -

The problem is one of self-contradiction in accepting a belief in dis
belief 5 "belief in a world in which the conditions and forms of belief 
are themselves products ;of the interaction of the believer and his world, 
of the conjoining of the Imagination and reality. , Although the theory
of illusion may Itself be an illusion, as is possible on its o-m terms, 
we have an apparently permanent peycho-soèial desire, to believe in something,

1 ' - ' . /■ • , ■ . - \A Stevens, quote from the dustjacket for the 1942 edition of Parts Of
8, World» reprinted in Helen Vendlèr, Qn Extended Wings .(Harvard ‘(Jniversity
Press, 1969)» P* 153. ■ My italics.

2 ' ' ' - - "■ ■: Roy Harvey Pearce, "Wallace Stevens ; the Life of the Imagination," in 
Wallace Stevens, edited by Marie Borroff (New Jersey, 196$), p. I30,
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even In, disbelief ♦. .... ' . :/ " Y.Y / ' -:Y>

YlfiOne no. longer believeK it is not : I . '
/y possible^m to disbelieveÿ it. becomes nedessary 

': to believe in something,else. . ■ ./

So, We have decided to put, our faith in fsoeptieisin, simply because this 
seems’to be !the only aqçeptable course open ; to us. . At the moment we j. 
are left with a belief ÿ’ whioh we take to be. true, that belief in so far 
forth is the .best, indeed the only, type/of belief permitted by our 
present world view. . .  ̂I /■■ / /

.. .L. " . ,It is a question, now, ■ ■ , '
. .Of final belief# So,/say that final belief 

. . „ Y D3ust be in a fiction. . , ’ . I

This theory of disbelief can be reached only through the . par ticipation 
in Stevens’ poetic prooess. We participate and, by means of the examples 
given - the poems -■ we reach a theory which teanhes us to. rèject the. given 
form of the poems in favour, of pur own .creations. It also teaches' us that 
the, paradigm; Itself is./sitbjeot to change* Therefore, according to Stevens, 
his own fabricated poems will remain meaningful until all men' havd : gleanCd 
from them the ; theory of fictions, and, succeeded in applying it by creating 
their'own forms pf. order,. Then iiis poems .both/as .fictional; structures and 
as inGorporating à sÿçtém belief will becpme .outmoded, except perhaps, 
for/“their historical ihteres t in sODie, .fbture study of the establishment of 
thé theo%lof’fictions , as/thd monopolistic world view. //;-;

of, William James on: the limitations - placed upon our possible choice 
of . systems . "Mr./ /Balfour gives' thè, :name/éf r 'authorî ^̂  all. those '
influences, .born pf thé Yin téH climate, that make Yhypp theses ppssibie
or : impossible for us, alive or , dead# ." . /The Will To Believe'(Lon̂ unahS i Green&&.,:,i915Y;p:-9.v;,/:// -rY/Y/' ; ■ w -. ; : „■/■ '/;/
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V/hat happens if the wo rid, veers off,, in another direotion? V/e imst 
distinguish- between the overt system,.the, assumptions on which it is ' 
based, the implications of the system in terms of the supposed greatness 
of the poet?s soul and, finally, the effect of the system and. the world , 
view on the poetry itself* Essentially., we.would still agree with the 
world view on'which. Stevens bases his theory of.fictions5 that the 
universe is in flux, .that there can be laws of statistical probability 
but not of cause and effect* and that we. seek an order lacking in such a 
view* We may be less ̂ filling to accept his aesthetic, with its claims 
for an intensificatloh, indeed a discovery, of reality through the act of 
the mind in poetî r, but at the very least we can see it as a possible 
view under the given circumstances. Both the world view and the aesthetic 
maŷ  however, be rejected in the future, as Stevens himself allows they 
may be. In that case wo are left in the same situation with regard to 
Stevens as with any other poet whose system has lost relevance through 
time - the system becomes useful for the clues it gives, us about the poet’s

With a true poet his poetry is the same thing as his vital 
self . * . The good writers are the .good thinlters. They . . 
are not able and skillful ink-slingers, but people who put / .
all that they have into what they say in writing*

' : - (1.815)

Our assessment of poetry .as great is largely connected with the cosmic 
imagination wliich we find in it and which we attribute to ; the poet.- 
Stevens rightly points.out that there exists a hierarchy in our concerns* 
some things being, "of first importance" and others being of "secondary or 
lesser importance." (OP 252) Poets who confine themselves to incorporating 
things of secondary importance are, sooner or later, placed by us below the 
poets who deal with our most important prebocupations, since poetry is both.
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a product : and a obmiodity/of̂ 'm̂  and as such will reflect, from both the 
creative and from the receptive .points of view, what he .wishes ■it,; t 
abouti "in .the. widest sense* One obvious example is the'-continuing';' ■ 
respeo t shoim to Mil ton, despite the, unfashionable nhtuie Of many, of his ; 
themes, These themes, are not important in themselves, in their détails, /• 
what matters is the scale on which the; poet is vnrking,/how ;many:-pf ; the , 
essential .elements of the humhn he deals with. ' ' i;- ,. .. .

. %  measure of the poet-Cis the measure of his sense of . • . • . '
;the world and of'the extent'to which it involves': the;.

- ' . sëhse of other/people, ■
,■ ^ ' - I  “ '■': ■'■ v  W - ' ' ' ( m ' 1 2 3 - 4 ) ; ; / ; -  - . ' ï / . ,  .

The problem is that to ,get this ""measure" we have to : turn to the poetiy 
i18elf/and the/teohnioal success Of the poet in putting his sense of the 
woâ d' ihto the: poetry, uv. The elaboration of insight in a poem -is the - 
material- we are giveh to work, with in the fascinating process of . ; , ; : //
recohs true ting the .poet’s personality .and soul, . //f'

;The inextricable conjoining of theory and/-expression is particularly 
marked in Wallace Stèvensi not merely, because the./elaborated theory; calls/■ 
for its : oihi discovery and practice through,the process of poetry. This . 
can be: , seen=by; comparing the early; poetry with the vezÿ; last poems, ifhen ' 
we'see the moyement ,/from .Stevens ’ tendency to ^ve Oameo illustrations of 
particular aspects'; of his theory to the massive embodiment, of the -whole ; ; 
théoby that/we fihd/in the later poetry. ;The early poems .pan almost/'be 
given labels, accprdlng;'to the particular facet of the theory they happen . ̂
' to be illustrating* : A 'poem like Notes Towards A Bupreme Fiction, however, - 
sets the probiems,; faces them, goes On to offer solutions! and is i'tself. ' 
an. exemplification/of the solution ohoseh by Stevens*'- It is./impossible to 
imagine ablate Stevens poem apart from the theory, %&en/we /realise how ;;/
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much poems like the mighty Gourse Of A Particular, the final Soliloquy
Of The Interior Paramour* Thé Planet On The Table/gain from being \ '
inextricably involved ih the whole .Wdy of work which, preoeede them,
"(d.th all the urgent questions explored by it* Regardless of what we think, 
or may come to thinlc, of Stevens* aesthetic theory, it is impossible not
to be glad that Stevens did concern himself in this way simply for the . ?

1 ■' ■ ■  ■ ■'sake of the poetry it enabled him to produce. In any. case

bhen we find in poetry that which gives us a momentary 
’ existence, on an exquisite plane, is it necessary to ask 

the meaning, of. the poem? .; If the poem had a meaning and
if its explanation destroyed the illusion, should we .
.have gained or . lost? , ;

. (OP 223) ;

.In judging what, a poet means to us we must consider firstly the . , 
material we are given, the body of poetry itself. Through the. poetry we 
reach the poet’s'elaborated theory and an examination of both theory, and; 
poetry will allow us to decide what a .poet is concerning himself, ̂jith*
Our assessment of any poet involves what we think of all these aspects -
how universal and lasting his .concerns, are, how plausible we find the 
theory-, how well the theory is incorporated into the poetry, and finally - 
how beautiful ,we feél the poetry., to be, hot simply in terms of how well it 
conveys either the theory or the poet’s sensibility* In Stevens’ case, 
his theory of fictions does indeed reflect our present concerns but beyond 
that he is concerning himself with nothing less than the mighty .theme of. 
the recurrent problems posed by man for his o w  solving, based on. the 
unchanging quality of the human* He’ is examining, the very nature of man

1 'The appropriate criterion is;T*S* Eliot’s, M s .opposition not to
system but to damaging system, "The borrowed philosophy of Dante and
Lucretius is perhaps not .so interesting (as Blake’s), but it injures their
form less." The Sacred Wood (Methuen University Paperbacks, 1964), p.; 156,
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and, hot resting content with this, goes on to examine the consequences -, 
for man Of this nature in terms of human happiness and thé remedies , the.t 
may legitimately:he sought*He carries out this.Oxamihation with an acute 
awareness: that the .problem does not rest in the. realm of theory*., that, 
satisfaction must be brought, to the "plain men in plain...towns", who are 
"not precise about the.appeasement they need#" (CP 46?) This conOerh ie 
expressed in a poetry of exceptional beauty and skill, and .Stevens’ great 
success lies in M s  ability to convey both elaborated thought and deep 
tenderness in such poetry, which does.indeed, as Stevens would have it, 
comfort us# ^

Even .so when I tMnk of you as strong-or tired,.
Bent over work, anxious# content, alone,
You remain the more than natural figure# You 
Become the soft-footed phantom, the irrational .
Distortion, however fragrant, however dear*: ■ . - 
That’s it; the more than-rational'distortion, .:lf-1 
The fiction that resultŝ  from feeling. Yes, that.
They.will get it straight one day at the Sprbonhe. 
We will return at twilight-from, the lecture ; 1
Pleased that the irrational is rational, V
Until, flicked by feeling, in a gildered street,
I call you by name, my green, my fluent muhdo* , '
You will, have stopped revolving except in crystal.

(OP .406-7)
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